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Abstract
The objective of this thesis is to develop tools for the analysis and optimization of an
iterative receiver. These tools can be applied to most soft-in soft-out (SISO) receiver
components. For illustration purposes we consider a multi-user DS-CDMA system with
forward error correction that employs iterative multi-user detection based on soft inter-
ference cancellation and single user decoding. Optimized power levels combined with
adaptive scheduling allows for efficient utilization of receiver resources for heavily loaded
systems.
Metric transfer analysis has been shown to be an accurate method of predicting the
convergence behavior of iterative receivers. EXtrinsic Information (EXIT), fidelity (FT)
and variance (VT) transfer analysis are well-known methods, however the relationship
between the different approaches has not been explored in detail. We compare the metrics
numerically and analytically and derive functions to closely approximate the relationship
between them. The result allows for easy translation between EXIT, FT and VT methods.
Furthermore, we extend the J function, which describes mutual information as a function
of variance, to fidelity and symbol error variance, the Rayleigh fading channel model and
a channel estimate. These J functions allow the a priori inputs to the channel estimator,
interference canceller and decoder to be accurately modeled. We also derive the effective
EXIT charts which can be used for the convergence analysis and performance predictions
of unequal power CDMA systems.
The optimization of the coded DS-CDMA system is done in two parts; firstly the re-
ceived power levels are optimized to minimize the power used in the terminal transmitters,
then the decoder activation schedule is optimized such that the multi-user receiver com-
plexity is minimized. The uplink received power levels are optimized for the system load
using a constrained nonlinear optimization approach. EXIT charts are used to optimize
the power allocation in a multi-user turbo-coded DS-CDMA system. We show through
simulation that the optimized power levels allow for successful decoding of heavily loaded
systems with a large reduction in the convergence SNR. We utilize EXIT chart analysis
and a Viterbi search algorithm to derive the optimal decoding schedule for a multi compo-
nent receiver/decoder. We show through simulations that decoding delay and complexity
can be significantly reduced while maintaining BER performance through optimization of
the decoding schedule.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
We use an imaginary example to illustrate the challenges faced by modern wireless com-
munications systems. Consider an international sporting event, such as the World Ori-
enteering Championships (WOC). Orienteering is a sport in which the competitors must
race around a course marked on a map and usually takes place in the forest. The first
WOC was held in Fiskars, Finland in 1966 and the results would have been carried on
paper out of the forest, duplicated and mailed to various National Federations around the
world. It would have taken weeks or months for word to filter from the race in Fiskars
down to an interested orienteer in Canberra, Australia, that A˚ge Hadler from Norway had
won the mens race and the Swede Ulla Lindkvist the women’s race. The explosive growth
in digital communications in the late 20th and early 21st centuries has meant that people
expect high speed, reliable communication of information between any two points on the
globe. For WOC, this means that the spectators sitting at home in Canberra can watch
the action in the forests of Czech Republic at the 2008 WOC as it happens, with every last
split time instantly transferred to their computers, PDAs or mobile phones. These “vir-
tual” spectators may be sitting on a bus or train on their way to work and so require that
their high speed connection is robust at various vehicle speeds, in an urban environment
with large buildings, and hundreds of other users close by. As many of them will be using
small hand-held devices they want long battery life so the computational complexity and
power usage of their devices must be kept to a minimum. When they call their friends
after the race is over with their video phones to discuss the performance of the Australian
competitors the users require the devices to process the data quickly enough that there is
no noticeable delay. For the engineers designing the systems used above, the challenge is
to ensure the system is as efficient as possible. This means using efficient coding schemes,
optimized power levels of each user and low complexity decoding.
1.1 An Analogy of the Problem
The thousands of spectators standing in front of the big screen at the WOC will be
speaking in up to 30 different languages. The noise of the crowd will be a combination
of all those voices and a spectator could identify a number of languages being spoken
in his or her vicinity. However, if a Norwegian fan starts yelling his support for the
Norwegian competitors too loudly he will drown out the voices of the other supporters.
Two Australians in the crowd are trying to discuss the performance of the Australians but
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the interference from the other fans is making it difficult. The commentary is blaring out
of speakers and echoing off the hillsides around the finish area adding to the confusion.
This is a good analogy to the problems faced by the code-division multiple-access
(CDMA) receiver in the mobile phone of the “virtual” spectator on a bus in Canberra
trying to watch the action live. In a cellular CDMA system the data for each user can be
separated by spreading with pseudo-random codes which means the signals for all the users
can be sent at the same time using the same frequencies. Just as the two Australians in
the crowd try to differentiate the words being spoken by their mate from the words being
spoken in other languages, the CDMA receiver in the mobile phone of the virtual spectator
on the bus must ignore the signals sent to all the other mobile users. The background noise
from the cars and trucks on the Czech Republic’s busy streets is analogous to the thermal
noise in the receiver of the mobile phone, just as the loud Norwegian fans drowning out the
Australians conversation is to the near-far effect in the CDMA cell when one user is closer
to the base station than another. The echoing of the commentary from the surrounding
hillsides closely mimics the multi-path experience by the CDMA receiver in the urban
environment.
The solutions implemented by communications systems engineers closely resemble the
way the spectators understand each other and the commentator standing by the finish
line at WOC 2008. To them, speaking a different language to the spectators around
them is analogous to the spreading code in the CDMA system. All languages contain
redundancy, which protect (verbal and written) communication from noise or ambiguity
and increase the chances the message is understood. The language the spectators are
speaking is therefore analogous to the error correction code used by the mobile standard.
When listening to the commentary the spectators soon learn that an echo follows a few
seconds behind every word the commentator says, and by listening carefully, or by looking
towards the speakers, they can ignore the echo. Furthermore, if they miss a detail they
can wait for the echo and try to catch it then. The mobile phone receiver combats multi-
path in a similar fashion, by learning the channel and compensating for it, even using the
multiple received signals to give better performance than a single-path channel. Finally,
consider an analogy to iterative receivers where a priori information is used to improve
the estimate of the transmitted data. When the spectators have some information, for
example they know approximately what time the winner has taken to complete the course,
they have a better chance of understanding what the commentator says when he informs
the crowd what time the winner has run.
The work in this thesis serves to provide tools for analysis of the iterative receiver.
Furthermore, methods to optimize the receiver are proposed, such that complexity, cost
and delay can be reduced while maximizing battery life, useability and the overall quality
of communications.
1.2 Literature Review
Channel coding is used to improve the performance of digital communications systems,
both wired and wireless, where the communication (or storage) media is viewed as a
channel. The channel code is generally an implementation of an error correcting code and
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enables both detection and correction of errors caused by the noisy channel. The noisy
channel coding theorem [1] states that there exists a maximum rate at which information
can be communicated over a noisy channel. This theorem is fundamental to information
theory and was first derived by Shannon in 1948 [1], hence is commonly referred to as the
Shannon Limit or Capacity.
1.2.1 Error Control Codes
In forward error correction (FEC) coding an encoding algorithm is used to add redundancy
to the transmitted data sequence and enable not just detection but error correction.
Shannon’s theorem promised that with the right code, data could be transmitted error-
free at data rates up to the channel capacity. Unfortunately the theorem did not specify
how to code/decode the data to achieve these fundamental limits. The publication of
Shannon’s paper spawned much work on FEC codes. Block codes were developed in 1949
by Golay [2] and in 1950 by Hamming [3]. Convolutional codes (CC), which in general
outperform block codes, were introduced by Elias in 1955 [4]. Low density parity-check
(LDPC) codes, developed by Gallager [5] in the early 1960’s, were the first codes to
approach the Shannon limit. The coding scheme is still the most powerful developed.
However, due to the prevalence of CCs in modern communications systems, in particular
the 3GPP standard [6], the work in this thesis will focus on CCs.
In theory FEC codes enable error-free detection if the information rate is less than the
Shannon limit. The problem is that the conventional means to approach capacity require
the code words to be infinitely large and randomly selected, the decoder complexity is in
that case prohibitively large. In practice the finite length of codes required by practical
limitations and constraints on the communication system (such as latency and complexity)
means that the best FEC codes are around 3dB away from the Shannon Limit. That is,
even the best FEC codes require the data to be transmitted at twice the power required
by Shannon’s theorem.
Several algorithms have been derived for decoding of CCs. The Viterbi algorithm
[7] commonly used for short information block lengths and gives maximum likelihood
(ML) performance. The algorithm is easy to implement but gives hard-decisions on the
data. The soft-output Viterbi algorithm (SOVA) was proposed in [8] and is useful as
soft information gives an estimate of the reliability of the decision which proves to be
crucial in iterative (turbo) decoding. Optimal, or maximum a posteriori (MAP), decoding
is based on the BCJR algorithm proposed by Bahl, Cocke, Jelinek and Raviv in [9].
The log-MAP algorithm was developed for the conveience of numerical computation of
a posteriori probabilities in hardware. It is a log domain implementation of the BCJR
algorithm which achieves good bit-error-rate (BER) performance. The max-log-MAP
algorithm is less complex but suffers some performance degradation. The details of these
two sub-optimal decoding algorithms will not be considered in this thesis but can be
obtained in [10]. Since the input to a decoder is always soft information, a decoder using
an implementation of a soft-output decoding algorithm is called a soft-in soft-out (SISO)
decoder.
The BCJR algorithm is widely used in modern communications systems but, as with
the Viterbi and SOVA algorithms, the mathematical complexity of the decoding algorithm
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is high and analytical derivation of BER performance for a code is impossible. Further-
more, deriving the BER performance through simulations are computationally expensive
and time-consuming. Knowledge of the BER performance, specifically the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) threshold above which successful decoding is possible, is vital for the design
of efficient communications systems. A method was required to analyze CC and turbo
code decoders without the need to run computationally demanding simulations.
Powerful channel coding is possible today with the utilization of turbo codes, which
were introduced by Berrou, Glavieux and Thitimajshima in 1993 [11]. Encoding is car-
ried out using a number (usually two) of concatenated recursive systematic codes (RSC)
which are separated by interleaving functions. The decoding technique iterates between
the decoder blocks where extrinsic information on the data is exchanged by the constituent
decoders. An interleaver is used to ensure the information shared by the constituent codes
is not correlated and improve the distance properties of the code. The interleaver essen-
tially increases the codeword length while keeping the block length for each constituent
decoder to a practically realizable size, in a so-called “divide and conquer” approach.
Decoding of turbo codes with a single decoder is possible, but the complexity increases
exponentially with the length of the interleaver. In other words, the permutations intro-
duced by the interleaver add some random behavior to the code as required by Shannon’s
theorem [12]. The original turbo coding technique can produce performance which is less
than 1dB from capacity and subsequent results can get to within a small fraction of a
decibel from capacity. Turbo codes were used in [13] to approach within just 0.1dB of the
Shannon limit and in [14] the authors used turbo codes in a Rayleigh fading channel to
achieve performance 0.7dB from Shannon capacity. Using similar principles (i.e. itera-
tive decoding) Nickl came within 0.27dB of the Shannon Limit using Hamming codes in
[15]and in [16] Richardson et al used turbo LDPC codes to achieve performance 0.06dB
away from Shannon capacity.
Turbo codes are used extensively in modern communications systems. They are in-
cluded in the 3G mobile telephony standard, DVB-S digital television, deep space com-
munications (NASA standard) and are an option in the WiMax (IEEE 802.16) standard.
1.2.2 Iterative Decoding Analysis
Hagenauer and Hoeher were the first to visualize the behavior of a SISO decoder in [17].
They considered the decoder as a filter which improves the SNR and derived a transfer
function where the SNR of the decoder output is a function of the input SNR. This work
was carried out before iterative, or turbo, decoding was discovered. Several methods have
since been derived to analyze the performance of convolutional and turbo codes.
The Variance Transfer (VT) method was first proposed by Alexander et al in [18] and
developed further in [19]. A decoder can be considered as a device to increase the SNR,
or alternatively to reduce the noise in the received signal. The VT technique essentially
determines by simulation the input-output relationship of the constituent decoder by com-
paring the noise variance in the a priori input to the a posteriori output noise variance,
for a fixed Eb/N0. VT analysis assumes the noise has a Gaussian distribution and as such
has been used extensively in CDMA receivers as the interference plus noise in a CDMA
channel is Gaussian-like. VT analysis exhibits a good match with actual simulations in
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these channels. In [20] VT analysis was used to model unequal power CDMA.
A method known as density evolution (DE) was proposed independently by El Gamal
and Hammons in [21] and Divsalar et al in [22]. The authors analyzed iterative systems
by tracking the density, or SNR, of the extrinsic information exchanged between the con-
stituent decoders. This technique considers each decoder as an SNR transfer device, the
input is the SNR of the a priori input and the output is the SNR of the a posteriori
output. The work by Richardson et al in [23] and [16] was significant in DE analysis of
LDPC codes. DE is useful for optimizing LDPC codes and as in VT analysis, requires the
assumption that the input and output of the decoder is Gaussian [21].
The soft bit transfer (SOBIT) analysis, also known as fidelity transfer (FT) analysis,
was proposed by Tu¨chler et al in [24]. This technique uses a transfer function of the mean
value of the soft bits to trace the iterative decoding. The authors found this method to be
superior to SNR transfer techniques as it more accurately predicted the behavior of the
iterative process.
Both VT and DE analysis have been used extensively and have been found to exhibit
properties that make them especially suitable to particular decoders or receivers. In 2001
ten Brink proposed using mutual information (MI) as a metric for tracking the convergence
of iterative decoding in [25, 26]. The method is known as Extrinsic information transfer
(EXIT) analysis and considers the decoder as a MI transfer device. The transfer function
is obtained through simulation and describes the change in MI between the input and
the output of the decoder. This technique typically assumes a Gaussian distributed input
signal, however it has the advantage that no assumption needs to be made on the output.
EXIT analysis is generally considered to be the superior technique for modeling iterative
decoding [24] and in recent years much work has been done in the field of EXIT analysis
that ten Brink created in 2001. The relationship between capacity, code rate, and EXIT
functions, now known as the Area Theorem, was proven in [27, 28] and [29]. In [30] it was
shown that EXIT and Density Evolution are equivalent (and exact) in the BEC case. The
Generalized EXIT (GEXIT) function was proposed in [31] which yielded a closed-form
EXIT function for BEC case for simple codes and in [32] the authors derived a (tight)
upper bound for the MAP threshold (threshold above which decoding can succeed). Land
et al calculated analytical bounds for single parity check and repetition codes in [33]. EXIT
chart analysis was extended to parallel concatenated codes with three components by ten
Brink in [34] and Bra¨nnstro¨m et al proposed a method in [35] to project multi-dimensional
EXIT charts onto (more easily understood) two dimensional charts.
Several other techniques have been proposed for convergence analysis of iterative de-
coders and receivers. Belief propagation, otherwise known as the sum-product algorithm,
was used to represent iterative multiuser joint decoding of CDMA signals by Boutros and
Caire in [36] and [37]. They analyzed the asymptotic performance of the decoding algo-
rithms using DE. In [38] the authors derived a mean-squared error (MSE) transfer chart
which they show exhibit similar properties to EXIT charts. The convergence analysis
tools mentioned previously assume a large (infinite) block length. In practice large block
lengths are not suitable for communications as they suffer from high latency so block
lengths typically less than 5 × 103 are used. Transfer charts become less reliable with
decreasing block lengths. Lee and Blahut proposed the SNR transfer characteristic band
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(TCB) in [39, 40, 41] which is useful for finite-length turbo codes. In [42] Lee and Blahut
proposed an analogous EXIT band chart for finite-length turbo codes and derived lower
bounds for the BER performance.
In [24] Tu¨chler et al concluded that EXIT and fidelity transfer are most suitable for
predicting the convergence behavior of turbo codes. The open question is how can one
compare these techniques and what is fundamentally different about the analysis methods.
There have been several papers that have compared the EXIT and VT techniques [26,
24]. Hagenauer compared the EXIT chart with the fidelity chart in [43]. However, these
papers only compared the analysis techniques numerically by utilizing simulation. In [44]
Shepherd et al utilized analytical techniques to compare the two methods. Then in [45]
Shepherd et al showed that fidelity and VT are in fact equivalent and proposed several
functions describing the relationship between EXIT and VT/fidelity.
In consideration of the findings in [26] and [24], that EXIT charts are the most accurate
tool for analysis of iterative receivers, they will be used exclusively in this thesis.
1.2.3 CDMA Receiver
In a cellular mobile communications system with limited resources the division of access
privileges is an ever increasing issue, as the number and density of users and the data rates
they demand increases. The basic approach to share the system resources is to divide the
channel and multiplex the users such that only one user accesses each division at any
time. The channel can be divided in one of several ways: time (TDMA), where all users
transmit on the same frequency but users are assigned time slots during which they may
use the frequency; space (SDMA), where smart antennae (phased array techniques) are
used to direct transmissions at the mobile user to maximize the gain in that direction;
or frequency (FDMA) where each user is assigned a frequency band to use. In code
division multiple access (CDMA) users share frequency and time, that is they transmit
at the same frequency band at the same time, but are separated using a spreading code.
The spreading code is a pseudo-random sequence that is unique to each user and the
transmitted sequence occupies a wider bandwidth so the technique is known as spread-
spectrum signalling. An analogy to this is a pub with a large number of couples trying to
speak to each other. In such a noisy environment it is hard for each couple to understand
what their partner is saying. To ensure every conversation is understood the couples could
arrange some schedule such that only one couple is speaking at a time (TDMA), or that
each couple speaks in a different pitch (FDMA, which is actually what happens in reality
as each individuals voice is unique), or direction (SDMA). CDMA is equivalent to each
couple speaking in a different language. Ideally the spreading codes should be orthogonal,
and to continue the analogy this is equivalent to using unique languages. For example,
two couples speaking in Norwegian and Swedish will have more problems ignoring the
interference from the other couple, due to the similarities in the languages, than two
couples speaking English and Chinese.
The first CDMA system was described by Pierce in 1949 and then in 1950 De Rosa-
Rogoff proposed the direct sequence spread spectrum method [46]. The first cellular
spread-spectrum application was suggested by Cooper and Nettleton in 1978 [47]. The
narrow-band CDMA mobile network was standardized in 1993 (IS-95 [48]) following much
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commercial interest in the 1990’s and was commercially launched in 1995 [49].
The conventional CDMA receiver correlates the received signal with the spreading
waveform of a particular user, treating the other users as noise. It is possible to remove
the interference from other users if the interfering signals are orthogonal, in fact in this
special case the conventional receiver is optimal. In reality the spreading sequences are
not orthogonal and in an asynchronous system there can be no guarantee that the codes
are orthogonal. Therefore, in practice the conventional receiver suffers severe performance
degradation. The multi-user detector (MUD) - which each user as a signal, not noise -
was developed to cope with asynchronous transmission.
Since multi-access cellular networks were proposed the problem of multi-user detection
(MUD) has been a subject of extensive research. In 1986 Verdu published the maximum
likelihood sequence estimator (MLSE) [50]. This technique achieves optimum multi-user
detection in an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel but has prohibitively high
complexity for even a small number of users.
Large improvements in MUD were realized following the discovery that CDMA could
be combined with channel coding and the receiver could iterate between the MUD and
the channel decoders (one for each user) in an analogous fashion to turbo codes. This
is known as iterative MUD where an APP CDMA detector and a bank of single-user
(SU) decoders (separated by an interleaver) form an iterative loop and exchange soft
information. Coded CDMA was first proposed in [51], [52], [53] and [18], where different
approaches for interference suppression were used. In [52] Moher used a large interleaver
with a conventional detector and FEC to show iterative MUD could achieve near SU
performance. In [51] Reed et al used a CDMA MAP detector with FEC, and Wang
and Poor described a minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) filter to perform interference
suppression in [53]. Alexander et al proposed the use of a simple interference canceller (IC)
in [18] which subtracts an estimate of the interfering signals from the received (filtered)
signal. Moher continued development on iterative MUD (IMUD) in [54, 55, 52] for a
synchronous and an asynchronous system in [56].
The work in this thesis is concerned with the analysis and optimization of the iterative
multi-user receiver. We use the suboptimal IC proposed in [18] which exhibits close to
SU performance even in highly-loaded systems with significant complexity savings over
MLSE, MMSE and MAP approaches.
Predicting the performance of a CDMA system with turbo coding is computationally
demanding even for a small number of users. We consider an EXIT chart analysis of a
turbo coded CDMA system with users transmitting at arbitrary power levels.
The design of and prediction of BER performance for IMUD receivers is, as for turbo
codes, made difficult by the computationally demanding nature of simulations. VT charts
were used to analyze a multi-user CDMA receiver in [18] and the authors derived a closed-
form solution for the transfer characteristics of the IC. Most EXIT chart analysis of coded
CDMA has focused on the fixed-schedule equal power case [57, 58]. However, Shi and
Schlegel used VT charts for the analysis of unequal power CDMA in [20]. EXIT charts
[26] have been used but the noise-like nature of the interference in CDMA and the fact
that a closed-form solution exists for the VT characteristics of an IC have contributed to
VT being the more popular method for analysis of IMUD receivers.
8 Introduction
In [59, 60, 61], EXIT charts are used to analyze turbo receivers that utilize separate
iterative channel estimation, equalization and decoding for linear modulations. In doing
this, the channel estimator (CE) and equalizer are considered to be a single SISO and the
transfer function is obtained based on the exchange of soft information with the decoder.
EXIT, DE and VT charts have been used extensively in the design and optimization of
iterative receivers. Coding, modulation, puncturing and power profiles affect the transfer
properties of SISO receiver blocks and the transfer characteristics can be tuned to im-
prove the performance of the receiver. EXIT charts and linear programming were used by
Tu¨chler in [62] to optimize irregular CCs and by Schreckenback et al in [63] to optimize
irregular modulation schemes. Tu¨chler used EXIT charts and linear/quadratic program-
ming to design efficient irregular CCs for a serially concatenated system in [62]. Schreck-
enbach et al used linear programming to adapt the EXIT function of the channel (con-
volutional) code to that of the demapper for a specific iterative demodulation/decoding
scheme in [64]. In [65] Clevorn and Vary used EXIT charts to optimize iterative source
coded modulation (ISCM) and Schreckenbach and Bauch used EXIT charts in [66] to op-
timize signal mapping for bit interleaved coded modulation (BICM). Heo and Chugg used
DE to optimize the scaling of extrinsic information in [67].
EXIT charts have also been used extensively to optimize puncturing schemes. Punc-
turing is the process of removing some of the parity bits in order to increase the code
rate. Since the same encoder/decoder can be used, puncturing increases the flexibility
of the system with just a small increase in complexity. Puncturing follows some pattern
in the transmitter and the inverse operation is performed in the receiver, where zeros (if
BPSK modulation is used) are inserted in the positions where parity bits were removed.
Puncturing alters the EXIT characteristics of a code, and the EXIT function can be tuned
through changes in the puncturing rate and pattern. Uhlemann et al used EXIT charts
to optimize puncturing in [68] for multiple serially concatenated codes. Bra¨nnstro¨m et al
optimized puncturing ratios in [69] and optimized puncturing and energy distribution in
[70, 71] for multiple parallel concatenated codes using EXIT charts. In [72] Graell i Amat
et al used EXIT chart analysis of rate-compatible serially concatenated CCs (SCCC) to
construct a family of rate-compatible SCCCs. Bra¨nnstro¨m et al also use EXIT charts in
[73] to optimize the puncturing pattern and rate in a general concatenated code structure.
Peacock and Collings used EXIT charts to optimize pilot-symbol rate and code puncturing
in [74].
In general, optimization with transfer charts involves a curve-fitting approach, where
the transfer function of one receiver component is matched to that of the other component.
This matching ensures that the functions do not intersect, meaning successful decoding is
possible, and that the receiver operates as close to capacity as possible, by minimizing the
area between the curves [27].
Multi-access cellular systems such as CDMA aim to maximize the capacity of the cell
through allowing a large number of users to simultaneously access the system resources.
Since the development of the 3GPP standard, receiver design for coded CDMA systems has
become an important field of research. Efficient MUD receivers can achieve large gains in
cellular capacity in comparison to conventional systems [75]. Newson and Heath showed in
[76] that one third of the multi-access interference (MAI) comes from users in neighboring
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cells, with the remainder generated by users in the same cell. Power control ensures
the subscriber stations transmit with sufficient power to allow for successful decoding
without generating excessive interference in the neighboring cell. Conventional power
control algorithms have a set point, chosen such that the received SNR is sufficient for
decoding for each user according to their QoS level. The transmit power of all users is
continuously adjusted such that the received power level at the base station is equal to
the set point. However, it was shown in [77] and [78] that a cellular multi-access system is
most efficient when the received power distribution of the users is not uniform. Consider
a system with only 2 users, the more powerful user can easily be decoded. The strong
users signal can then be canceled from the received signal and the weak user can decode
without interference. Ping et al showed similar results for interleave division multiple-
access (IDMA) in [79], where the authors used SNR evolution to optimize the power
allocation.
The obvious question that arises is what then is the optimal user transmit power
distribution. Caire et al used linear programming and large-scale Density Evolution (DE)
to optimize the power levels in a CDMA system in [80] and [77]. Schreckenbach et al
optimized the power allocation in an iterative receiver for bit-interleaved coded modulation
(BICM) and multilevel coding (MLC) in [81]. In [82] we used EXIT charts to set the power
levels to optimize the iterative detection and decoding procedure.
1.2.4 Scheduling-Based Techniques
Conventional IMUD receivers follow a fixed (static) decoding schedule, where “schedule”
refers to the activation order of each of the receiver components. A fixed decoding schedule
is generally chosen for the worst-case scenario without consideration of the convergence
behavior of the receiver components. In practice, each iteration (in fact each component
activation) increases the delay in the receiver and consumes power. The conventional
fixed-schedule receiver can therefore be inefficient. Decoding could be achieved with less
complexity and delay - prolonging battery-life in user terminals and ensuring the latency
in time-sensitive applications (such as voice calls) is acceptable. The design of the most
efficient decoding schedule is an issue which has generated some interest in the research
community [83].
Stopping and termination criteria, which were first proposed in [84], achieve similar
results to scheduling. The common goal is to successfully decode a noisy data block with
a minimum complexity in the receiver, however the approaches the two methods use to
attack the problem are quite different. Consider a turbo decoder (TD). Using a stopping
criterion, a large number of iterations are assigned to the decoder and decoding stops when
the criterion is met (i.e. the decoder converges). If the scheduling approach is used, the
scheduling algorithm predicts how many iterations will be required and pre-assigns that
number in the decoding schedule. Scheduling has the advantage that it can be derived off-
line and therefore no added complexity is introduced to the receiver, although the added
complexity of stopping criteria is in general insignificant.
Different decoding schedules do not affect the convergence point of the receiver, assum-
ing sufficient iterations are allocated [35]. However, the number of component activations
can be reduced through schedule optimization. Fixed decoding schedules were used by
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Benedetto et al for double serially concatenated codes in [85] and by ten Brink in [34] for
multi-dimensional (parallel concatenated) coding schemes. Improved decoding schedules
were proposed by Han et al in [86] and Divsalar et al in [87], however the schedules were
arbitrarily assigned and no attempt was made to derive an algorithm to determine the
optimal schedule. Similarly, work has been done using Monte Carlo methods and random
schedules to derive the best schedule [Ngo,Pietrobon,Srivivasan and Barbulescu]. Tu¨chler
used EXIT charts to develop the optimal scheduling routine for three serially concate-
nated codes in [88], however the approach proposed was not general for all concatenated
systems. A heuristic search for improved decoding schedules using EXIT charts was pro-
posed by Wang et al in [89] which does not guarantee the optimal solution. In [90, 91, 35]
Bra¨nnstro¨m et al proposed a technique for deriving the optimal schedule for decoding of
an arbitrary number of concatenated codes. The method utilizes a trellis-based approach
with a modified Viterbi search algorithm to find the decoding schedule which achieves con-
vergence with the minimum total decoding complexity or number of decoder iterations.
The technique is general for all serially and parallel concatenated codes but has the draw-
back that the complexity could grow exponentially with the number of codes (although
this has not been observed in practice [35]).
Iterative decoding has the benefit that, in general, as the number of iterations increases
the BER decreases. However, the returns gradually diminish until the receiver converges
and no further BER improvement can be gained. In practice TDs run a fixed number
of iterations idmax, with i
d
max chosen to ensure the BER performance is acceptable in the
worst (expected) case. However, most received coded data blocks are less noisy than the
worst case so the receiver will converge before the predetermined number of iterations.
There are therefore large savings in decoding complexity/delay to be gained by stopping
the decoder early. The problem is what method should be used to determine whether the
decoder has converged or further gains in BER performance are indeed still possible.
A simple stopping criterion is the use of a cyclic redundancy check (CRC), where CRC
bits are appended to the data. After each iteration the CRC determines whether errors are
present and make a decision whether another iteration is required. This scheme requires
CRC bits to be transmitted which reduces the efficiency and introduces issues regarding
compliance with communications standards.
Stopping criteria for TDs were first suggested by Battail and Sfez [84] and Moher [92].
The basis of the technique is to compare the cross entropy between the distributions of
the soft outputs at each iteration, decoding is stopped when the change in cross entropy
is below some threshold. A similar method was proposed by Hagenauer et al in [93].
The sign change ratio (SCR) stopping criterion was proposed by Shao et al in [94]. The
approach is based on the CE method and tracks the number of sign changes of the extrinsic
information between iterations. Decoding is terminated when the number of sign drops
below a pre-defined threshold. Wu et al proposed the sign difference ratio (SDR) stopping
criterion in [95]. Their technique is similar to SCR but removes the requirement to store
values from the previous iterations, instead the number of sign differences between the
a priori information and the extrinsic information are counted. Again, iterations are
stopped when the number of sign differences is less than a pre-defined threshold. Li et al
proposed the convolution-sum stopping criterion in [96]. The method uses cross-correlation
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of a sequence of soft output symbols over iterations to determine whether the receiver has
converged.
In [97] Land and Hoeher proposed the use of mean reliability of the extrinsic log-
likelihood ratios (LLRs) as a stopping criterion for turbo codes. Their technique is based
on the fact that iterative decoding aims to successively improve the reliability of the hard-
decisions and that the magnitude of a LLR is determined by the reliability of the soft
estimate while the sign is the hard-decision. Both the input and output distributions can
be characterized by a single variable (e.g. mean or variance) and the mean of the absolute
value of the LLRs (mean reliability) is convenient so when the mean reliability does not
change between the input and the output decoding should be terminated. The work of
Land and Hoeher was extended in [45] where Shepherd et al proposed a new stopping
criterion for the TD and iterative receiver.
1.2.5 Channel Estimation
A channel is in general the medium through which information is transferred. In a com-
munications system the information is carried by a signal and the channel is the path
between the data source and the data sink, which can be wired or wireless. The term
channel can also be applied to, for example, storage media and buffers.
Channel modeling is important in communications system design to avoid the need
for physical testing and field trials. Instead the system can be designed using computer
simulations, however the reliability of the simulations are dependent upon the accuracy of
the channel model used. A simplified wireless communications channel is modelled as
y = h·x+ n (1.1)
where the channel output y is the input x subjected to some attenuation (fading) h
plus noise n. The AWGN channel model is probably the most common in modeling
of communications systems. First proposed by Shannon in [1], the AWGN channel model
is linear addition of white noise with a Gaussian distribution. It appropriately models the
natural interference and noise sources, which can be approximated by samples drawn from
a Gaussian distribution according to the central limit theorem.
Multi-path and fading channels have been subject to much research following the im-
plementation communications systems in urban environments where such phenomena are
observed. Furthermore, these channel models are important for research in communica-
tions systems, such as MIMO [98, 99], that exploit the diversity introduced by multi-path
fading channels. Proakis modelled inter-symbol interference (ISI) channels in [100] and
the Rayleigh fading channel model [101, 12] is a popular statistical model for signal prop-
agation in heavily built-up urban environments, especially for non line of sight (NLOS).
Jakes proposed a tapped delay line method for modeling Rayleigh fading in [102]. The
Rician fading model is useful when a line of sight (LOS) component is dominant in the
received signal [103]. Nakagami fading [104] is used when the delay-time spreads in the
multi-path environment are large.
Unless otherwise specified all work in this thesis is assumed to be in the baseband
domain.
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Channel estimation is the process of estimating the channel state information (CSI),
which is the current value of h from (1.1). The receiver needs CSI in order to compensate
for fading effects and improve system performance. Channel estimation techniques are of
much interest to communications system designers especially for high mobility and fast
fading rates - under these circumstances channel estimation is difficult.
Channel estimation was proposed by Shukla et al in [105], where the authors estimated
the channel impulse response (CIR) to compute the optimal equalizer coefficients. Chang
and Georghiades proposed an iterative channel estimation technique in [106] where a
sequence detector was used to obtain hard decisions on the the transmitted data which
were fed back on a block by block basis to the CE to improve the estimate. In [107]
Sandell et al described a method to feed back soft decisions from the equalizer to the
CE to improve its performance. The initial channel estimate is obtained from a training
sequence and the soft decision feedback was proven to be superior [108] as it removes
the effects of error propagation. The authors in [107] also propose using the extrinsic
output of a SISO decoder to complement the soft-output of the equalizer and further
improve the estimate of the CSI. A similar iterative CE for flat fading channels using pilot
symbols soft decisions from a SISO decoder was proposed by Valenti and Woener in [109].
Otnes and Tu¨chler use turbo equalization to improve the channel estimate in a time-
varying, frequency-selective channel in [110, 111]. The authors use four different channel
estimation algorithms and conclude that the least mean square algorithm is the most
suitable for soft iterative channel estimation. Iterative channel estimation methods have
also been proposed by Dangl et al in [61] for block Rayleigh fading channels, and Davis
et al in [112] for joint SISO equalization and channel estimation in frequency-selective
frequency-flat fast fading channels. Wang and Chen proposed estimation methods for an
ISI channel in [113] and in [114] Song et al propose a MMSE linear CE and a recursive
least squares channel estimation algorithm for time-varying frequency-selective Rayleigh
fading channels.
Iterative channel estimation can provide a significant performance gain compared to
the case when training sequences and pilot symbols are used in a one-shot approach to
estimate the channel [107, 110, 111, 61, 114]. EXIT chart analysis of channel estimation,
such as Dangl et al in [61] (Otnes and Tu¨chler used VT chart analysis in [110]) has been
quite limited and has considered the equalizer and CE as a single SISO block.
1.3 General System Model
A general system model of a modern FEC coded digital communications system is shown
as a block diagram in Fig. 1.1. The digital source can be binary data, speech, video or
internet (for example) and the information is processed in blocks. A block of bits is first
processed by the encoder, which can be any type of FEC code encoder. After transmission
through the channel the corrupted coded data is processed by the interference canceller,
which removes interfering signals from other users (not shown). Decoder 2, deinterleaved
and processed by Decoder 1. In an iterative system extrinsic information from Decoder
1 is fed back to Decoder 2 and the corrupted data is again processed by Decoders 2 and
1. Decoding can iterate ad infinitum or until some criterion has been fulfilled, when the
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Figure 1.1: Generalized communication system model with an iterative receiver.
output of Decoder 1 is passed to the data sink. Note when referring to the encoders and
decoders in Fig. 1.1 it is said the components “process” the data rather than “encode” and
“decode”. This is to keep the system model general as Encoder 2 and Decoder 2 can be,
for example, a CDMA channel and MUD (respectively), or an ISI channel and equalizer
(respectively).
All work in this thesis is concerned only with the physical layer, all other protocols
(such as the medium access control) are not considered.
1.4 Contributions
The motivation behind the work in this thesis is to derive and compare tools for the analysis
and optimization of iterative receivers in multi-user CDMA scenarios. The framework for
analysis was provided by the work of ten Brink in [26] and the methods and results
presented in this thesis are extensions of the EXIT analysis technique. Optimization in
terms of the iterative receiver is with respect to the complexity, delay and power use of
subscriber and base stations in a multi-user cellular system. The main contributions made
in this work are summarized below:
• The tools available for analysis of iterative receiver include EXIT [26], VT [18] and
FT [24] charts. These three methods are fundamentally the same but no analytical
analysis has compared the techniques. The first main contribution in this thesis is
to compare and derive a relationship and transfer function between EXIT, VT and
FT methods [44, 45].
• The mean reliability of extrinsic LLRs was proposed as a stopping criterion for
iterative decoding in [97]. In a MUD receiver for multi-user CDMA extrinsic LLRs
are a convenient metric for stopping and termination criteria. The second main
contribution in this thesis is proposed stopping and termination criteria using the
mean reliability of extrinsic LLRs in a MUD receiver [45].
• In the case of unequal power CDMA MUD receivers, closed-form solutions exist for
the VT charts of an IC. The effective VT chart for the combination of the unequal
power users was derived in [20]. The third main contribution in this thesis is the
derivation of the methods for EXIT chart analysis of unequal power CDMA MUD
receivers [82].
• In a multi-user CDMA system, the system is most efficient (highest capacity) when
the power distribution is non-uniform [77, 78]. The fourth significant contribution
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in this thesis is an algorithm using EXIT charts and a constrained non-linear op-
timization to obtain the optimal power distribution in a multi-user CDMA system
[82].
• In a TD with two constituent codes, decoding proceeds by alternately activating
each decoder [26]. When multiple codes are concatenated (serial or parallel) the
decoding schedule, or order of decoder activations, can be optimized to yield large
savings in complexity and delay [35]. The fifth contribution in this thesis is a general
scheduling algorithm for derivation of the optimal schedule for any combination
of receiver components in serial, parallel or a combination or serial and parallel
concatenation. Furthermore, a technique for joint power/schedule optimization is
proposed [115, 116, 117].
• The J function [26] and its’ approximations (e.g. [35]) are commonly used in conver-
gence analysis as they provide a convenient method for translating between mutual
information and variance. The sixth main contribution in this thesis is the derivation
of a J-type function for the Rayleigh fading channel and the Gaussian-input-plus-
Gaussian-noise channel estimate [118].
• All publications considering EXIT chart analysis of an iterative receiver with channel
estimation have considered the channel estimator and equalizer as a single SISO com-
ponent (eg [61]). The final contribution in this thesis is the EXIT analysis of a CE,
which gives a better understanding of channel estimation and enables optimization
of the decoding schedule for iterative channel estimation [118].
1.5 Thesis Outline
The organization of this thesis essentially follows the flow of the work carried out during
the last three years. Initially the research involved familiarization and investigation of
convergence analysis of iterative decoding. These tools were then used to model DS-
CDMA receivers and then to optimize the power levels and the decoding schedule in an
unequal power multi-user system. Finally, some extensions to EXIT analysis were created
to enable accurate analysis of the convergence properties of iterative receivers in Rayleigh
fading channels with channel estimation. The thesis is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2 the system model and notation used in the thesis are described in detail.
The encoder and decoder for CCs are described and compared to an uncoded system. An
IC and CE are defined mathematically and a DS-CDMA transmitter/receiver is described
with reference to the 3GPP system parameters. Interleaver design, channel estimation
methods, interference cancellation techniques, parameter estimation and modulation are
not considered in the thesis and existing techniques are described and selected for use in
the work.
Chapter 3 introduces methods for modeling iterative receivers. LLRs and metrics
for tracking convergence, such as MI, variance and fidelity are explained. An analysis
of the different metrics is shown and a function for translating between them proposed.
A function is also derived to describe the relationship between variance and fidelity and
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proposed to be used for non-data aided estimation of the bit-error rate in a practical
receiver.
Convergence analysis using EXIT charts is explained in Chapter 4. A closed-form solu-
tion for the EXIT chart of an IC is proposed. Effective EXIT functions for a group of TDs
and an interference canceller in an unequal power system are derived and capacity con-
siderations arising from EXIT analysis are detailed. Finally, non-conventional techniques
for improving the performance of turbo codes and iterative receivers are explored.
In Chapter 5 an algorithm for the optimization of the power profile in an unequal power
DS-CDMA system is proposed. Two constrained non-linear optimizations are proposed
where the average SNR or the rate loss with respect to capacity can be minimized. The
algorithm utilizes the effective EXIT functions of the receiver components.
Chapter 6 details a proposed scheduling algorithm for optimization of the decoding
activation schedule for the the general iterative receiver. The algorithm is general in
that it can be used for any concatenation of receiver components and utilizes the EXIT
functions of the components. Dynamic scheduling is compared to statically optimized
schedules and the conventional receiver.
Iterative channel estimation is considered in Chapter 7 and functions are proposed for
describing the relationship between variance and MI in the Rayleigh fading channel and
the Gaussian-input-plus-Gaussian-noise channel estimate. These functions are shown to
be useful in EXIT function derivation and several algorithms are proposed for this purpose.
The EXIT function of channel estimators have not been considered previously and it is
shown they can be useful in scheduling and combining estimates obtained from pilot and
data bits.
Chapter 8 concludes the thesis and summarizes the novel work introduced herein. The
significance of the new techniques and methods is discussed and concluding remarks on
the results are made. Future work is also briefly discussed.
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Chapter 2
System Model
2.1 Introduction
Since iterative decoding was first presented in 1993 [11], a focus in the literature has been
on understanding how the technique achieves near optimal performance using a concate-
nation of suboptimal components. Numerous analysis tools based on types of DE have
been shown to accurately predict the convergence behavior of iterative receivers. These
design tools all require a model of the receiver and the inputs/outputs of each component.
The first step is to understand each of the elements in the receiver and gain some insight
into the extrinsic information gained from activating each of these components.
In this chapter the system model will be described. Since the work in this thesis
is centered around multi-access cellular systems we will describe spread spectrum (SS)
techniques, specifically CDMA. Channel modeling is an important factor in the design
and optimization of cellular systems as simulations can only be reliable if the model is
an accurate representation of the actual physical channel. We will show the performance
of uncoded transmission through these channels using an optimal receiver. The models
used in this thesis will also be described in this chapter. Convolutional and turbo coding
methods will be introduced. The concept of log likelihood ratios (LLRs) will also be
introduced and we will show their importance in iterative systems. Finally, the codes
specified in the 3GPP wireless standard will be described. Note that discrete time is
assumed unless otherwise specified.
2.2 Channel Model
The AWGN channel can be represented using vector notation [119] where a Gaussian
distributed random variable (RV) n(t) at time t is added to the transmitted symbols x(t).
The received observable is then
y(t) = x(t) + n(t). (2.1)
The noise n has a mean of zero and variance σ2n = N0/2 per dimension, where n has
the same dimensions as the transmitted symbols. The values in the noise vector n are
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independent and the PDF is given by
p(n) =
1
(2piσ2n)ND/2
e−|n|
2/2σ2n , (2.2)
where ND is equal to the number of dimensions in the transmitted symbols u.
The SNR is defined as Eb/N0 where Eb is energy per bit. The SNR can also be specified
using the symbol energy, Es = RcmEb where Rc is the code rate (equal to one if no coding
is used) and m is the number of bits per symbol. When expressed in decibels (dB) SNR
is defined as γb per bit and γs per symbol, where
γb = 10 log10
(
Eb
N0
)
(2.3)
γs = 10 log10
(
Es
N0
)
. (2.4)
In this thesis SNR refers to Eb/N0 unless otherwise specified.
In a single-path fading multi-user channel the received signal is given by
y(t) =
KT∑
k=1
hk(t)xk(t) + n(t), (2.5)
where KT is the number of users, xk is the transmitted data and hk the single-path
Rayleigh fading correlated channel for user k. The multi-user channel will be explained
further in Section 2.3. The fading channel is generated using Jakes model [102] and is
power normalized such that E
{|hk|2} = 1, ∀ k. Note that the channel is normalized over
a block and not per symbol. For the AWGN channel hk(t) = 1, ∀ k, t. The fading rate is
determined by the Doppler frequency, which is calculated as
fdoppler =
vfcarrier
c
(2.6)
in Hertz, where v is the vehicle speed (in meters per second), c is the speed of light (in
meters per second) and fc is the carrier frequency (in Hertz).
In general, the multipath fading channel will not be considered in this thesis. The single
path channel is in fact a worst-case scenario for fading channels, as when the number of
paths is large the central limit theorem can be applied and the channel can be modelled as
a Gaussian, rather than Rayleigh, random process. The RAKE receiver (see [12]), which
consists of a sub-receiver for each path, is a well known technique which exploits the
diversity introduced by the multipath channel. The SNR in the multipath fading channel
will actually be higher than the single path case when an appropriate receiver is used. In
general, the tools developed in this thesis can be extended for the multipath case. This is
a non-trivial extension and is left for future work.
2.3 Spread Spectrum
Spread spectrum (SS) communication is a technique in which a narrowband signal is
spread over a wider range of frequencies for transmission. The principle is that the carrier
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signal, the spreading sequence, is noise-like and the power in the transmitted signal is
spread over a large bandwidth. This makes it difficult for eavesdropping or interference,
which was the primary motivation for the development of the technique. Furthermore,
since the transmitted signal occupies a high bandwidth, the frequency diversity introduced
by SS techniques offers some protection against fading channels. However, possibly the
most attractive property of SS signals for the mobile operator is the capability for multiple
access.
2.3.1 CDMA
CDMA is a multi-access technique which allows users to share system resources and trans-
mit at the same time and frequency. This is made possible by each user spreading their
data using a unique pseudo-noise (PN) spreading code. The effect of spreading is to in-
crease the bandwidth of the transmitted signal which allows a degree of protection against
interfering signals. The power of the transmitted signal is reduced by the spreading factor
(SF) and appears as wide-band noise to other users. However, the power of the noise-
like interference is proportional to the number of users, so system designers must develop
methods for reducing the MAI.
Spreading is achieved by multiplying the data sequence by the PN spreading code.
After the data dk ∈ {−1,+1}, from either the data source or encoder in the uncoded
and coded case respectively, is interleaved, it is spread by direct-sequence spreaders with
spreading code
sk,d(t) =
1√
Nd
[sk,d(1), sk,d(2), ..., sk,d(Nd)], (2.7)
where Nd is the SF, also known as the processing gain, and sk,d(t) ∈ {−1,+1}, ∀t. In the
case where pilot symbols are used, that is when CSI is unknown, the pilot data is spread
by
sk,p(t) =
1√
Np
[sk,p(1), sk,p(2), ..., sk,p(Np)], (2.8)
where again Np is the SF and sk,p(t) ∈ {−1,+1}, ∀t. The transmit power of the data and
power control bits is Ed,k and Ep,k respectively. The spread signal for user k at time t is
given by
uk(t) =
M−1∑
m=0
√
Ed,kdk,msk,d(t−mT ) + j
√
Ep,kck,msk,c(t−mT ), (2.9)
where dk,m is the m-th coded bit for user k, ck,m is the m-th pilot bit, T is the symbol
period and M is the number of data symbols per user per frame. All users share common
pilot data so we drop the subscript k in ck,m such that ck,m = cm, ∀k. In some cases
the power control channel is omitted, so cm = 0, ∀ m. Work in this thesis will consider
both equal and unequal power transmission. Note that the data and pilot bits in (2.9) are
transmitted on orthogonal channels as specified in the 3GPP standard.
Consider an example to demonstrate spreading in CDMA. Fig. 2.1 shows a simple case
with a data sequence x = [1,−1, 1] and spreading code s = 1√
2
[1,−1]. The bits of the
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spreading code are called chips. The spread data is u = 1√
2
[1,−1,−1,−1, 1, 1,−1]. The
x-axis represents time and Tb is the period of one data bit and Tc the period of one chip.
The SF is the ratio of Tb/Tc, in the case of Fig. 2.1 the SF is 2.
−1
0
1
Data Sequence (x)
−0.707
0
0.707
Spreading Sequence (s)
−0.707
0   
0.707
Transmitted Sequence (u)
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T
c
Figure 2.1: CDMA spreading, showing amplitude as a function of time.
To illustrate the effect spreading has on the bandwidth of the signal, consider the
Nyquist rate. For each coded bit there are N chips and Tb = NTc, so fc = Nfb where
fc and fb is the frequency of the baseband transmitted (spreading) and data signals of
Fig. 2.1 respectively. According to Nyquist [120], since fn > 2W where fn is the Nyquist
rate andW is the bandwidth, an increase in the frequency of a baseband signal by a factor
of N results in a bandwidth increase of N/2.
2.3.2 Matched Filter
A matched filter (MF) correlates a received (noisy) signal with a template such that the
presence of the template in the signal can be detected. The SNR is maximized by the
filter, producing optimal detection in noise. In DS-CDMA the template is the spreading
sequence and the MFmaximizes the SNR of the transmitted data which has been corrupted
by AWGN and interference from other users. For simplicity, the control channel (pilot bits)
will not be considered in this section. The output of the DS-CDMA matched filter for
symbol i of user k is given by
yMF,k(i) =
1
T
∫ (i+1)T
iT
y(t)sk(t− iT )dt (2.10)
=
√
Ed,kdk(i) +
 M∑
m=1
K∑
j 6=k
√
Ed,jdj(m)χj,k(i,m) + nk(i)
 , (2.11)
where χj,k(i,m) = 1T
∫ (i+1)T
iT sk(t−iT )sj(t−mT )dt is the correlation between the spreading
sequences of users k and j at time (data symbol) m, and nk(i) = 1T
∫ (i+1)T
iT sk(t−iT )n(t)dt
is the AWGN noise. The bracketed term in (2.11) is the MAI plus noise.
When the spreading sequences are orthogonal, i.e. χj,k = 0 for j 6= k, the MF is the
optimal detector for DS-CDMA, however for the codes to remain orthogonal the transmis-
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sions must be synchronous. Asynchronous transmission is assumed in practical systems
due to the difficulties involved in controlling the timing. It is therefore most common to
use pseudo-random (PR) or pseudo-noise (PN) sequences, which are statistically uncorre-
lated, as spreading codes. In the asynchronous case the MF is no longer optimal, since the
spreading sequences are not completely uncorrelated and χj,k 6= 0 for j 6= k. The removal
of MAI in this case is not a trivial matter and will be addressed in Section 3.2.2.
2.4 Uncoded System
The BER performance of several uncoded systems is presented in this section. For each
system a large number of simulations were run over a range of SNR and the BER values
averaged. Using the AWGN channel model of (2.1), hard decisions xˆ are made from y as
ˆx(t) = sgn(y(t)), where the y(t) are obtained through simulations. The BER is therefore
calculated as
Pb = Pr(y < 0|x = +1). (2.12)
The time index t will in general not be used herein, unless required for clarity.
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Figure 2.2: BER over a range of SNR for various uncoded systems (AWGN and CDMA
with different loading).
Since y is a Gaussian RV with conditional mean µ =
√
Eb and variance σ2n = N0/2,
the BER of uncoded BPSK in an AWGN channel is given by Pb = Q
(√
2EbN0
)
[12, 83].
This well known analytical result is shown in Fig. 2.2 as the dashed line and serves as a
lower bound for the CDMA system described in Section 2.3. The CDMA system should
achieve the performance of the BPSK system when KT ≤ N , however complex receivers
are required for this to be realized. The problem in CDMA is the interference from other
users, which is Gaussian-like when the number of users is large. In [18] Alexander et al
showed the variance of AWGN noise plus interference σ2MF at the output of the MF to be
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equal to
σ2MF = σ
2
n +
KT − 1
N
(2.13)
= σ2n + σ
2
MAI, (2.14)
where σ2n = N0/2 is the variance of the AWGN, KT is the number of users, N is the SF
and σ2MAI = (KT − 1)/N is the variance of the MAI. Using (2.13) the two-sided noise
spectral density becomes
N ′0 = N0 +
2(KT − 1)
N
, (2.15)
and the BER for the MF output, that is with no suppression of the MAI, is Pb =
Q
(√
2Eb/N ′0
)
. The error floor is clearly visible, since as N0 → 0 the limiting factor
becomes the MAI (with variance KT−1N ) so the error floor is Pb = Q
(√
EbN
KT−1
)
. This
demonstrates how the performance of a multi-user CDMA system is interference-limited.
The maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) [9] receiver gives significant performance
gains over the MF. MAP is defined as an estimate of an unobserved quantity gained from
empirical data. The MAP estimate of the transmitted sequence x given y was received is
xˆMAP(y) = argmax
x
p(y|x)p(x), (2.16)
where in the CDMA receiver x is corrupted by AWGN and MAI. The MAP algorithm
evaluates the probabilities of each hypothesis (each possible combination of transmitted
data) and the most likely hypothesis is selected based on these probabilities. The com-
plexity of the MAP detection algorithm is therefore order O(2KT ) and is prohibitive for
even a moderate number of users.
Fig. 2.2 shows the BER performance of an uncoded system, where BPSK modulation
and a conventional (non-iterative) receiver is used in all cases. The dashed line shows
BPSK transmission in an AWGN channel and the solid lines show the performance of
uncoded CDMA for KT = 2 up to 10 users with a SF of N = 20, using the MF of (2.10) in
the receiver. Hard decisions are made on the MF output as xˆ = sgn(yMF). The spreading
sequences are randomly generated and not guaranteed to be orthogonal. The circles and
crosses show the performance of the MAP detector, where hard decisions are made using
(2.16), for KT = 2 and KT = 3 users, which is very close to the SU AWGN channel.
The complexity of the MAP detector is prohibitively large so simulations with larger
systems were not carried out. There is a lack of information in the literature regarding
the performance limits of the MAP detector.
2.5 Encoder
Large performance gains are possible using FEC coding in a CDMA system with an
iterative receiver [18]. The SISO IC can be, for example, a MF with linear cancellation
or a MAP detector. The output of the SISO IC is de-interleaved and fed to the SISO
SU decoders. The output of the decoders is then interleaved and passed back to the IC,
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or CE, and decoding proceeds iteratively until some predetermined criteria (e.g. number
of receiver decoder activations) has been fulfilled. In the following sections it will be
shown that near SU performance can be achieved using iterative receivers and the use of
iterative techniques with suboptimal multi-user detectors achieves similar performance to
the optimal detector with significantly reduced complexity.
2.5.1 Convolutional Codes
In a CC the information sequence x is fed sequentially into a shift register with m memory
registers. The constraint length of a code is defined as m + 1 and the memory elements
(shift registers) are usually initialized to zero. The encoder has a number of modulo-2
adders and their configuration determines the characteristics of the code. The location, or
configuration, of the adders is described by the generator polynomial of the code, which
is usually expressed in octal notation [26]. The generator polynomial G = (g1, g2, ..., gr),
where the encoder has r outputs, is obtained as the leftmost connection to an adder
representing a 1 and the rightmost connection representing Dm, where D = 2. Fig. 2.3
shows how to obtain the generator polynomials, a connection corresponds to the addition
of Dτ where τ is the position of the connection (as shown). The generator polynomials
for the CC encoder in Fig. 2.4 are g1 = 1 +D +D2 and g2 = 1 +D2, substituting D = 2
gives G = (07, 05). The code rate of a CC is defined as Rc = 1/gr and Rc ≤ 1.
Input 1 D
2
m0 m1
D
Figure 2.3: Generator polynomials for convolutional codes.
Input
Output 2
Output 1
m0 m1
Figure 2.4: A rate 12 , constraint length 3, non-recursive, non-systematic convolutional
encoder (07,05).
If the input is included in the output a CCs is said to be systematic, and one of the
outputs in the generator polynomial is equal to one. Otherwise the code is non-systematic,
as in Fig. 2.4. Furthermore, if the data is only fed forward in the encoder, as in Fig. 2.4 the
code is non-recursive. A RSC is a CC where at least one of the encoded outputs is fed back
to the input. In recursive codes the generator polynomial has a fractional element (gf/gb)
where gf and gb are the feed-forward and feed-back connections respectively. Fig. 2.5
shows a RSC with generator polynomial G = (1, 07/05).
To encode the data, the input sequence x is sequentially fed into the encoder. The
adders specify which elements of the shift register are modulo-2 added, and the result of
the additions for each connection become the output of the encoder. The registers are
then bit-shifted and the next information bit is fed into the shift register and the result of
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Figure 2.5: A rate 12 , constraint length 3, recursive, systematic convolutional encoder
(1,07/05).
the adders again passed to the output. If there are no more information bits then encoding
can be finished by terminating the trellis, where the memory registers are all returned to
the zero state. If the trellis is to be terminated then a termination sequence is fed into the
encoder until the encoder returns to the all-zero state, otherwise the encoder is reset for
encoding the next block. For a non-recursive CC the termination sequence is m zeros, for
a RSC the sequence is dependent upon the generator polynomial. The BCJR decoding
algorithm uses state probabilities, which are the probabilities the encoder was in each
state following a transition (input bit). The backwards state probabilities (β values), are
calculated backwards (final state to first state) so if the final state is known (i.e. zero) the
β value is equal to one for state zero (and zero for all other states). Otherwise β = 1/Ns for
all states where Ns is the number of states in the trellis. Trellis termination improves the
performance of the code through ensuring the final state is known. The performance gain
is, however, relatively small and decreases with block length. The encoder output sequence
is constrained by the generator polynomial of the code and the decoding algorithm exploits
this to determine the most likely input sequence.
2.5.2 Turbo Codes
Turbo codes were first described by Berrou et al in [11] and have achieved performance
within a fraction of a decibel of the fundamental limits of communication described by
Shannon [1]. A turbo code is created by concatenating two or more CCs and separating
them with an interleaver. The concept is that a large (powerful) code can be emulated
using small codes which are easier to implement (encode and decode), in a “divide and
conquer” type approach. CC encoders can be concatenated serially or in parallel [11, 26].
A serially concatenated turbo code encoder is shown in Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.7 shows a
parallel concatenation of two RSC encoders. Note that in a parallel concatenated system
the two component encoders may be identical, in which case the system is referred to as
symmetric. The code rate for a serial concatenation is Rc =
∏J
j=1Rj and for the parallel
case Rc = (
∏J
j=1 1/Rj)
−1 where Rj is the code rate of code j.
∏
Encoder 2Encoder 1x d
Figure 2.6: Serial concatenated turbo code encoder.
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Figure 2.7: Parallel concatenated turbo code encoder.
2.6 The Log Likelihood Ratio
The log likelihood ratio (LLR) is a convenient method of providing information about the
sign and reliability of a RV. Specifically, the sign of a LLR indicates the most likely sign
of the RV and the magnitude gives the probability that it is correct. Consider a RV λ
which can represent a priori (A), a posteriori (D) or extrinsic (E = D −A) information.
Define the log likelihood ratio (LLR) Λ of the RV λ as
Λ , ln
(
p(λ|x = +1)
p(λ|x = −1)
)
∈ R, (2.17)
where x ∈ {+1,−1} can be either equiprobable information bits or coded bits. The
advantage of using LLRs over probability ratios is that multiplication of probabilities is
equivalent to addition in the log-domain which helps to avoid saturation and is easier
to implement in hardware. In iterative receivers it is convenient to operate in the log-
domain as it enables easy separation of a posteriori information into a priori and extrinsic
information. Furthermore, since the logarithmic scale reduces the dynamic range of a RV
the LLR is convenient for use in numerical implementation (hardware).
In general Λ is assumed to be a Gaussian LLR with a Gaussian consistent probability
density function (PDF), that is
Λ =
σ2Λ
2
x+ n, where n ∼ (0, σ2Λ). (2.18)
Due to the definition of the Λ in (2.17), the conditional PDFs of λ have the following
relationship [43]
p+(λ) , p(λ|x = +1) = exp(+λ)p(λ|x = −1) (2.19)
p−(λ) , p(λ|x = −1) = exp(−λ)p+(λ). (2.20)
Hence, assuming equiprobable data, i.e. x ∈ {+1,−1} the PDF of Λ is
p(λ) =
1
2
(
p+(λ) + p−(λ)
)
=
1 + exp(−λ)
2
p+(λ). (2.21)
Soft bits, x˜, are defined as
x˜ , tanh
(
Λ
2
)
=
exp(Λ)− 1
exp(Λ) + 1
, (2.22)
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and therefore x˜ ∈ [−1,+1]. Like LLRs, soft bits represent the sign and reliability of a RV
and are also a convenient metric for use in iterative receivers.
2.7 Decoder
Decoding of CCs can be carried out using a number of algorithms. The choice is usually
governed by the application - power, latency and performance constraints must be consid-
ered when selecting an algorithm to use. Since turbo codes are a concatenation of single
CCs, for best performance the constituent codes should be decoded using a soft output
algorithm. Maximum a posteriori (MAP) soft-decisions will be used for all work in this
thesis and an outline of the decoding algorithm and methods will be described in this
section.
2.7.1 Convolutional Code Decoder
The BCJR algorithm [9] and algorithms based on the BCJR algorithm are commonly used
in modern digital communications systems as they give near-optimal performance. The
cost of this performance is high complexity, so the Viterbi [7] algorithm is used where
the complexity of the BCJR algorithm is too high or close-to-capacity performance is not
required. The Viterbi algorithm is also well-suited to short block lengths. All work in this
thesis utilizes the BCJR algorithm, which will be briefly described below.
Let dt,n′ represent the coded bit n′ at uncoded bit time t, where n′ ∈ {0, ..., n − 1}
and n = 1/Rc. xt is the uncoded bit at time t. The received sequence yL1 = (y1, ...,yL)>
where yt = {yt,1, ..., yt,n} and the information block length is L. The state at time t is
given by St. Consider a state transition from state m′ to state m, corresponding to the
received bit yt, the forward state probabilities are defined as
αt(m) = Pr
{
St = m;yt1
}
(2.23)
and the reverse state probabilities
βt(m) = Pr
{
yLt+1|St = m
}
, (2.24)
which are the probabilities the encoder was in state St following the transition correspond-
ing to input bit xt. The state transition probabilities are defined as
γt(m′,m) = Pr
{
St = m; yt|St−1 = m′
}
Pr {yt|dt} , (2.25)
where Pr {St = m; yt|St−1 = m′} is the a priori transition probability. The right hand
term in (2.25) is the channel input,
Pr {yt|dt} =
n∏
n′=1
Pr
{
yt,n′ |dt,n′
}
(2.26)
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and using the channel model of (2.5), yt = htdt+nt, the right hand side of (2.26) becomes
Pr
{
yt,n′ |dt,n′
}
=
1√
2piσ2
exp
(
−(yt,n′ − ht,n′dt,n′)
2
2σ2
)
. (2.27)
With a priori input A(j), the transition probability is
pi = Pr
{
St = m|St−1 = m′
}
=
exp
(
(i+1)
2 A(j)
)
1 + exp(A(j))
, (2.28)
for i ∈ {−1,+1}. Using (2.26)–(2.28), (2.25) becomes
γit(m
′,m) = piexp
(
−(yt,1 − ht,1dt,1)
2 +
∑n
n′=2(yt,n′ − ht,n′dt,n′)2
2σ2
)
. (2.29)
The boundary conditions, or final and initial states are α0(0) = 1 and α0(m) = 0, ∀m 6= 0,
if the trellis is terminated, βτ (0) = 1 and βτ (m) = 0, ∀m 6= 0, otherwise βτ (m) = 1/Ns.
The forward and reverse state probabilities can then be used with the transition prob-
abilities to determine the APP that that particular transition occurred given the received
sequence. The forward state probability gives the probability that the encoder was in
state m′ at time t − 1. The transition probability gives the probability that the encoder
moved from state m′ to m corresponding to the input of a bit at time t. The reverse state
probability is the likelihood that the encoder was in state m at time t. The APP output
LLR of bit xt is
D(t) = ln
( ∑Ns
m=1
∑Ns
m′=1 γ
1
t (m
′,m)αt−1(m′)βt(m)∑Ns
m=1
∑Ns
m′=1 γ
−1
t (m′,m)αt−1(m′)βt(m)
)
. (2.30)
Note that the calculations of α and β are not shown as this section is intended only to
give a brief description of the algorithm. See [9] for a more detailed description of the
BCJR algorithm. Substituting (2.29) into (2.30) it is possible to break down the APP
information into
D(t) = ln
(
p1
p−1
)
+ ln
exp
(
− (yt,1−at,1)2
2σ2
)
exp
(
− (yt,1+at,1)2
2σ2
)

+ ln

∑Ns
m=1
∑Ns
m′=1 exp
(
−
∑n
n′=2(yt,n′−ht,n′ )2
2σ2
)
αt−1(m′)βt(m)∑Ns
m=1
∑Ns
m′=1 exp
(
−
∑n
n′=2(yt,n′+ht,n′ )
2
2σ2
)
αt−1(m′)βt(m)
 . (2.31)
where the first term on the right hand side is the a priori input A, the second term is the
channel input Y and the third term to extrinsic information E. Therefore we can rewrite
(2.31) as
D(t) = A(t) + Y (t) + E(t), (2.32)
which is a fundamental principle in iterative decoding. In general the time index t will
not be used and it is assumed that the distribution of a priori input is Gaussian and
consistent as in (2.18).
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2.7.2 Turbo Decoder
As discussed in Section 2.5.2, turbo codes can be constructed with a serial or parallel
concatenation of CCs. The constituent decoders have either one or two inputs, depending
on their location in the code. In a parallel turbo code decoder, all decoders have two
inputs - a channel input and a priori input from the other decoder(s) as in (2.32). In
a serial turbo code decoder, only the inner decoders have two inputs, the outer decoder
has a single input from the connecting decoder. In this case the a priori input can be
considered to be zero and therefore D = Y + E. The TD can be considered as a single
component in a serial concatenation with the CDMA channel, so DTD = ATD + ETD.
A TD with two parallel concatenated constituent codes is shown in Fig. 2.8. Since
the encoders/decoders are separated by an interleaver the constituent decoders in the TD
share information only on the systematic bits s. In the TD of Fig. 2.8, the a priori input
ATDcontains soft information on the systematic bits, ATDs , and the parity check bits,
ATDp(1) and A
TD
p(2), for MAP decoders 1 and 2 respectively. A
TD
s and A
TD
p(1) are passed to
MAP Decoder 1 as the channel input Y Dec(1) along with a priori input Adec(1)dec(2),s, which
is zero on the first iteration. The APP output of MAP decoder 1, Ddec(1), contains soft
information on the systematic bits Ddec(1)s , and parity bits D
dec(1)
p . The extrinsic output
E
Dec(1)
s = D
dec(1)
s - A
dec(1)
dec(2),s - A
TD
s on the systematic bits is interleaved and passed on to
MAP decoder 2 as a priori input ADec(2)s .
The channel input to MAP decoder 2, Y Dec(2), is the interleaved channel output of
the systematic bits ATDs multiplexed with the channel output of the systematic bits from
encoder 2, ATDp(2). The extrinsic output of MAP Decoder 2, E
Dec(2)
s = D
dec(2)
s - A
dec(2)
dec(1),s -
ATDs , is deinterleaved and passed back to MAP Decoder 1 as a priori input A
dec(1)
dec(2),s for
the next iteration. The APP output of MAP decoder 2 DDec(2) contains soft information
on the systematic bits Ddec(2)s , and parity bits D
dec(2)
p .
The APP output of the TD is the Ddec(2)s multiplexed with the APP estimates of the
parity bits Ddec(1)p and D
dec(2)
p . Note that D
dec(2)
s = ATDs + E
dec(1)
s + E
dec(2)
s .
The interleaver
∏
G and deinterleaver
∏−1
G in Fig. 2.8 can be any pseudo-random
permutation of the sequences, the subscript G is used to differentiate between the TD
internal interleaver and the interleaver used between the channel and the code in, for
example, a CDMA system.
2.8 3GPP Channel Codes
The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) is an international collaboration which
was started in 1998. The idea of the project was to co-operatively create standards for a
global 3rd generation mobile communications system. The standard specifies every detail
used in the system, however since this thesis is concerned only with the physical layer,
and more specifically coding and turbo receivers, the convolutional and turbo codes used
in the standard will be briefly outlined.
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Figure 2.8: Parallel concatenated turbo decoder.
2.8.1 Convolutional Code
The 3GPP standard specifies two different CCs, both are non-systematic, non-recursive
with constraint length 9 but with different code rate. The rate 13 CC has generator
polynomials G = (557, 663, 711) and for the rate 12 CC G = (561, 753) [6]. The minimum
and maximum block lengths are 160 and 504 bits respectively, and 8 tail bits of zero are
added to the end of the information block before encoding to terminate the trellis. With
the tails bits added the code rate for the rate 12 code becomes Rc =
1
2(L+8) and for the
rate 13 code Rc =
1
3(L+8) .
2.8.2 Turbo Code
The 3GPP standard turbo encoder consists of two parallel concatenated 8-state, rate 12
CCs. The generator polynomial for the constituent encoders are G = (1, 015/013) [6].
Information block lengths range from L = 600 to 5114 bits and the trellis is terminated
in the encoders so 6 tail bits are added to the end of each encoded data block. The first
3 tails bits terminate the 1st encoder and the last 3 tails bits terminate the 2nd encoder.
Since the constituent code rates are 12 (ie no puncturing), the overall turbo code rate is
Rc ≈ 13 . The code rate is actually slightly lower than 13 due to the terminating sequences,
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the exact rate is given by
R =
1
3
× 1
1 + 4L
. (2.33)
2.9 Coded System
The performance of the 3GPP rate 12 CC, rate
1
3 CC and turbo code (running 1 up to
6 iterations) are presented in Fig. 2.9 for transmission through an AWGN channel. The
BER performance of (3GPP turbo) coded CDMA is also shown in Fig. 2.9, with 4 receiver
iterations and 6 TD iterations. Note that no attempt was made to optimize the system.
The power of the iterative receiver is evident in Fig. 2.9, the multi-user system with
K = 16 users and SF of N = 32 achieves SU performance at 2dB, 1.5dB and 1dB for the
rate 12 CC, rate
1
3 CC and rate
1
3 turbo code respectively. Thus the principle of CDMA is
demonstrated - users are able to share the cellular system resources without performance
degradation.
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Figure 2.9: BER plot for rate 12 and
1
3 3GPP convolutional codes (block length 504 bits)
and rate 13 3GPP turbo code (block length 3856 bits, running 1 to 6 iterations), in the
single user case and in a multi-user system with KT = 16 users and spreading factor
N = 32 (20 receiver iterations and 6 decoder iterations for the turbo code).
2.10 Multi-user DS-CDMA System Model
Consider a coded multi-user DS-CDMA system with transmission over a single-path fad-
ing AWGN channel. The system, shown in Fig. 2.10, consists of KT transmitters, KT
(independent) channels and receiver, where the KT is the number of users. Each trans-
mitter consists of an encoder, which may be a CC, SCCC or PCCC with code rate Rc.
The systematic bits (information bits or source data) xk ∈ {−1,+1} from user k are di-
vided in blocks of length L and encoded. The encoded sequence dk of length L·Rc bits is
interleaved to become the permuted sequence d′k, where dk and d
′
k ∈ {−1,+1}. The data
sequence is then spread into uk ∈ {−1/
√
N,+1/
√
N} which has length L·Rc·N where
N is the SF. In general the work in this thesis considers only BPSK, however the work
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in this thesis is analogous to higher-order modulation. The BPSK symbols are transmit-
ted through single-path fading CDMA channel with AWGN and the received observables
y =
∑
k uk·hk + n are the output of the channel. The fading channel has magnitude hk
for user k and the additive noise is n.
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Figure 2.10: Multi-user DS-CDMA system model.
2.11 Summary
The general system model used in this thesis has been described in detail in this chap-
ter. The channel models were presented and DS-CDMA was described as a multi-access
technique which will be used throughout this thesis. The performance of uncoded BPSK
transmission and DS-CDMA in an AWGN channel was shown. CCs were then introduced
and the construction of turbo codes using CCs was illustrated. We then described LLRs
and the decoder for CCs and turbo codes. In order to illustrate the concepts and methods
presented by the work in this thesis we use the 3GPP standard, hence we also described the
3GPP channel codes and present their BER performance in an AWGN channel. Finally,
the multi-user DS-CDMA system model was presented. The next step is to introduce the
iterative receiver and the various methods used to model the receiver.

Chapter 3
Analytical Tools for Iterative
Receivers
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter tools for convergence analysis of iterative receivers will be introduced. The
complexity of running simulations to obtain the BER performance of modern telecommu-
nications systems is computationally demanding. In a multi-user coded CDMA system
the complexity is high even for a moderate number of users. Knowledge of the convergence
behavior is essential for the design engineer. In this chapter we will introduce several meth-
ods commonly used to model the iterative receiver to enable convergence analysis without
the need to run costly simulations. Convergence analysis enables the system operators to
not only ensure the system achieves the required QoS but facilitates optimization of the
system which leads to significant savings in operating costs of the receiver.
In this chapter we will first introduce the IMUD receiver. The linear IC and CE will
be presented and we will describe their role in the iterative decoding process.
Methods such as VT and EXIT analysis have been devised for describing the con-
vergence behavior without the need to run large-scale simulations. The FT chart was
introduced in [121] and [43], and was shown in [24] to be similar to the EXIT chart in
terms of accuracy. This chapter will introduce EXIT analysis and will use properties of
variance and fidelity transfer to simplify the analysis of iterative receivers for multi-user
CDMA.
There has been limited work published on the differences and relationships between
the analytical tools for the analysis of iterative receivers. In this chapter we address
this issue. First an approximation of fidelity as a function of variance, defined as the
Js function, will be proposed. While FT and EXIT charts are essentially representing
the same information, there is no closed-form representation of the relationship between
fidelity and MI. A transfer function T , expressing MI as a function of fidelity, will be
proposed as an approximation. This function will be shown to be useful since a closed-
form solution exists for the variance transfer chart of an IC [18]. The relationships and
transfer functions proposed in this chapter will allow the most convenient analysis methods
to be used without constraints on inter-operability.
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3.2 Iterative Multi-user Detector for DS-CDMA
The IMUD receiver consists of an IC, CE and decoder (Dec) as shown in Fig. 3.1. The
IMUD receiver was first described for CCs by Alexander et al in [18]. The IC takes the
channel output y, a priori input AICDec from the decoder and channel estimate hˆ, both zero
on the first receiver iteration, and outputs extrinsic information EIC on the coded bits.
The CE takes a priori inputs ACEIC = E
IC from the IC and ACEDec from the decoder and
outputs channel estimate hˆ. Note that the channel estimate is used to generate LLRs from
the soft output of the IC. The decoder deinterleaves the IC extrinsic output EIC which
becomes the a priori input AICDec and after decoding outputs estimates of the systematic
data xˆ and extrinsic output EDec on the coded bits. The decoder also outputs APP
information on the uncoded data. After interleaving, the extrinsic output of the decoder
is passed back to the IC and CE. Note that the interleaver between the IC/CE and the
decoder is required to ensure the data shared between the receiver blocks is independent.
There is no interleaver between the IC and CE. This leaves the system vulnerable to error
propagation (correlations) and iterating between the IC and CE may not be beneficial.
Due to multiple users with random spreading codes this correlation is minimized as the
codes generate a random-like channel. However, this is not the case in, for example, an
inter-symbol interference (ISI) channel with turbo equalization.
Pilot symbols are generally used to perform the channel estimation. However, when
soft estimates of the coded data are available, as in an iterative receiver, they are used to
improve the channel estimate. Pilot symbols are not shown in Fig. 3.1 and are included
only when specified.
The receiver of Fig. 3.1 is essentially a sub-optimal MUD. On the first iteration (the
first activation of the IC) no cancellation can be done as there are no soft estimates of the
encoded data. In this case the output of the IC is simply the output of the MF (correlator),
which is matched to the spreading sequences of each user. The performance of the IC in
this case is shown in Fig. 2.2. This is in fact the conventional detector, that is, a bank of
correlators [122] - often referred to as a MF detector. On subsequent iterations, after the
receiver has soft estimates of the data, a sub-optimal linear SISO IC is used, which will
be described in detail in Section 3.2.2.
3.2.1 Channel Estimation
For the description of the CE of Fig. 3.1 the subscript k, referring to the user number, will
be omitted for simplicity. The channel estimate hˆ is obtained using techniques described
in [123] and [124]. In a CDMA system using a pilot channel the pilot data can be used
to estimate the channel. The idea is that since the pilot data is known at the receiver the
channel impulse response can be estimated from the received signal, however the presence
MAI and AWGN reduce the reliability of the channel estimate. When no soft estimate
of the data is available the pilot symbols are indeed all the information that is available
for channel estimation. The basic method of channel estimation in a multi-path fading
channel is as follows. The path gain of the l-th path of user k can be estimated from the
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Figure 3.1: Simplified system diagram for the multi-user coded DS-CDMA receiver with
channel estimation.
pilot symbols as
hˆk,l,c(m) = yk,l,c(mT + τk,l)
ck,m√
Ep
, (3.1)
where the sub-index c denotes pilot data and τk,l the delay of user k’s l-th path. We
consider only the single-path channel for synchronous CDMA so we drop the subscript l
and delay τ such that
hˆk,c(m) = yk,c(mT )
ck,m√
Ep
. (3.2)
The path gain of the l-th path of user k is estimated from the soft data estimates as
hˆk,l,d(m) = yk,l,d(mT + τk,l)
x˜k,m√
Ed
, (3.3)
where the sub-index d denotes data and τk,l the delay of user k’s l-th path. Again consid-
ering the synchronous single-path case where τk = 0, ∀k and l = 1,
hˆk,d(m) = yk,d(mT )
x˜k,m√
Ed
. (3.4)
The reliability of the channel estimate in (3.4) is clearly limited by the information available
on the transmitted data x˜k,m and the reliability of the IC output yk,d.
As the pilot data is known at the receiver, the channel estimate obtained using (3.2)
does not suffer from degradation of the reference signals (the pilot symbols). However,
since the power in the pilot symbols is low, that is Ep < Ed, the accuracy of channel
estimates obtained using (3.2) is limited. This exposes the problem of channel estimation,
that is whether to use the pilot or data symbols as the reference signal. A heuristic
approach, such as using the mean of the two estimates i.e. hˆk = 12(hˆk,d + hˆk,c), known as
the arithmetic average (AA), suffers from severe performance degradation especially when
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one estimate is significantly worse than the other. In [124] the authors use maximal ratio
combining to derive and estimate of hˆk from the pilot and data estimates. In Chapter 7,
techniques for EXIT chart analysis of channel estimation are developed. However, since
the estimation and estimate combining methods are not the focus of the work in this
thesis, the AA method will be used due to its simplicity.
3.2.2 Interference Canceller
The technique used in the parallel subtractive IC detector used in this thesis involves
estimation and subtraction of the MAI. The IC, from the perspective of user k, is shown
in Fig. 3.2. Using soft estimates of the coded data d˜i for i = 1, 2, ...K, the IC constructs
an estimate of the received signal by spreading the estimated data sequences with si,d
and multiplying the spread sequence with the estimated fading channel hˆi. The result is
an estimate of the received signal yˆ. Note that if d˜ and hˆ are perfect and N0 = 0 then
yˆ = y. The estimated (spread and faded) signal for user k is then subtracted from yˆ to
give an estimate of the MAI, Iˆk. The MAI is subtracted from the received signal y which
is then match filtered to give an estimate of the coded data sequence. The mathematical
representation will now be derived in detail.
The MAI for user k, i.e. the interfering signals from users i ∈ 1, 2, ...,K, i 6= k, is given
by
Iˆk(t) =
∑
i6=k
M−1∑
m=0
hˆi(t−mT )
[√
Ed,kd˜i,dsi,d(t−mT ) + j
√
Ep,kci,msi,c(t−mT )
]
, (3.5)
where hˆi is the estimated CSI and d˜i,d is the soft coded data sequences estimate for the
SISO decoder. The estimated coded data sequence and pilot bits for user k, are
yk,d(t) = (y(t)− Iˆk(t))⊗ sk,d(−t) (3.6)
yk,c(t) = (y(t)− Iˆk(t))⊗ sk,c(−t) (3.7)
respectively, where ⊗ represents convolution. The fading channel is compensated by
yk(m) =
hˆ∗k(m)√
||hˆ∗k||2
yˆk,d(m), (3.8)
where hˆ∗k is the complex conjugate of the channel estimate hˆk. Assume (3.8) satisfies an
AWGN model, that is
yk(m) =
√
Ed,k||hˆk(m)||2dk,m + nk(m), (3.9)
where nk(m) ∼ CN (0, σ2k) is the residual interference plus noise. The LLR λk(m) =
ATDk = A
CE
IC (the a priori input to the SISO decoder and CE) where
λk(m) = log
(
p(dk,m = +1|yk(m), hˆk(m))
p(dk,m = −1|yk(m), hˆk(m))
)
(3.10)
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Figure 3.2: Interference canceller for multi-user DS-CDMA.
is calculated as
λk(m) =
4
√
Ed,k
σˆ2k(m)
√
||hˆk(m)||2yk(m), (3.11)
where σˆ2k is an estimate of the variance of the residual interference plus noise. It is assumed
the variance is known, as variance estimation is not the focus of this work. Note from
(3.11) that the generation of LLRs from yk, which are passed to the SISO decoder, is
dependent upon the reliability of the channel estimate (and the estimate of the noise plus
interference variance).
For the DS-CDMA detector in an AWGN channel, (3.5)–(3.11) are simplified as hk(t) =
1 and hˆk(t) = 1, ∀k, t. Unless otherwise specified the work in this thesis uses the AWGN
channel model. The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to modeling the components
of the IMUD receiver.
3.3 Mutual Information
In probability theory and information theory, the MI of two RVs is a quantity that mea-
sures the mutual dependence of the two variables. Intuitively, MI measures the information
that the RVs X and Y share. That is, how much knowing one of these variables reduces
the uncertainty about the other.
Mathematically, the MI between the X and Y is given by
I(X;Y ) =
∫ ∫
p(x, y) log
p(x, y)
p(x)· p(y)dxdy, (3.12)
and since in the communication system of Chapter 2 the channel input is binary, the MI
becomes
I(X;Y ) =
1
2
∑
x=+1,−1
∫ +∞
−∞
p(y|x) log p(y|x)
p(y)
dy, (3.13)
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where
p(y) =
1
2
(p(y|x = +1) + p(y|x = −1)) (3.14)
and, for the AWGN channel
p(y|x = ±1) = 1√
2piσ2y
exp
(
(y ∓ 1)2
2σ2y
)
. (3.15)
With a Gaussian assumption on the a priori input A as in (2.18), where A = µAx+nA ∼
(0, σ2A) and µA = σ
2
A/2, the MI between the transmitted data x ∈ {−1,+1} and A becomes
IA(σA) = 1−
∫ +∞
−∞
exp
(−(λ−σ2A/2)2
2σ2A
)
√
2piσ2A
log2(1 + exp(−λ))dλ, (3.16)
where λ are the samples of the a priori input.
The conventional method for calculating MI is to estimate the extrinsic information
histograms, p(λ|x = −1) and p(λ|x = +1) from the samples λ. The MI of the extrinsic
output of a SISO block is calculated as
IE =
1
2
∑
x=−1,+1
∫ +∞
−∞
p(λ|X = x) log2
(
2p(λ|X = x)
p(λ|x = −1) + p(λ|x = +1)
)
, (3.17)
where in this case λ are the samples of E. When calculating MI in this fashion the λ must
be grouped into N histogram bins. There are several methods to determine the number
of bins to use, including the Freedman-Diaconis Rule [125], which specifies the bin size
rather than number of bins. The bin size W is calculated as
W = 2IQR(λ)L−
1
3 , (3.18)
where IQR(E) is the interquartile range of the data. There is no method available to
determine the optimal number of bins and the number used will affect the calculation of
MI. We have found that calculating the number of bins as
N = dL 13 e, (3.19)
where L is the number of samples, is a simple method which gives the most consistent
results. Other methods, such as the Freedman-Diaconis method, can perform poorly given
certain distributions (such as all-zeros corresponding to zero MI). In this thesis (3.19) will
be used when estimating PDFs using histograms.
Several methods have been proposed in the literature for estimating MI without the
need to estimate the PDFs of the data. The benefit of using these methods is that MI can
be estimated without knowledge of the systematic bits x, which is particularly important
for online estimation in applications such as convergence tracking or dynamic scheduling.
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In [43] Hagenauer proposed a method where MI is estimated as
IE = 1− 1
N
N∑
n=1
Hb
(
e+|E|/2
e+|E|/2 + e−|E|/2
)
, (3.20)
where Hb(· ) is the binary entropy function,
Hb(p) = −p log2(p)− (1− p) log2(1− p). (3.21)
Under the assumption that the PDFs are even, (3.20) can be simplified to
IE = 1− 2E
{
log2
(
1 + e−E
)
1 + e−E
}
. (3.22)
This approximation was proposed in [83] and we will use this approximation for all online
MI estimation in this thesis.
3.4 Input and Output Variance
VT analysis, which was first discussed by Alexander et al in [18], uses the variance of the
soft estimates to track the convergence of the receiver. The principle is that as the soft
estimates converge to the actual data, the variance of the error reduces to zero.
Define the symbol error variance σ2x as the input/output variance from [18] and [44]
σ2x , E
{
(x˜− x)2
}
, (3.23)
where E{·} denotes expectation and x˜ = tanh(λ/2) are the soft estimates of the data x as
in (2.22). We assume equiprobable systematic data, that is p(x = +1) = p(x = −1) = 0.5,
and the input/output LLRs λ are Gaussian distributed. Letting w = x˜−x, so σ2x = E
{
w2
}
and since tanh(λ2 ) =
eλ−1
eλ+1
,
w =
eλ − 1− xeλ − x
1 + eλ
(3.24)
and the conditional PDFs of w are therefore
w+ , p(w|x = +1) = −2
1 + eλ
where w+ ∈ (−2, 0) (3.25)
w− , p(w|x = −1) = 2e
λ
1 + eλ
where w− ∈ (0,+2). (3.26)
For a continuous variable E{f(x)} = ∫ f(x)p(x)dx, so
σ2x =
1
2
∫ +∞
−∞
w2w+dw +
1
2
∫ +∞
−∞
w2w−dw (3.27)
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and using (3.24) the symbol error variance can be expressed as
σ2x = 2
∫ +∞
−∞
 1√
2piσ2
e
−
(
λ−σ22
)2
2σ2
1
(1 + eλ)2
+
1√
2piσ2
e
−
(
λ+σ
2
2
)2
2σ2
e2λ
(1 + eλ)2
 dλ (3.28)
= 2
∫ +∞
−∞
[
p(λ|x = +1) + e2λp(λ|x = −1)
(1 + eλ)2
]
dλ. (3.29)
Due to the symmetry in conditional PDFs, i.e. p(λ|x = −1) = e−λp(λ|x = +1), σ2x can be
simplified to
σ2x =
∫ +∞
−∞
2
1 + eλ
p(λ|x = +1)dλ. (3.30)
The form of (3.30) can be compared to (3.16) and the similarity will be exploited in
Section 3.7 to derive a function describing the relationship between MI and symbol error
variance.
3.5 Fidelity
Fidelity was first introduced in [121] and [43] as
MΛ = E{xx˜} , (3.31)
where Λ = A or E and x˜ = tanh(Λ/2) for input and output fidelity respectively. Fidelity
was shown in [24] to be an accurate measure for tracking convergence behavior, and in
[43] it was shown that I ≈ 1.4M . While fidelity and MI have comparable accuracy for
convergence analysis, MI has the advantage of having an information theoretic meaning.
We will however explore fidelity and show how it can be estimated without knowledge of
the systematic data, as fidelity proves to be useful in variance and MI transfer functions
used in convergence analysis.
Using (2.22) and (2.21) we note that
E{xxˆ} = 1
2
+∞∫
−∞
xˆp+(λ)dλ− 1
2
+∞∫
−∞
xˆp−(λ)dλ (3.32)
=
+∞∫
−∞
xˆ(1− exp(−λ))
2
p+(λ)dλ (3.33)
=
+∞∫
−∞
(
1 + exp(−λ)
2
− 2
1 + exp(λ)
)
p+(λ)dλ. (3.34)
Fidelity M can then be simplified as
MΛ =
∫ +∞
−∞
(exp(λ)− 1)2
2exp(λ)(exp(λ) + 1)
p(λ|x = +1)dλ. (3.35)
As previously discussed, when online convergence tracking is required the metric must
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be computed without knowledge of the systematic data. If fidelity is to be used then
(3.35) requires knowledge of x in order to construct the histograms and estimate the
PDFs p(λ|x = +1) and p(λ|x = −1). A non data aided metric based on fidelity will now
be proposed. Let
MΛ = E
{
tanh2
(
λ
2
)}
= E
{
x˜2
}
, (3.36)
and again using (2.22)–(2.21) we note that
E
{
xˆ2
}
=
1
2
+∞∫
−∞
x˜2p+(λ)dλ+
1
2
+∞∫
−∞
x˜2p−(λ)dλ
=
+∞∫
−∞
x˜2(1 + exp(−λ))
2
p+(λ)dλ. (3.37)
Now using (2.22), (3.37) can be simplified as
Mx =
∫ +∞
−∞
(exp(λ)− 1)2
2exp(λ)(exp(λ) + 1)
p(λ|x = +1)dλ. (3.38)
Looking at the right hand side of equations (3.35) and (3.38) it is apparent that
MΛ = E{x· xˆ} = E
{
xˆ2
}
= E
{
tanh2
(
λ
2
)}
. (3.39)
Hereafter, we will therefore use (3.39) as the fidelity measure, since it can, in contrast to
E{x· x˜}, easily be estimated using a non-data-aided estimator based on L samples of the
LLRs without knowledge of x, i.e.,
MΛ ≈ 1
L
L∑
k=1
tanh2
(
Λ(k)
2
)
. (3.40)
3.6 J Functions
The term J function was coined by ten Brink in [26] and is the name given to the function
describing MI as a function of variance. The J function proves to be extremely useful
in convergence analysis with transfer charts where MI is used as a metric to describe the
SNR reduction process which occurs in iterative receiver components.
3.6.1 The J Function
The MI I(X; Λ) between the RVs X and Λ can be expressed as
IΛ = 1−
+∞∫
−∞
log2(1 + exp(−λ)) p(λ|x = +1)dλ. (3.41)
noting that the PDF p(λ|x = +1) is a function of the variance of the LLR λ, and assuming
that λ has a mixed Gaussian distribution as in (2.18), it is apparent that MI is itself a
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function of the variance, as was shown in (3.16). The J function and its inverse are well
known functions defining the relationship between MI IΛ = I(X; Λ) in (3.41) and variance
σ2Λ in (2.18). The J function is given by
J(σ) , IΛ(σΛ = σ) (3.42)
σΛ = J−1(IΛ) (3.43)
where Λ is A or E for input or output respectively. Since the MI I in (3.41) cannot be
expressed in closed-form under the Gaussian assumption, close approximations have been
developed in the literature. ten Brink et al proposed an approximation in [126], however
the approximation developed by Bra¨nnstro¨m et al in [35] is generally considered to be
superior and is given by
J(σ) ≈
(
1− 2−H1σ2H2
)H3
(3.44)
J−1(I) ≈
(
− 1
H1
log2
(
1− I 1H3
)) 12H2
, (3.45)
where H1 = 0.3073, H2 = 0.8935 and H3 = 1.1064 were obtained using numerical op-
timization (Nelder-Mead simplex optimization [127]) to minimize the total squared dif-
ference between (3.41) and (3.44). The approximation (3.44)–(3.45) will be used in the
remainder of this thesis.
The J function will be shown to be extremely useful in transfer chart derivation in
Chapter 4, however it also provides an easy means for estimating BER. The soft a posteriori
output of the decoder can be written as D = A+E for a decoder in the CDMA system of
Fig. 3.1. Under the assumption that both the a priori input A and extrinsic output E are
Gaussian distributed, then the a posteriori output is also Gaussian. Since hard decisions
are made on the a posteriori output, the BER can be estimated as
Pb ≈ Q
(σD
2
)
(3.46)
where σ2D is the variance of D, and assuming independence,
σ2D = σ
2
A + σ
2
E . (3.47)
Using (3.45) the variances of A and E are
σ2A ≈ J−1(IA)2 (3.48)
σ2E ≈ J−1(IE)2 . (3.49)
Using (3.46), (3.47), (3.48) and (3.49) the BER can be estimated using
Pb ≈ Q

√
J−1(IA)2 + J−1(IE)2
2
 . (3.50)
This property will be used extensively in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 to estimate whether a
target BER has been achieved.
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3.6.2 The Js Function
The J function and its inverse are valuable tools in convergence analysis using MI as a
metric. A similar function for fidelity would be equally useful not only for convergence
analysis but also for describing the relationship between MI and fidelity.
Using (2.21), the expression of the fidelity in (3.34) can be simplified to
MΛ = 1−
+∞∫
−∞
2
1 + exp(λ)
p(λ|x = +1)dλ, (3.51)
which is quite similar to the expression for the MI in (3.41). Therefore, we propose a
function similar to J , the Js function and its inverse, which describe the relationship
between σ2Λ and fidelity MΛ. The Js function is defined as
Js(σ) ,MΛ(σλ = σ). (3.52)
Since Js(σ) is monotonically increasing in σΛ
σΛ = J−1s (MΛ) (3.53)
where it is assumed that Λ is Gaussian according to (2.18). Note also that using the
relationship between the MI in (3.41) and the minimummean-square error in (3.23) derived
in [128], the following relationship between the J function and the Js function is true
∂J(σ)
∂σ
=
σ − σJs(σ)
ln(16)
. (3.54)
The Js function has no closed-form solution, but it can be closely approximated by
Js(σ) ≈
(
1− 2−H1σ2H2
)H3
, (3.55)
J−1s (M) ≈
(
− 1
H1
log2
(
1−M 1H3
)) 12H2
, (3.56)
where H1 = 0.4282, H2 = 0.8130 and H3 = 1.1699 were obtained using the Nelder-Mead
simplex method [127] to minimize the squared difference between the approximation (3.55)
and the actual function (3.51). The approximation of the Js function in (3.55) has the
same form as the approximation of the J function (3.44)–(3.45) proposed in [35]. Fig. 3.3
shows the actual Js and J functions along with their approximations, which are shown
to be very close. The actual functions, (3.41) and (3.51) were obtained using numerical
integration.
The Js function is also useful for showing the relationship between output variance and
the BER. Since Pb = Q(σD/2) where σ2D is the the variance of the Gaussian consistent a
posteriori output, as in (3.46), and using (3.47), the BER can be estimated as
Pb ≈ Q

√
J−1s (MA)2 + J−1s (ME)2
2
 . (3.57)
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Figure 3.3: Mutual information IΛ and fidelity MΛ and their approximations, the J func-
tion and the Js function, as a function of variance.
3.7 Relationship between Mutual Information and Symbol
Error Variance
In this section a function will be proposed to express MI as symbol error variance or fidelity
and vice versa. This function will be shown in Chapter 4 to be useful for translating be-
tween different transfer charts. Furthermore, it helps to demonstrate that the convergence
tracking measures MI, fidelity and variance are essentially equivalent.
Considering symbol error variance σ2x = E
{
(x˜− x)2}, expand the expectation to get
E
{
(x˜− x)2} = E{x˜2}− 2E{x· x˜}+ E{x2} . (3.58)
Since x ∈ {−1, 1}, then E{x2} = 1. Using (3.39) in (3.58) we get
E
{
(x˜− x)2} = 1− E{x· x˜} . (3.59)
Similarly
E
{
(x˜− x)2
}
= 1− E{x˜2} . (3.60)
So in summary
E{x· x˜} = E{x˜2} = 1− E{(x˜− x)2} (3.61)
and fidelity and the symbol error variance are equivalent, that is MΛ = 1 − σ2x, and
σ2x = 1− Js(σΛ). Now since
σΛ = J−1(IΛ) = J−1s (MΛ) , (3.62)
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Figure 3.4: Difference function B(M) = M − I, showing the actual function (solid line)
and the approximation (crosses).
we can express MI as a function of fidelity (or symbol error variance). This function is
almost linear [44]. With the aim of deriving a close approximation to the exact relationship
between MI and fidelity we propose a function B(M) describing the difference between
fidelity and MI
B(M) =M − I. (3.63)
This function is shown in Fig. 3.4 and we derive bounds for (3.63) in Appendix A. We
suggest the following approximation of B(M)
B(M) ≈ 0.26(M −M2), (3.64)
where the constant 0.26 is chosen to approximately satisfy the actual difference when
M = 0.5. The difference function (3.63) and the approximation in (3.64) are shown
in Fig. 3.4, where we see the approximation is very close to the actual function. The
approximation (3.64) can then be extended to a transfer function between MI and fidelity
I = T (M) = J
(
J−1s (M)
) ≈ 0.74M + 0.26M2, (3.65)
M = T−1(I) ≈ −0.74
0.52
+
√(
0.74
0.52
)2
+
I
0.26
, (3.66)
which can be used to translate fidelity or symbol error variance into MI and vice versa.
Due to the Gaussian assumption in the J and Js functions, the proposed transfer function
(3.65)–(3.66) also requires a Gaussian assumption on the distribution of Λ. Alternatively
the relationship between MI and fidelity can be derived directly from the J and Js func-
tions, such that
I =
1− 2−H1
(
−1
H4
log2
(
1−M
1
H6
))H2
H5

H3
(3.67)
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M =
1− 2−H4
(
1
H1
log2
(
1−I
1
H3
))H5
H2

H6
, (3.68)
where H1 = 0.3073, H2 = 0.8935, H3 = 1.1064, H4 = 0.4282, H5 = 0.8130 and H6 =
1.1699.
3.8 Channel Estimate
The Rayleigh fading channel can be modelled as
h = a+ jb (3.69)
where a and b are independent zero-mean Gaussian distributed RVs with variance σ2h =
1
2 .
The channel is therefore power normalized such that E[|h|2] = 1.
The channel estimate hˆ is the channel with noise, hˆ = h + nhˆ, which we model as
complex Gaussian (as we have observed to be the case in simulations). The channel
estimate is therefore modelled as
hˆ = (a+ nh,r) + j(b+ nh,i) (3.70)
where nh,r and nh,i are Gaussian processes with mean zero and variance σ2hˆ. This channel
estimate model will prove to be useful in Chapter 7 for modeling the input to an IC.
A limitation of this model is the fact that it does not make any consideration of the
fading rate (2.6). Furthermore, (3.70) makes the assumption that the channel is fully
interleaved, that is, there is no correlation between successive samples of hˆ. Note that the
fading rate does not affect the PDF of the fading coefficients while it does influence the
performance of the channel estimation algorithm.
The a priori and channel inputs of a MAP decoder are LLRs, which intrinsically con-
tain information about the bit probabilities p(y|x = ±1). The probabilities p(y|x = +1)
and p(y|x = −1) require an estimate of the noise variance σ2n = N0/2, since
p(x = ±1) = 1√
2piσ2n
e
−(y∓1)2
2σ2n . (3.71)
The effect of estimation errors was investigated in [129] where it was found that perfor-
mance is degraded but the sensitivity of the TD to SNR estimation errors is relatively
small. The conventional variance estimation technique is as follows;
σˆn = E
{
y2
}− E|y|2, (3.72)
where y = (y1, y2, ..., yT ). Unless otherwise specified, in this thesis perfect knowledge of
the noise variance is assumed, that is, the noise variance is calculated as
σ2n = E
{
y2
}
+m2y (3.73)
wheremy is the (known) mean value of y. In a real receiver knowledge of the data cannot be
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assumed and the variance must be estimated by some non data aided method, as in (3.72).
3.9 Interrelationships
In order to summarize the interrelationships between MI, fidelity and symbol error variance
we show in Fig. 3.5 a decoder/encoder with a priori , AWGN and extrinsic channels. The
two metric calculators, A Metric and E Metric, are used to calculate convergence analysis
measures of the a priori and extrinsic channels respectively. The AWGN channel Y is
modelled using the encoded systematic data which has noise of variance σ2n added and
is multiplied by 2/σ2n to generate an LLR. The a priori channel A is modelled using the
systematic data multiplied by σ2A/2 and the addition of noise with variance σ
2
A. The a
priori metric can then be calculated using A and the systematic data x. Note that the
values of σn and σA can be selected arbitrarily, however if the J function (3.42)–(3.43) is
used to select the value of σA for a desired IA, the MI measured by the A Metric block in
Fig. 3.5 will be approximately equal to IA. The decoder takes A and Y as inputs and the
extrinsic output E is passed to the E Metric calculator. The extrinsic metric can then be
calculated using E and x. The metrics calculated in Fig. 3.5 are those discussed in this
chapter,
• Mutual information IΛ using (3.17)
• Symbol error variance σ2x using (3.23)
• Fidelity MΛ using (3.31)
where Λ represents A or E for a priori or a posteriori information respectively. It is
assumed that A and E have a Gaussian consistent distribution as in (2.18). The three
metrics are then related by (3.61) and (3.65)–(3.66) which we repeat for convenience,
MΛ = 1− σ2x, (3.74)
IΛ ≈ 0.74MΛ + 0.26M2Λ, (3.75)
MΛ ≈ −0.740.52 +
√(
0.74
0.52
)2
+
IΛ
0.26
, (3.76)
It is possible using the tools provided by (3.74)–(3.76) to easily translate between MI,
fidelity and symbol error variance. Furthermore, these relationships together with Fig. 3.5
illustrate the similarities between the three metrics and enable us to select the most con-
venient metric for each receiver component.
3.10 Summary
In this chapter the IMUD receiver was introduced. The IC and CE were described and
illustrated mathematically. We discussed MI, symbol error variance and fidelity, which are
used to model the receiver such that the BER performance can be predicted without the
need to run simulations. We then introduced several methods of calculating these metrics
without knowledge of the systematic data, which is important in online analysis where the
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Figure 3.5: Convergence analysis metrics using a priori and extrinsic channel models.
data is unknown. We derived the Js function which is similar to the J function but de-
scribes the relationship between fidelity and variance. Finally, we showed the relationship
between fidelity and symbol error variance and proposed a transfer function for translat-
ing between MI and fidelity. We showed how these functions can be used to describe the
interrelationships between all three convergence tracking metrics. These functions will be
used extensively in the following chapters for convergence analysis of the IMUD receiver.
Chapter 4
Convergence Analysis of Iterative
Receivers
4.1 Introduction
MI, fidelity and variance techniques as defined in Chapter 3, can be used in transfer
charts to analyze and predict the convergence behavior of iterative decoders and receivers.
EXIT charts [25, 26] are a popular and powerful tool for analysis of iterative techniques.
This chapter will give an introduction to EXIT analysis and further develop the tools for
analysis of a range of receiver components and system configurations.
The design and optimization of a multi-user system present a number of challenges to
the system engineers. The power level of each user and scheduling of the decoding process
are two major issues addressed in this thesis. VT analysis, which has been successfully used
to analyze an unequal power CDMA system, is convenient as a closed-form VT function
exists for an IC. However, EXIT analysis is generally considered to be the superior method.
Furthermore, EXIT functions for FEC codes and other receiver components (such as de-
mappers) are widely available in the literature. It is therefore most convenient to use
EXIT functions for convergence analysis of the IMUD receiver. However, no method
exists for generating an EXIT function for an IC in the unequal power case. Since the
system has multiple users and several receiver components, the EXIT chart of the receiver
is multi-dimensional. In this chapter we investigate the properties of EXIT functions
for the TD and IC, including the accuracy of the method and capacity considerations,
and show how to derive a two-dimensional EXIT chart which can be used to accurately
model the IMUD receiver in the unequal power case. We propose a closed-form expression
for the EXIT function of an IC which we validate through simulations. We will also
explore several approaches for improving the performance (BER) or efficiency (number of
iterations required) of the IMUD receiver.
4.2 EXIT Function
As a brief introduction to EXIT chart analysis we present a generic receiver block as an
EXIT function in Fig. 4.1. The receiver block has up to three inputs, generally a channel
input and one or more a priori inputs, where a, b and c can be SNR (Eb/N0) or MI
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(I). Unless otherwise specified, it is assumed the inputs are independent with a Gaussian
consistent distribution as in (2.18). The MI of the extrinsic output is a function of the
inputs, d = frec (a, b, c). Using this generic model the receiver component of Fig. 4.1 can
be any SISO module where the MI of the output is a function of one or more inputs.
dfrec(a, b, c)
a
b c
Figure 4.1: Generic receiver block considered as an EXIT function.
4.3 Iterative Multi-user Receiver with Turbo Decoding
In this chapter we consider an AWGN channel with no fading. The simplified receiver
model is shown in Fig. 4.2 with an IC in a serial concatenation with a TD bank (one
decoder per user). The two components are separated by an interleaver. The TD is
an iterative decoder for parallel concatenated codes but could be a CC decoder (MAP
decoder) for a single code.
Interference
Canceller
tanh()
Turbo
Decoder
Y
D
TD
s
E
TD
A
TD
E
IC
∏
∏
−1
aIC
Figure 4.2: Iterative receiver system diagram showing interference canceller and turbo
decoder.
The IC takes channel values Y and a priori input aICand outputs extrinsic information
(on the coded bits) EIC which is de-interleaved and becomes the a priori input ATD to
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the TD. On the first iteration of the receiver the a priori input of the IC is zero. The
TD runs id = 1, 2, .., idmax iterations and outputs extrinsic information (on the coded bits)
ETDand a posteriori probabilities (on the systematic bits) DTDs . E
TD is interleaved and
converted to soft bits using the hyperbolic tangent (tanh(· )) operation, and becomes the
a priori input aIC to the IC. Hard decisions are made on DTDs after irmax iterations of the
receiver.
The EXIT functions for the system of Fig. 4.2 are therefore
IICE = fIC
(
Eb/N0, I
IC
A
)
(4.1)
ITDE = fTD
(
ITDA
)
(4.2)
where ITDA = I
IC
E and I
IC
A = I
TD
E . Techniques for the derivation of these EXIT function
will be discussed in this chapter.
The problem which is evident from Fig. 4.2 is scheduling the iterative decoding pro-
cess, specifically, how many receiver iterations should be run and what number of TD
iterations carried out on each activation of the TDs. Furthermore, performance gains may
be achievable in unequal power systems by removing the constraint that all users run the
same number of TD iterations. The EXIT functions will now be derived which we will
show to be valuable tools for optimization of an IMUD receiver.
4.4 EXIT Functions for Codes
Considering the generic EXIT model of Fig. 4.1, we now show how to derive EXIT func-
tions for CCs where the receiver block is a MAP decoder. The decoder has one or two
inputs for codes in serial or parallel concatenation respectively, and we show several ex-
amples including a three-dimensional EXIT function for the two-input case.
4.4.1 Parallel Concatenated Codes
In general, EXIT functions must be generated using Monte Carlo simulations of the en-
coder/decoder. There have been some results published, for example Measson et al in
[31], where closed-form EXIT functions have been derived for simple codes, however these
have been confined to the binary erasure channel. EXIT functions for CCs are generated
according to the system diagram shown in Fig. 4.3. Data blocks x ∈ {+1,−1} are ran-
domly generated and encoded using a CC encoder. The block length is arbitrary but a
length of 104 bit was found to remove tail effects [26] and gives a good balance between
complexity and accuracy. The effect of block length will be discussed further in Chap-
ter 6. The AWGN and a priori channel inputs to the decoder are modelled as follows.
The coded data d is corrupted with noise drawn from a Gaussian distribution of variance
σ2n, where the value of σn is selected for the desired SNR (Eb/N0). The channel values
y = x+ n ∼ N (0, σ2n) are converted to LLRs as
Y =
2
σ2n
y, (4.3)
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which is the AWGN channel input to the decoder. The a priori channel is modelled by
multiplying the systematic data x by σ2A/2 and adding noise of variance σ
2
A, where the
value of σA is chosen using the inverse J function, σA = J−1
(
IDecA
)
, for the desired value
of IDecA . The two channel inputs are now
Y =
σ2Y
2
x+ nY where nY ∼ N(0, σ2Y ) (4.4)
A =
σ2A
2
x+ nA where nA ∼ N(0, σ2A), (4.5)
where σY = 2/σn. The decoder is then activated and the extrinsic output LLRs, E, are
passed along with the systematic data x to a histogram generator which estimates the
PDFs p(E|x = +1) and p(E|x = −1) and calculates IDecE using (3.17).
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Figure 4.3: EXIT chart generation for parallel concatenated codes.
The steps required to derive the EXIT function of a PCCC are summarized in Algo-
rithm 1.
Algorithm 1 PCCC EXIT Function
1: Set σ2n =
1
2R10(γb/10)
for the desired SNR γb (in dB).
2: Set IDecA = 0.
3: Generate data sequence x ∈ {−1, 1}.
4: Model the a priori input to the decoder as
A =
σ2A
2
x+ nA
where nA is a zero mean Gaussian R.V. of variance σ2A.
5: Model the AWGN channel input to the decoder as
Y =
σ2Y
2
x+ nY
where nY is a zero mean Gaussian R.V. of variance σ2Y = 4/σ
2
n.
6: Activate the decoder with input Y and A.
7: Estimate the histograms p(E|x = +1) and p(E|x = −1) from E and x and calculate
the MI I(x;E) using (3.17).
8: Increment a priori input IDecA = I
Dec
A + δ, where δ is selected for the desired resolution
of the EXIT function. If IDecA < 1 go to step 3.
9: Output EXIT function IDecE = fDec
(
σn, I
Dec
A
)
.
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4.4.2 Serially Concatenated Code
For a serially concatenated system, the inner code EXIT function is derived as for the
parallel concatenated code in Section 4.4.1 as the decoder has two inputs (AWGN and a
priori channel). The EXIT function for the outer code is a function only of the a priori
channel as in (4.7). The system model is shown in Fig. 4.4 and the EXIT function is
derived as in Algorithm 1 with steps 1 and 5 removed and the AWGN input Y removed
from step 6.
In the case of a TD in serial concatenation with an IC as in Fig. 4.2, where the TD
has no input from the AWGN channel, the TD can be considered as the outer code in
a serially concatenated system. To derive the EXIT function of the TD in Fig. 4.2 the
decoder in Fig. 4.4 is the TD, the transfer function is in the form of (4.7).
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Figure 4.4: EXIT chart generation for serially concatenated codes.
4.4.3 Turbo Decoder
In a parallel concatenated turbo code each constituent decoder has two inputs - the AWGN
and a priori channels. The EXIT function is therefore a function of two variables,
IE = fDec (Eb/N0, IA) , (4.6)
where Eb/N0 is the SNR in the AWGN channel and IA is the MI in the a priori channel.
In a serially concatenated turbo code the outer decoder has only one input. The a priori
values of the source data are always zero so the EXIT function is a function only one
variable. In this case the input is referred to as the a priori channel so the EXIT function
is given by,
IE = fDec (IA) . (4.7)
With reference to Fig. 4.2, the MI exchanged between the constituent decoders in the
TD is on the systematic bits only, that is they do not share any information on the parity
bits. However, the MI of the a priori input and extrinsic output of the TD, ITDA and I
TD
E ,
is on the coded bits u (i.e. the systematic) and all sets of parity bits. This creates two
issues.
Firstly, all the constituent decoders improve the estimate of the systematic bits, while
only one decoder improves the estimate of each set of the parity bits. The MI between
the TD a priori input and the coded bits, ITDA is the average of the bit-wise MI, that is
ITDA =
1
L
L∑
i=1
I(u(i);ATD(i)), (4.8)
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and similarly for ITDE . This means the MI in the systematic bits is higher than the parity
bits. That is, in general I(up;ATDp ) < I
TD
A < I(x;A
TD
s ) where up are the parity bits in
the coded sequence.
Secondly, the MI exchanged between the constituent decoders needs to be differentiated
from the MI exchanged between the TD and the IC. The MI in and out of the constituent
MAP decoders within the TD are therefore denoted by IDec(n)A and I
Dec(n)
E respectively,
where n is the constituent decoder number. The EXIT function of each constituent decoder
is given by
I
Dec(n)
E = fDec(n)
(
ITDA , I
Dec(n)
A
)
(4.9)
for n ∈ {1, 2, ..., ndec} where there are ndec parallel concatenated codes and IDec(n)A =
I
Dec(m6=n)
E .
4.4.4 Extrinsic Output Distribution
In general, the performance of iterative decoding is dependent upon the block length [26].
EXIT analysis, like VT and FT analysis, assumes an infinite block length and for blocks of
finite length the analysis is approximate. ten Brink showed using EXIT charts in [26] that
small block lengths cause the iterative decoding trajectory to die out where large blocks
achieve convergence. The derivation of the EXIT characteristics of the TD is dependent
on the block length. Lee and Blahut [39, 42, 40, 41] showed that small block lengths cause
variations in the transfer characteristics and proposed the use of transfer bands instead of
a single curve.
Fig. 4.5 shows the standard deviation of the MI in the extrinsic output samples for
different a priori input MI from the Monte Carlo simulation of the TD. The solid line is
the standard deviation when the block size is 260 bits and the dashed line is for 3856 bits.
We see that for mid-range MI in the a priori input the standard deviation is large and
the EXIT chart is therefore less accurate. This property of the extrinsic MI could be used
to construct an EXIT band, where the width of the band is proportional to the standard
deviation σIE .
4.4.5 Examples
In this section several examples of EXIT functions will be given in order to illustrate the
principles outlined thus far.
We derived the EXIT function for the constituent RSC in the 3GPP turbo code over
a range of SNR (Eb/N0). The function IDecE = fDec
(
Eb/N0, I
Dec
A
)
is shown in Fig. 4.6,
where only the MI of the systematic bits is considered. In a non-iterative receiver the
estimate of the systematic bits (data) are all that is needed and the parity bits are of
no interest. However, in the iterative receiver of Fig. 4.2 the soft estimates of the coded
bits, systematic and parity bits, are fed back the IC as a priori information for the next
receiver iteration. The MI of the parity bits is therefore of much interest in the IMUD, and
Fig. 4.7 shows the EXIT function IDecE(p) = fDec
(
Eb/N0, I
Dec
A(p)
)
, where (p) denotes MI of
the parity bits. We observe that the EXIT function of the parity bits is slightly “weaker”
than that of the systematic bits. That is, in general for a given MI in the a priori input,
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Figure 4.5: Standard deviation of the 3GPP turbo decoder extrinsic mutual information
in Monte Carlo simulations, for information block lengths of 260 and 3856 bits.
the systematic bits will have a higher MI in the extrinsic output. This can be explained
by considering the trellis structure of the RSC where the systematic bits are constrained
by the parity bits, but not vice versa. Note that this is not the case for all CCs [83].
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Figure 4.6: EXIT characteristics of the systematic bits of the constituent convolutional
code in the 3GPP turbo code.
The EXIT functions of the 3GPP CCs are shown in Fig. 4.8. The EXIT characteristics
of the memory 8 rate 13 3GPP CC with generator polynomial G = (557, 663, 711) are
shown by the circles (parity bits) and triangles (systematic or uncoded bits). The MI in
the systematic bits is slightly higher than for the parity bits, as was observed in Fig. 4.6
and Fig. 4.7. For the memory 8 and rate 12 3GPP CC with generator polynomial G =
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Figure 4.7: EXIT characteristics of the parity bits of the constituent convolutional code
in the 3GPP turbo code.
(561, 753), the EXIT characteristics of the systematic bits are again higher than that of
the parity bits, shown in Fig. 4.8 as the dots and squares respectively. Observe that this
code appears weaker than the rate 13 CC, as the EXIT function shows the MI in the
extrinsic output is higher for the rate 13 CC for all a priori MI values. Also shown in
Fig. 4.8 (crosses) is the constituent code used in the 3GPP turbo code. Note that in the
single-input case, equivalent to IA = 0 in Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7, the EXIT characteristics
of the systematic and parity bits are equal for systematic codes. In contrast, the MI of
the systematic bits is higher than that of the parity bits for a two-input decoder. For
a comprehensive explanation of the properties of the EXIT functions of different classes
of systematic and non-systematic codes see [83]. In order to gain a better understanding
of EXIT functions of codes and their use in analysis of iterative receivers we show some
further examples of EXIT functions for CCs.
Fig. 4.9 shows the EXIT functions of two RSC codes at 0.8dB. The solid line is for
a memory 8 code with generator polynomial G = (1, 777/435) and the dashed line for a
memory 2 code with generator polynomialG = (1, 05/07). Note that these EXIT functions
are for either a decoder in a parallel concatenated system or the inner code in a serially
concatenated system, as IDecE = fDec
(
Eb/N0, I
Dec
A
)
. The effect of the constraint length
(memory) of a code is clear in Fig. 4.9. In general, codes with large memory are considered
more powerful than small memory codes. This is observed in the EXIT functions where
the (043,0777) code is slow to start, that is for low a priori MI the extrinsic output is also
low, but once a threshold has been passed the gain in extrinsic output is large, as seen by
the steep gradient. Powerful codes generally reach high extrinsic MI more quickly than
weaker codes, although weaker codes are quicker to start, as seen in Fig. 4.9 where the
(1,05/07) code has higher extrinsic MI than the more powerful code for low a priori MI.
In Fig. 4.10 we show the EXIT functions of three codes where IDecE = fDec
(
IDecA
)
, that
is, the decoders are the outer code in a serial concatenation. The dot-dash line shows the
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Figure 4.8: EXIT characteristics of the systematic and parity bits for the 3GPP convolu-
tional codes.
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Figure 4.9: EXIT Characteristics of decoder for rate 12 RSC codes of different code memory
and code polynomial,γb = 0.8dB.
EXIT function for the memory 8 code G = (1, 777/435), the solid line the memory 3 code
with G = (1, 015/013) and the dashed line the memory 2 code with G = (1, 05/07). We
can clearly see in Fig. 4.10 the effect of code memory on the EXIT functions. As observed
for a 2-input decoder, in general, powerful (larger memory) codes are slower to get started,
but after reaching an input MI threshold the code quickly approaches high extrinsic MI,
and vice versa for weaker (low memory) codes.
The (1,777/435) and (1,05/07) codes were shown in Fig. 4.9 in a 2-input decoder and
in Fig. 4.10 as a single-input decoder, so it is interesting to note the difference in the EXIT
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Figure 4.10: EXIT Characteristics of decoder for rate 12 RSC codes of different code
memory and code polynomial as an element in a serially concatenated system.
functions. The single-input decoder can be considered as a double input decoder where
the a priori input is zero and the SNR of the AWGN channel becomes the x-axis of the
EXIT function.
An interesting point to note is that all three EXIT functions in Fig. 4.10 pass through
the point (0.5, 0.5) on the EXIT chart. In the BEC the EXIT functions for decoders with
1 input pass through the point (0.5, R), where R is the code rate [27].
4.5 IC EXIT Function
In contrast to CCs, which require Monte Carlo simulation for generation of transfer charts,
a closed-form solution exists for the variance transfer chart of an IC. The variance of noise
plus MAI for an uncoded system with no a priori knowledge of the systematic data was
shown in (2.13). When the IC has non-zero a priori information, as in the coded IMUD
receiver, the variance of the noise plus MAI from becomes [18]
σ2IC = σ
2
x
(
K − 1
N
)
+ σ2n, (4.10)
where σ2x, as defined in (3.23), and σ
2
IC are the variance of the input and output soft bits,
respectively, N is the spreading factor and σ2n =
N0
2RcEb
. The input variance σ2x from [44]
is equal to σ2x = 1 −M ICA using (3.74). In order to keep with the convention started in
[26], the variance of the Gaussian consistent IC extrinsic output LLRs σ2E is used in place
of σ2IC, where σ
2
E = 4/σ
2
IC, such that
4
σ2E
= σ2x
(
K − 1
N
)
+ σ2n. (4.11)
The fact that there is a closed-form solution for an IC variance transfer chart means
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that it is possible to easily derive the transfer chart without the use of Monte Carlo
simulation. Note that the EXIT function can be derived using Monte Carlo simulation
in similar fashion to the algorithm in Section 4.4.1. This will in fact be the method
used in Section 7.4.1 for an IC in an IMUD with channel estimation as, to the authors
knowledge, there is no closed-form solution to σ2IC = fIC
(
Eb/N0, hˆ, σ
2
x
)
. The fidelity chart
for the IC can be derived using (4.10) to obtain σE and the Js function to determine the
corresponding value of M ICE
M ICE = Js
(√
4
(1−M ICA )K−1N + N02REb
)
. (4.12)
Derivation of the EXIT chart for the IC involves an extra step which is the translation of
σ2x to MI, that is
IICE = J
(√
4(
1− T−1(IICA )) K−1N + N02REb
)
, (4.13)
where T (· ) is from (3.65)–(3.66). Furthermore, both (4.12) and (4.13) require the usual
Gaussian assumptions on the input LLRs (2.18), as for EXIT/fidelity charts of component
codes. In contrast to EXIT/fidelity charts for component codes generated through Monte
Carlo simulations, (4.12) and (4.13) also require that the output LLRs are Gaussian,
which is in general true if K and N are not too small [18]. The function (4.13) will be
used throughout this thesis as a closed-form EXIT function for an IC.
EXIT functions for the IC are shown in Fig. 4.11 for various system loads, with spread-
ing factor N = 20, at an SNR of γb = 5dB. Note that in the SU case, K = 1, the MI of the
extrinsic output is independent of the a priori input. The constant IICE in the SU case is
equal to J(2/σn) as there is no MAI. Fig. 4.11 shows that increasing the number of users
increases the steepness of the transfer characteristics. Note that at the point where full a
priori knowledge is available, IICA = 1, which corresponds to removal of all MAI, the MI
of the extrinsic output is equal to the single user case.
4.6 EXIT Chart
An EXIT chart is a plot including the transfer functions of all the receiver components.
The functions are arranged such that the output of one component shares an axis with the
corresponding input of the component to which it is connected. The simple case as shown
in Fig. 4.12(a), with an IC and rate 12 3GPP CC (K = 20, N = 20), is with two receiver
components which results in a two-dimensional EXIT chart. Also shown, in Fig. 4.12(b),
is the rate 13 3GPP CC with an IC in a fully loaded system (K = 20, N = 20). Note
that the SNR in Fig. 4.12(a) is 7dB and 3.5dB in Fig. 4.12(b), indicating that the more
powerful rate 13 has a lower convergence threshold.
4.6.1 Capacity
Since EXIT functions show the MI transfer properties of receiver components it was ex-
pected that EXIT charts could be used in capacity consideration. The relationship between
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Figure 4.11: EXIT function of the IC under various system loads.
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Figure 4.12: EXIT charts with the 3GPP CC decoders and IC for KT = 20 users and
spreading factor N = 20.
EXIT curves, capacity and code rate in a binary erasure channel was proved in [27] and
[29]. The area under an EXIT curve is given by A = ∫ 10 IE(IA)dIA. Consider a serially
concatenated code with outer code rate Rout and inner code of rate Rin = 1, which is
the case in the CDMA system of Fig. 4.2 where the inner “code” is the CDMA channel.
The area under the (flipped) outer code EXIT curve, i.e. the area below the TD curve in
Fig. 4.16, is Aout = Rout and the area under the inner curve is Ain = I(X;Y )/n/Rin where
Rin = k/n. For successful decoding the EXIT curves must not intersect andAin−Aout > 0,
so
RoutRin < I(X;Y )/n ≤ C. (4.14)
Note that (4.14) shows that capacity can only be achieved if Rin = 1. Since the rate of
the inner code, the CDMA channel, is equal to one, the area under the inner EXIT curve
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is Ain = C where C is the capacity of the channel. Therefore
Rout ≤ C. (4.15)
This is a form of Shannon’s capacity theorem [130], the outer code rate must be less than
the capacity of the inner channel [43].
4.6.2 Multi-dimensional EXIT Charts
The turbo receiver of Fig. 4.2 can be thought of as a three-dimensional decoder as shown
in Fig. 4.13. This allows the decoding trajectory to be visualized in three dimensions as
in [131] and [83] which featured multiple concatenated codes. The transfer charts then
become transfer surfaces and for the decoding to converge a tube must be open between
the three surfaces. It is also possible to project this three-dimensional transfer chart onto
a single two-dimensional chart as described in [83, 35]. Note that the CC decoders in
Fig. 4.13 are for one group of users, k = 1, only. All other users, k 6= 1, are considered
to be identical to group k = 1 so for simplicity the subscript k is dropped. It should
also be noted that a parallel IC is used, so the receiver “waits” for all users to decode
before activating the IC again. Whether the actual decoding is in practice carried out in
serial or parallel is a hardware optimization problem beyond the scope of this work. The
system shown in Fig. 4.13 should be considered to be the receiver as seen by a particular
user. The a priori and extrinsic information for the other users is passed to and from the
decoders of each user following each activation of the IC. In this way the decoding for each
user, or group of users (where groups of users activate their decoders in the same order),
is independent. The only assumption made here is that each user finishes decoding before
the IC is activated again. Decoding in the three-dimensional receiver can be visualized as
a point moving from the center of Fig. 4.13 out to each receiver block, which corresponds
to an activation of that receiver block, and back to the center again. Decoding proceeds
as follows. The IC is always the first receiver block to be activated then the decoding
point moves to the middle of the three spokes. We can then choose to activate the IC,
decoder 1 or 2 and the decoding point again returns to the center, and so on. Note that
it is possible to activate the same component multiple times in a row, although this will
not improve soft estimates obtained from the first activation of that component.
The EXIT chart for the three-dimensional receiver is shown in Fig. 4.14 and is useful
for visualizing the information exchange during decoding. The uncolored frame, multi-
colored plane and grey plane are the EXIT functions of decoder 1, decoder 2 and the IC
respectively. Decoding begins at the point (0,0,0) and activating the IC corresponds to
moving up the y-axis to the IC EXIT curve. At this stage the decoding point lies in the
center of the spokes in Fig. 4.13. At any time hereafter: activating the IC corresponds to
moving the decoding trajectory parallel to the y-axis until it hits the IC EXIT function;
activating decoder 1 corresponds to moving the trajectory parallel to the x-axis until it
hits the decoder 1 EXIT function; and activating decoder 2 corresponds to moving the
trajectory parallel to the z-axis to the EXIT function of decoder 2. Using the EXIT charts
one can now see that activating a receiver block twice in a row achieves no further gain in
the MI of the extrinsic output of a component. The question then arises as to which order,
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Figure 4.13: Turbo MUD system visualized as a multi-dimensional decoder for one group
of users.
or decoding schedule, is optimal, which will be addressed in Section 6. The difficulty with
the EXIT chart in Fig. 4.14 lies in the fact that it is three dimensional. While it is useful
for understanding the exchange of information it would be beneficial to include the same
information in a two-dimensional EXIT chart.
4.7 EXIT Chart Projections
When a receiver is a concatenation of ncomp components the EXIT chart is ncomp- di-
mensional, which creates problems for visualizing the iterative process in the receiver. A
potential solution to this problem is EXIT chart projections, where the EXIT chart is
reduced to a two-dimensional figure. EXIT chart projections were used by Bra¨nnstro¨m et
al in [70, 71] for multiple parallel concatenated codes and by Graell i Amat et al in [72]
for EXIT chart analysis of rate-compatible serially concatenated codes. The compression,
or projection, algorithm assumes that EXIT functions are monotonically non-decreasing,
i.e.
frec (IA) ≤ frec (IA + δ) (4.16)
if δ > 0 where 0 ≤ IA ≤ 1. This assumption is easily verified by inspection of e.g. Fig. 4.8.
Under this assumption the system will converge to the same point independent of the
decoding schedule, assuming an unlimited number of receiver block activations [86, 35].
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Figure 4.14: EXIT chart with two 3GPP turbo code constituent rate 12 CCs and IC, with
KT = 20 users and spreading factor N = 20 at γb = 5dB.
The assumption in (4.16) essentially states that more iterations is always better than less.
The implications of (4.16) are that if the assumption is false then there is a point at
which the performance will degrade with further iterations. This is a special case and the
projection algorithm would need to be modified to avoid stepping past this point.
A projection algorithm similar to that proposed in [70] is summarized in Algorithm 2.
The horizontal and vertical axes of the EXIT chart are denoted by the subscripts H
and V respectively. The EXIT chart obtained using Algorithm 2 is shown in Fig. 4.15,
Algorithm 2 EXIT Chart Projection 1
1: Set extrinsic MI for all receiver blocks to zero, and IH = 0.
2: Activate IC and save IV = fV (IH , Eb/N0).
3: Set IH = IH + δ, if IH ≤ 1 go to Step 2.
4: Set extrinsic MI for both decoders to zero, and IV = 0.
5: Activate both decoders until IH has converged to a fixed value and save IH = fH (IV ).
6: Set IV = IV + δ. If IV ≤ 1, go to Step 5.
7: Output the two EXIT functions from Steps 2 and 5.
where a vertical step represents an activation of the IC and a horizontal step represents
an unspecified number of activations of the decoders. The EXIT characteristics of the
TD were derived using a block length of 3856 bits. The EXIT functions are for the
3GPP TD, iterating until no further gain is observed (no decrease in BER on subsequent
iterations). The EXIT characteristics of the TD are shown for information block lengths of
260, 1296 and 3856 bits, which are 3GPP standard, and 104 bits. The latter was observed
in [26] to give a good estimation of the true (perfect independence from the IC) EXIT
characteristics. We have found the EXIT characteristics of the TD running 6 iterations
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to be close to the asymptotic performance. For this reason, henceforth in this thesis the
number of TD iterations will be limited to idmax= 6. We therefore propose a modification
of the projection algorithm, which is shown in Algorithm 3. The modification allows for
a specified number of TD iterations to be run, which gives more information about the
performance of the receiver and can then be used for scheduling, as will be discussed in
Chapter 6. The EXIT chart obtained using Algorithm 3 is shown in Fig. 4.16 for running
Algorithm 3 EXIT Chart Projection 2
1: Set extrinsic MI for all receiver blocks to zero, and IH = 0.
2: Activate IC and save Iv = fV (IH , Eb/N0).
3: Set IH = IH + δ, if IH ≤ 1 go to Step 2.
4: for id = 1 to idmax do
5: Set extrinsic MI for both decoders to zero, and IV = 0.
6: Activate both decoders id times and save IH = fH(id) (IV ).
7: Set IV = IV + δ. If IV ≤ 1, go to Step 6.
8: end for
9: Output the two EXIT functions from Steps 2 and 6.
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Figure 4.15: EXIT chart with the 3GPP TD running iterations until no gain, for KT = 20
users and spreading factor N = 20 at γb = 3dB.
id ∈ (1, 2, ..., 6) iterations. This EXIT chart is equivalent to considering the TD in Fig. 4.2
as a single component decoder, as in Section 4.4.2. Also shown in Fig. 4.16 is the EXIT
function of the IC for γb ∈ {0, 2, 4, 6}dB.
4.8 Unequal Power CDMA
For large systems, where K,N →∞, we have shown that the receiver components can be
analyzed using VT and EXIT functions. The AWGN model of (2.1) has the convenient
property that power (SNR) and noise variance are linearly inversely proportional. For the
analysis of unequal power CDMA we therefore consider the VT characteristics from [20].
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Figure 4.16: EXIT chart for KT = 20 users with spreading factor N = 20, with IC at
γb = 0, 2, 4 and 6dB, 3GPP TD running 1 (upper curve) to 6 (lower curve) iterations.
Derivation of the EXIT characteristics follows using the results from Chapter 3.
Consider a CDMA system with L groups of different power levels. Define K =
[K1,K2, ...KL] and P = [P1, P2, ..., PL], where Kk and Pk are the number of users in
the group k and their transmission power, respectively, for k = 1, 2, . . . , L. The total
number of users in the system is given by
KT =
L∑
k=1
Kk. (4.17)
We model the receiver blocks using variance and extrinsic information transfer func-
tions. In an unequal power CDMA system the users are grouped according to their power
level. We assume all users within a power group are essentially identical and we therefore
consider each group as a (virtual) single user. For convergence analysis, the traditional
EXIT charts need to be adjusted to reflect the behavior of the system under the unequal
power conditions [20, 82]. We assume hereafter that the PDFs of the input and output of
the receiver blocks are Gaussian.
In unequal power CDMA the effective number of users at power level Pref, Keff, is
given by [20]
Keff =
1
Pref
L∑
k=1
KkPk. (4.18)
where Pref is some arbitrary reference power level. Unless otherwise specified, Pref = P1 =
Eb and γb = 10 log10 (Pref/N0). The average SNR, γ¯b, is calculated as
γ¯b =
1
NK
L∑
k=1
Kk
(
γb + 10 log10
(
Pk
Pref
))
, (4.19)
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which is used to compare systems with different power profiles P.
For the IC the VT function in unequal power CDMA is given by
σ2eff =
N0
2Pref
+
Keff − 1
N
σ2x,eff, (4.20)
where σ2eff is the MAI variance normalized w.r.t. Pref, and σ
2
x,eff is the effective symbol
error variance, which is yet to be defined, from the SISO decoders [20]. Using the J and
T functions from Chapter 3, the effective EXIT function is given by [115]
IICE,eff = fIC
(
IICA,eff, Eb/N0
)
= J
√√√√ 4(
1− T−1
(
IICA,eff
))
Keff−1
N +
N0
2RcPref
 (4.21)
where J(· ) is the J function from [26], IICA,eff = ITDE,eff is the effective prior MI for the IC
(the extrinsic information from the TD), N is the processing gain, Rc is the code rate and
T (.) is the transfer function from (3.65) and (3.66).
IICE,eff is calculated from the KT IC outputs using [45, 20]
IICE,eff = J
 4
1− 1L
∑L
k=1 T
−1
(
IICE,k
)
 . (4.22)
The outputs IICE,k can be estimated online using [83]
IˆICE,k = 1− 2E
{
log2
(
1 + exp
(−EICk ))
1 + exp
(−EICk )
}
. (4.23)
For a SISO decoder the EXIT function is a single-input single-output function and
must be obtained through Monte Carlo simulation with Eb = Pref. The VT function is of
the form σ2x = fDec(σ
2
eff) where σ
2
eff ∈ [0,∞) is the interference variance (the noise variance)
of the a priori input and σ2x ∈ [0, 1] is the symbol error variance of the extrinsic output
[20]. The VT function is scaled by PrefPk to obtain the VT function for group k, given as
σ2x,k = f
(k)
Dec(σ
2
eff) = f
∗
Dec
(
Pref
Pk
σ2eff
)
. (4.24)
The output of the SISO decoders are weighted using
α∗k =
KkPk
KeffPref
(4.25)
to obtain a single VT function, called the effective transfer function, representing all the
users. The average, or effective, transfer function is [20]
σ2x,eff =
L∑
k=1
α∗kσ
2
d,k. (4.26)
Note that this scaling/weighting applies not only to codes but also to other receiver compo-
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nents. The results from Chapter 3 will now be used to derive the effective EXIT function.
The first step is to generate the EXIT chart for the TD, ITDE = fDec(I
TD
A ), using Monte
Carlo simulation with Pref = 1. The effective EXIT function for group k with power Pk
is then
ITDE,k = fDec
(
J
(√
Pk
Pref
J−1
(
ITDA,eff
)))
, (4.27)
where ITDA,eff = I
IC
E,eff is the effective prior MI for the TDs. The MI I
TD
E,k and I
TD
D,k can be
estimated online using [83]
IˆTDΛ,k = 1− 2E
{
log2
(
1 + exp
(−ΛTDk ))
1 + exp
(−ΛTDk )
}
, (4.28)
where Λ is E or D. Using (3.66) the effective MI of the extrinsic output of the TDs is
calculated as [115]
ITDE,eff , G
(
K,P, ITDE,k
)
= 0.74
1− L∑
k=1
α∗k
2.42−
√
2.03 +
ITDE,k
0.26

+ 0.26
1− L∑
k=1
α∗k
2.42−
√
2.03 +
ITDE,k
0.26
2 . (4.29)
Now using (4.27) and (4.29) we express the effective TD EXIT chart as
ITDE,eff = f
∗
Dec
(
ITDA,eff
)
. (4.30)
We demonstrate the accuracy of this method in Section 4.10, where we compare EXIT
chart analysis with BER performance obtained through simulations. Furthermore, we
show several snapshot trajectories which were obtained by tracking the MI of the IC and
TD extrinsic output during the decoding process in simulations.
4.9 BER Estimation
EXIT charts can be used not only to visualize iterative decoding and predict the conver-
gence threshold, but to estimate the BER. Estimating the BER from an EXIT chart was
proposed in [26], where
Pˆb =
1
2
erfc
(
σD
2
√
2
)
. (4.31)
This has been found to give a good approximation down to 10−3. Furthermore it requires
knowledge of the data which is useful in online BER estimation. In [132] Hoeher et al
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proposed estimation of BER as
Pˆb = E
{
1
1 + e|D|
}
=
1
N
N−1∑
i=0
1
1 + e|D(i)|
, (4.32)
which has been found to always underestimate the BER and the performance degrades
exponentially with SNR [133]. The authors in [133] proposed the so-called Gaussian
assumption model maximum likelihood (GAMML) estimate,
Pˆb =
1
2
erfc
(√
µˆD
2
)
(4.33)
where µˆD = −1 +
√
1 + E{D2}. The authors concluded that (4.33) has estimates closer
to the true average BER but has a large bias in the error floor region, while (4.32) has a
higher variance but less bias in the error floor region.
In this thesis the BER of group k will be estimated as
Pˆb,k = Q
(
J−1(ID,k)
2
)
, (4.34)
which is equal to (4.31), where Q (x) = 1√
2pi
∫ x
0 e
−t2/2dt is the cumulative normal distri-
bution function. This method is chosen for convenience since MI will be estimated after
activation of each receiver component and the inverse J and Q functions can easily be im-
plemented using lookup tables. Unless specified otherwise, all BER values are the system
average, calculated as
Pˆb =
1
KT
L∑
k=1
KkPˆb,k, (4.35)
where Pˆb,k is the estimated BER for group k (4.34). Algorithm 4 may be used for BER
estimation in a multi-user CDMA system using EXIT charts.
4.10 EXIT Chart Analysis vs Simulation
In this section EXIT chart snapshot trajectories, or simulated decoding trajectories, will
be discussed and compared. Furthermore, EXIT chart analysis results will be compared
with simulations in order to justify the use of EXIT chart analysis and demonstrate their
suitability as tools for the iterative receiver design. The performance of the IMUD receiver
was predicted using EXIT charts and (4.34) for several load configurations. The system
was simulated for identical load (K, N) and SNR.
4.10.1 Snapshot Trajectories
In Fig. 4.17 the three-dimensional EXIT chart for the MUD receiver from Fig. 4.13 is
shown along with several snapshot trajectories at γb = 4dB. The IC EXIT function is
the monotone plane with dotted lines, MAP decoder 1 is the solid line grid and MAP
decoder 2 the shaded plane with dashed lines. Decoding begins at the point (0,0,0) and
the trajectory moves along the y-axis to the IC EXIT plane which corresponds to an IC
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Algorithm 4 BER estimation using EXIT charts.
Initialize IH = 0, IV = 0 and IH,k = 0
for ii = 1 to irmax do
if mod(ii,2) = 1 then
Activate IC - IV = fIC(IH , Eb/N0)
else
Activate TD
for k = 1 to NK do
IH,k = fDec
(
J
(
Pk
Pref
J−1(IV )
))
, (4.27)
end for
IH = G(K,P, IH,k), (4.29)
end if
end for
for k = 1 to NK do
σH,k = J−1(IH,k) and σV = J−1(IV )
Pb,k = Q
(√
σ2H,k+σ
2
V
2
)
end for
activation. Decoding can then either move parallel to the z-axis or x-axis, corresponding
to an activation of MAP decoder 1 or 2 respectively. IC activations correspond to a
movement parallel to the z-axis. In this case decoding follows the schedule IC, Dec(1),
Dec(2), IC and so on. We see in Fig. 4.17 that 4 receiver iterations were used.
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Figure 4.17: IMUD EXIT chart with snapshot trajectory, no reset of decoder a priori
inputs.
Fig. 4.18 shows one of the snapshot trajectories from Fig. 4.17 in two-dimensions. For
each EXIT chart we have taken a slice of the three-dimensional chart in Fig. 4.17 such that
the x and y axes in Fig. 4.18 correspond to the x and z axes in Fig. 4.17 respectively. The
two-dimensional EXIT charts in Fig. 4.18 can be considered as an EXIT chart for the TD
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at a different SNR. Each activation of the IC improves the SNR of the input to the turbo
decoder. The upper left EXIT chart is the first activation of the decoder following the first
IC activation. The a priori input to MAP decoder 1 is zero so the snapshot trajectory
begins at (0,0) and steps up to the EXIT function of MAP decoder 1 then across to the
EXIT function of MAP decoder 2. Note that the SNR of the IC output is low enough such
that the EXIT functions of the decoders cross, meaning that successful decoding is not
possible. The upper right EXIT chart is on the next iteration of the receiver, that is, after
the 2nd IC activation. Note that as the SNR of the IC output has improved, the decoder
EXIT functions no longer cross and therefore successful decoding is possible (assuming
sufficient decoder iterations). By activating the IC, the decoding trajectory moves parallel
to the y-axis in Fig. 4.17. The decoding trajectory in each stage of Fig. 4.18 begins where
it finished on the last activation and again steps up to the EXIT function of MAP decoder
1 then across to the EXIT function of MAP decoder 2. The decoding trajectory continues
in this fashion to the lower left EXIT chart, following the 3rd IC activation, and the lower
right EXIT chart which is the 4th and final activation of the TD. The trajectory finishes
very close to the point (1,1) which corresponds to an arbitrarily low BER.
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Figure 4.18: Decoder EXIT chart with snapshot trajectory for each of 4 receiver iterations
for KT = 20 users and spreading factor N = 20 at γb = 4dB.
Iterative receiver snapshot trajectories for an equal power CDMA system with K = 20
users and spreading factor N = 20 are shown in Fig. 4.19. The trajectories exhibit a good
match with the EXIT charts, and some divergence is observed on the third and fourth TD
activations. This has been widely reported in the literature and is a result of the finite
block length, as EXIT chart analysis assumes an infinite information block size. Fig. 4.20
shows snapshot trajectories for an unequal power CDMA system, with L = 2 groups of 20
users, K = [20, 20], spreading factor N = 40 and power P = [1, 2] at γb = 1.15dB. Note
that the SNR for group 2 is 4.15dB and the average SNR is γ¯b = 2.655dB from (4.19).
Again the trajectories closely match the EXIT chart, with some divergence on the third
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TD activation.
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Figure 4.19: IMUD receiver EXIT chart with snapshot trajectory for KT = 20 users and
spreading factor N = 20 at γb = 2dB.
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Figure 4.20: IMUD receiver EXIT chart with snapshot trajectory for unequal power system
with K = [20, 20], N = 40 and P = [1, 2] at γb = 1.15dB.
4.10.2 BER Performance
The simulation results versus the EXIT chart predictions will now be presented. The
simulations were carried out over a range of SNR with a minimum of 4× 104 blocks. The
performance of an equal power CDMA system with K = 20 users and spreading factor
N = 20 is shown in Fig. 4.21. The EXIT chart prediction (dashed line) closely matches
the simulation (solid line) down to an error floor at a BER of approximately 10−5. At a
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typical operating point of a BER equal to 10−4 the EXIT chart analysis is about 0.1dB
from the simulation.
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Figure 4.21: EXIT chart analysis and simulation results for IMUD receiver with KT = 20
users, spreading factor N = 20 and information block length 3856 bits.
In Fig. 4.22 the BER performance of overloaded equal power system (K = 30, N = 20)
is presented. Again, the simulation quite closely matches the EXIT chart analysis.
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Figure 4.22: EXIT Chart analysis and simulation results for IMUD receiver with KT = 30
users, spreading factor N = 20 and information block length 3856 bits.
Unequal power CDMA systems were also simulated and compared to EXIT chart
analysis. Fig. 4.23 shows the BER performance of a two-group system with 20 users in
each group (K = [20, 20]) and spreading factor N = 40 with power P = [1, 2]. As in the
equal power case, the EXIT chart prediction is accurate to within a fraction of a decibel
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(around 0.05) until the error floor at approximately 10−5. The BER performance of a
system with three user groups (K = [20, 20, 20], N = 30, P = [1, 1.54, 2.39]) is shown in
Fig. 4.24. In this case we note that the EXIT analysis has some error in the actual BER.
However, the waterfall region (SNR region where the tunnel between the EXIT functions
opens to allow convergence) predicted by the EXIT chart closely matches the simulation.
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Figure 4.23: EXIT Chart analysis and simulation results for IMUD receiver with K =
[20, 20], N = 40, P = [1, 2] and information block length 3856 bits.
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Figure 4.24: EXIT Chart analysis and simulation results for IMUD receiver with K =
[20, 20, 20], N = 30, P = [1.275, 1.962, 3.05] and information block length 3856 bits.
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4.11 Receiver Optimization
EXIT charts are useful in the design of iterative receivers. It is well known that EXIT chart
analysis can be used to show the existence of bottlenecks in a system [26]. In Fig. 4.16
there is an obvious bottleneck caused by the EXIT function of the TD, such that the
SNR must be greater than approximately 1.75dB for the IC and TD EXIT functions to
not intersect. EXIT charts can be used to design the receiver such that bottlenecks are
avoided or at least minimized to improve the efficiency (power and number of iterations
required to achieve target BER) of the system. As shown in Section 4.6.1 the distance from
capacity is proportional to the area between the EXIT functions. The “S” shaped EXIT
function of the TD combined with the almost linear IC EXIT function creates a large area
between the EXIT curves, so there is a large capacity loss inherent in the system. Much
work has been done on the design of receiver components such that the EXIT charts are
matched [63, 134, 62, 135, 29]. The various methods proposed include mapping schemes
and the use of irregular CCs. Since the work in this thesis is in general concerned with the
3GPP UMTS, these approaches are not suitable as they require changes in the transmitter.
However, in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 power and scheduling optimization algorithms will
be proposed.
In this section EXIT charts will be used to investigate two methods which could po-
tentially be used to improve the performance of the iterative receiver. The first involves
feedback of a posteriori information, and the second requires the TD to store the old
internal a priori information for initialization before the next activation.
4.11.1 APP Feedback
The bottleneck in the 3GPP EXIT chart of Fig. 4.16 occurs at low a priori MI. In order to
lower the convergence threshold, greater gains in MI on the first activations of the decoder
are required. Since the MAP decoder is optimal, and the TD is close to optimal, it is not
possible to achieve greater gains in extrinsic MI.
We propose feeding back a posteriori information from the TD to the IC after the first
TD activation. The idea was suggested in [136] and EXIT chart analysis suggests it may
aid convergence, as shown in Fig. 4.25, where the MI of the APP information is shown
by a solid line and the extrinsic information with a dashed line. Note that the MI at the
output of the decoder for IA < 0.15 is equal to the input as the TD does not add any
extrinsic information.
The results of decoding with APP feedback on the first receiver iteration only are
shown in Fig. 4.26 and compared with an identical system without APP feedback. The
decoding schedule was for ir = 4 receiver iterations and id = 6 TD iterations on each
activation of the TD. Observe that there are potential gains, in this case 0.05dB, however
the correlations introduced can be detrimental to the receivers performance. This approach
must therefore be validated for the desired system configuration to ensure its suitability.
4.11.2 A priori Initialization
In an IMUD receiver there are typically fewer TDs than users, the receiver shares the
physical resources according to some higher-level protocol. On each activation of the TD
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Figure 4.25: EXIT function of the 3GPP turbo code APP and extrinsic output.
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Figure 4.26: BER performance of the IMUD receiver with KT = 10 users and spreading
factor N = 20, with and without APP feedback (on first receiver iteration only), running
4 receiver and 6 turbo decoder iterations.
for a given user the a priori inputs in the constituent MAP decoders IDec(1)A and I
Dec(2)
A
are initialized to zero, that is, no prior information is known about the systematic bits.
If IDec(1)A is not reset there is potential to achieve small gains in receiver performance.
We propose the use of a memory element in the receiver to hold the a priori information
I
Dec(1)
A for the next TD activation. The EXIT function for the TD running 1, 3 and 6
iterations with no a priori reset is shown in Fig. 4.27. Note that when id is low the
initial value of IDec(1)A has a large influence on the EXIT characteristics of the turbo code.
However, when id is large the EXIT characteristics are almost independent of IDec(1)A .
The BER performance of the IMUD with K = 20 users and a spreading factor N =
20, with and without resetting the a priori information IDec(1)A in the TD, is shown in
Fig. 4.28. This plot highlights the observations made from the EXIT chart analysis, that
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Figure 4.27: EXIT function for the 3GPP TD with non-zero a priori input to constituent
MAP decoder 1.
the benefits of using a memory to store past values of IDec(1)A decrease with increasing i
d.
Due to the added complexity of storing the past values, the use of past values should only
be considered if id / 3, as for an increased number of TD iterations the gains become
insignificant.
4.12 Stopping and Termination Criteria
Stopping and termination criteria are a means of decreasing decoding complexity and
delay. The criteria determine whether the iterative process has converged and halts the
decoder or receiver when the criterion has been met. We define a stopping criteria as a
detection of convergence and a termination criteria as determining when a target BER
has been reached.
We now extend the work of Land and Hoeher [97] and use mean reliability as a stopping
criteria in both the TD and the turbo receiver. Mean reliability is chosen since it is easier
to calculate the mean of the LLRs than to estimate fidelity or MI. A decoder iteration is
here referred to as an iteration in the TD and a receiver iteration is the iteration between
the IC and the TD. Mean reliability of the extrinsic (superscript e) output LLRs is defined
as
Γei = E{|Ei|} , (4.36)
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Figure 4.28: Simulation of CDMA system withKT = 20 users and spreading factorN = 20
running ir = 4 receiver and id = 1 turbo decoder iterations, with and without a priori
mutual information reset in the decoder.
where Ei is the extrinsic output of decoder i = 1, 2 in the TD. Decoding is stopped if Γe1
and Γe2 do not change in two subsequent iterations [97] of the TD.
We propose the use of the mean reliability of the extrinsic output of the TD, that is
Γe = E{|ETD|} . (4.37)
We also propose the use of mean reliability as a stopping criterion for the turbo re-
ceiver, where mean reliability is defined similar to (4.36). Let ΓeIC = E{|EIC|} and
ΓeTD = E{|ETD|} represent the mean reliability of the extrinsic output of the IC and
TD in Fig. 4.2, respectively. Note that Γe is measured after each iteration in the TD,
while ΓeTD is measured before each time the IC is activated. Decoding is stopped if there
is no change in ΓeIC and Γ
e
TD over subsequent receiver iterations.
Define the stopping/termination criteria as follows: Method 1 as the proposed new
stopping criterion in the TD with LLR-based BER estimation termination using (4.32);
Method 2 as the proposed new stopping criteria in both the TD and the turbo receiver with
LLR-based BER estimation termination using (4.32); and Method 3 as the mean reliability
stopping criterion from [97] in the TD with LLR-based BER estimation termination [132].
Fig. 4.29 shows the EXIT chart for the IMUD receiver and illustrates the regions/points
of activity of each of the stopping/termination criteria used. Only 1 and 6 iterations of
the TD are shown since the EXIT charts of iteration 2 to 5 lie between these curves and
are not necessary in this chart. The TD stopping criterion is active for decoder input MI
of zero up to Point 1, that is, for low MI input where there are no (significant) gains to be
made from running more iterations of the decoder. Point 2 shows the convergence point
of the system (in this case at γb = 1.8dB), where the receiver stopping criterion is active
since no further iterations of the receiver will improve performance once this point has
been reached. The receiver termination criterion is active for decoder extrinsic output MI
greater than at Point 3. A MI ITDE = 0.95 of the bits fed to the IC corresponds to a BER
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of 10−4. Note that this is the MI of the coded bits and corresponds to MI ITDD = 0.9995 of
the information bits according to (4.34). Therefore, if the extrinsic output MI is greater
than at Point 3 the BER estimator in (4.32) will be below 10−4, which in this case is the
target and therefore no further decoding is required.
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Figure 4.29: EXIT chart for a fully loaded system with KT = 20 users and spreading
factor N = 20, showing regions/points of activity of the stopping/termination criteria.
The IMUD receiver was simulated for a loading of K = 20 with spreading factor
N = 20. In each case a block length of 3856 bits was used with maximum of four iterations
of the IMUD receiver and a target BER of 10−4. Quantization of the mean reliability was
considered and in each simulation Γei , Γ
e and ΓeTD were rounded to the nearest integer
and ΓeIC was rounded to one decimal place, before comparison to previous iterations. The
simulation results of the stopping and termination criteria for Method 1 (diamonds) and
Method 2 (dots) are shown in Fig. 4.30 and Fig. 4.31. For comparison we also show the
performance of 4 iterations of the IMUD receiver running 6 iterations of the TD, i.e., no
stopping or termination criteria activated (squares), the BER prediction based on EXIT
chart analysis (4.34) with no stopping or termination (crosses), and Method 3 (triangles).
Our proposed new stopping criteria further reduce the complexity with respect to [97],
as shown in Fig. 4.31, without any significant degradation of BER performance. Typical
cellular systems operate at frame error rates (FER) of 0.1 [6] which corresponds to a
BER of approximately 3 × 10−3 or γb = 2.35dB (for a block length of 3856 bits). At
this operating point we save 1 iteration over [97] with a complexity saving of 50% over
conventional designs. We assume the IC complexity is insignificant with respect to TD
complexity.
We see that the stopping criterion in the receiver is only active for low SNR as shown
by Point 2 in Fig. 4.29, and the termination criterion is only active for SNR greater than
the turbo waterfall, as is evident from Fig. 4.29.
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Figure 4.30: BER performance analysis of the stopping/termination criteria.
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Figure 4.31: Complexity (average total number of TD iterations) analysis of the stop-
ping/termination criteria.
4.13 Summary
This chapter investigated EXIT chart analysis for a coded CDMA MUD. The effect of
code memory and rate on EXIT characteristics of CCs was observed. It was shown here
that the EXIT functions of decoders for users at operating different power levels can be
combined into a single EXIT chart for analysis of unequal power CDMA. Furthermore,
a closed-form EXIT function for an IC was derived and the accuracy of the EXIT chart
analysis of the IMUD shown through simulations.
Several BER estimation techniques were discussed and chosen for use in the remainder
of this thesis. A method to compress multi-dimensional EXIT charts to a more easily
understood two-dimensional chart was proposed such that the iterative process in receivers
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with three or more components can be visualized using EXIT charts. It was proposed that
the internal a priori inputs in the TD be stored in memory for initialization of the TD for
the next activation. The performance benefits of this technique were investigated using
simulations which were compared to EXIT chart analysis. It was also found that faster
convergence of the MUD system is possible through APP feedback on the first iteration
of the receiver.
In this and the preceding chapters, tools for analysis of iterative receivers and decoders
have been described and developed. The focus has been on the multi-user coded CDMA,
however the methods are general and can be applied to numerous system configurations.
The following chapters will now use these techniques for optimization of the receiver.
Chapter 5
Power Optimization
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter EXIT charts will be utilized to optimize the received power levels in a
multi-user turbo-coded CDMA system. Two methods to obtain the optimal power levels
will be investigated: the first minimizes the total power; the second minimizes the area
between the transfer curves of the IC and TD. We will also show through capacity analysis
that these two approaches generate the same result. Simulations will be used to show that
the optimized power levels allow for successful decoding of heavily loaded systems.
In recent years there has been much interest in multi-user cellular systems. Since the
development of the 3GPP standard, receiver design for coded CDMA systems has become
an important field of research. For a mobile system operator power optimization has the
following benefits;
• longer battery life in user terminal
• less interference allowing larger cell sizes
• more users per cell
• reduced inter-cell interference.
It was shown in [77] and [78] that a cellular multiaccess system is most efficient when the
user transmit power distribution is not uniform. The question that arises is what then is
the optimal user transmit power distribution. Caire et al used linear programming and
large-scale Density Evolution (DE) to optimize the power levels in a CDMA system in [80]
and [77]. We propose a technique utilizing EXIT chart analysis.
Consider an unequal power turbo coded multi-user DS-CDMA system where users are
grouped according to data rate requirements. This chapter introduces a flexible scheme for
optimizing both capacity and power (to minimize intercell interference) in a multi-user cel-
lular system. Specifically, variance transfer (VT), EXIT charts and nonlinear constrained
optimization techniques will be utilized to maximize the efficiency of the cellular system.
The algorithm uses the results from Chapter 4, which follows from the work in [20] on
unequal power CDMA variance transfer (VT) charts and [45] on the relationship between
VT and EXIT charts for analysis of the receiver. Two approaches will be described: the
first being minimizing total transmit power under the constraint that a tunnel must be
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open in the EXIT chart; the second being to minimize the area between the EXIT curves
(of each receiver component). Furthermore, the optimization technique will be validated
through simulations.
In consideration of the performance of a practical receiver, we define the 4-iteration
threshold as the SNR required to allow convergence within 4 receiver iterations. For a
system to operate at the convergence threshold a large number of iterations is required
and the system has to perform to expectations if the EXIT trajectory is to pass through
the tunnel between the EXIT curves. We consider the 4-iteration threshold to be more
meaningful in terms of comparing performance of various system configurations.
5.2 Optimization
Using the effective EXIT charts for the IMUD receiver, (4.21) and (4.29), it is possible to
optimize the power levels of each group of users.
Define the vector z = [0, δ, ..., 1− δ, 1] where δ ¿ 1 is arbitrarily selected for resolution
and the entries of z correspond to the MI IICA,eff = I
TD
E,eff, such that
IICE,eff = fmud(z) (5.1)
ITDA,eff = f
∗−1
dec (z), (5.2)
from (4.21) and (4.30), where z ∈ z. We can use (5.1) and (5.2) to observe the (predicted)
convergence properties of the transfer chart. That is, we can use sgn(fmud(z)−f∗−1dec (z)) to
determine whether the transfer curves intersect and ||fmud(z)− f∗−1dec (z)|| to calculate the
width of the tunnel. The optimization determines the power allocation which minimizes
total transmit power, given a tunnel is open in the EXIT chart such that iterative decoding
can proceed until all MAI is removed.
The approach taken for the optimization involves the minimization of a constrained
nonlinear function F , which is a function of multiple variables. Two optimization tech-
niques will be described with the difference being the function which is to be minimized.
The first minimizes the total power, while the second minimizes the area between the EXIT
curves of the IC and TD. In both cases the constraint is that the EXIT curves do not
intersect, or more specifically that the point of intersection corresponds to an arbitrarily
low BER as determined by (4.34).
In both cases we utilize a constraint function based on fmud(z) > f∗−1dec (z), which
essentially is the requirement that a tunnel must be open between the transfer curves
for decoding to converge. Since fmud(z) and f∗−1dec (z) are functions of P, the constraint
function is nonlinear and linear programming cannot be used as in [80, 77]. Instead a
nonlinear constrained optimization is described.
5.2.1 Algorithm
In order to visualize the power level optimization, we utilize a brute-force search over all
power profiles (P) to derive a map of the optimization space. The search algorithm is
described in Algorithm 5. We show in Fig. 5.1 a map of the optimization space obtained
through a brute-force search over all possible power profiles for a 3 power-group (K =
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Figure 5.1: Plane showing power profiles with K = [20, 20, 20] that meet the constraint,
showing “fmincon” search algorithm trajectory for random starting points.
[20, 20, 20] and N = 30) system where P1 = Pref = 1. The inclined plane in Fig. 5.1
represents the set of points where the power profile allows successful decoding (open tunnel
in the EXIT chart). Note that the planes continue to P2, P3 →∞. The optimization space
for NK > 3 is very difficult to visualize as the optimization space is NK-dimensional. An
interesting point to note is that when Ki > Kj the slope of the plane w.r.t. Pi is greater
than w.r.t. Pj . This is expected since the system should be more sensitive to changes in
the transmit power of the larger group.
Due to the computationally demanding nature of the brute force algorithm for NK =
3 with even a moderate number of allowed power levels, we use the search algorithm
“fmincon” in MATLAB which is based on the interior-reflective Newton method [137, 138].
This numerical optimization algorithm is a constrained non-linear search. The method of
finding the solution, brute force or a numerical search algorithm, is not crucial to the
concept of the power level optimization. The optimal search method is left for future
work.
5.2.2 Power Minimization
The power optimization approach aims to minimize a constrained nonlinear multivariable
function, where the function is the total transmit power and the constraint is that the
system must converge. Define the cost function as
F (P) =
L∑
k
KkPk (5.3)
which is the function to be minimized. That is,
min
P
F (P) subject to
{
bl < Pk < bu, ∀k
c(P) ≤ 0
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Algorithm 5 Power Optimization
1: Define possible power levels P = [bl, bl + δ, ..., bu − δ, bu]
2: Initialize k(i) = 1 for i = 1, 2, ...,KT , done = 0
3: Initialize P ′ = [] and F ′ =∞
4: while done = 0 do
5: for i = KT : −1 : 1 do
6: if k(i) < n then
7: k(i) = k(i) + 1
8: break
9: else
10: k(i) = 1
11: end if
12: if all(k) = n then
13: done = 1
14: end if
15: end for
16: for j = 1 to KT do
17: P (j) = P(k(j))
18: end for
19: Evaluate F (P ) using (5.3) or (5.5) and c(P ) using (5.4)
20: if c(P ) ≤ 0 and F (P ) < F ′ then
21: P ′ = P
22: end if
23: end while
24: if P ′ is empty then
25: No feasible solution exists
26: else
27: P ′ is the optimal solution
28: end if
where bl and bu are the lower and upper bounds (respectively) imposed on the optimization
variable P by the receiver and c(P) is the nonlinear constraint function
c(P) = fmud(z)− f∗−1dec (z) + ∆ (5.4)
where ∆ is an arbitrary scalar which represents the open tunnel between the two transfer
curves.
The output of the “fmincon” search algorithm after each iteration for the power min-
imization of (5.3), with random start points, is shown in Fig. 5.1. We observe in Fig. 5.1
that there are two minima, labeled MinA and MinB, in the optimization plane. The opti-
mization algorithm steps along the plane moving on a “downhill” path to the minima and
converges in one of the minima depending on the starting point, which is randomly chosen
within the bounds on P. Any path between the minima must go “uphill” so when one of
the minima is lower, as is the case when the groups are not equal in size, the optimization
can get “stuck” in a sub-optimal solution. The solution is therefore not guaranteed to
be optimal. However, we have provided the framework for the optimization and leave
the selection of a superior algorithm for future work. Note that in the example shown in
Fig. 5.1 the groups are equal in size and therefore the two minima are equivalent.
Define P∗∞ as the optimized power profile with no constraints on the number of receiver
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or decoder iterations. Fig. 5.2 shows the EXIT chart for a power-optimized unequal
power CDMA system, K = [20, 20, 20] and N = 30. We see that the EXIT curves
match quite closely. The average SNR γ¯b is 2.94dB (γb = 1.06dB) at the solution P∗∞ =
[1, 1.5381, 2.3917], shown by the dashed line (IC) and solid line (TD).
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Figure 5.2: EXIT chart for power optimized IMUD receiver K = [20, 20, 20], N = 30
and P∗∞ = [1, 1.5381, 2.3917] at γb = 1.06 and 4.05dB, and snapshot trajectories at γb =
4.05dB.
5.2.3 Capacity Maximization
Since the area between the EXIT curves is the distance from capacity [27, 28], the goal of
this optimization is to match the transfer charts as closely as possible. Note that the area
under the TD EXIT curve is not exactly equal to the code rate as the TD is suboptimal,
so there is an inherent capacity loss which can not be removed in this optimization.
For this optimization the algorithm from Section 5.2.2 will also be used and the con-
straint that the EXIT curves do not cross remains. However, the goal is to minimize the
area between the EXIT curves such that the capacity loss will be minimized rather than
directly minimize the total power. The difference therefore is the cost function, which is
defined as
F (P) = (fmud(z)− f∗−1dec (z))δ (5.5)
where δ is the step size between elements in z. The elements in F are essentially the
areas of small rectangles and
∑
F (P) is essentially a numerical integration which we use
to approximate the area between the transfer curves. The optimization is then
min
P
∑
F (P) subject to bl < Pk < bu, ∀k
where bl and bu are the lower and upper bounds (respectively) imposed on P . This
optimization essentially utilizes a curve-fitting approach.
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Fig. 5.3 shows the EXIT chart for a capacity-optimized unequal power CDMA system.
The solution P∗∞ = [1.0000, 1.5381, 2.3917] at Eb/N0 = 1.0565dB, giving an average SNR
of γ¯b = 2.94 for this loading (K/N) is the same as P∗∞ in Section 5.2.2. The area between
the two curves is 0.013 which corresponds to a rate loss with respect to the capacity C
[28].
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Figure 5.3: EXIT Chart for capacity optimized unequal power IMUD receiver with K =
[20, 20, 20], N = 30 and power levels P∗∞ = [1.275, 1.962, 3.05] at γb = 0dB.
5.2.4 Discussion
It was noted in Section 5.2.3 that the optimal power profile P∗∞ obtained through minimiz-
ing total power is equal to the capacity maximization solution. This is in fact an expected
result, as each optimization is essentially a different approach to the same problem. In
each case the rate is constrained, that is the number of users and the requirement that
each user meets BER performance target is set.
The solid and dashed lines in Fig. 5.4 show the capacity of the AWGN and CDMA
channel respectively, for BPSK modulation. The AWGN channel capacity is calculated as
follows,
CAWGN =
1
2
log2(1 + SNRs), (5.6)
where SNRs = 2EsN0 is the ratio of symbol energy to channel noise energy. The symbol
and bit-wise SNR are related as SNRs = 2RcEbN0 , and since capacity is equal to the rate,
C = Rc, then
γb = 10 log10
(
SNRs
log2(1 + SNRs)
)
dB. (5.7)
The CDMA channel capacity Copt in Fig. 5.4 is for an optimal receiver and a fixed code
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rate Rc = 13 . The CDMA channel capacity is given by [139]
Copt =
β
2
log2(1 + SNRs −
F(SNRs, β)
4
) +
1
2
log2(1 + SNRsβ −
F(SNRs, β)
4
)
− log2(e)
F(SNRs, β)
8SNRs
, (5.8)
where β = K/N is the system load and
F(SNRs, β) =
(√
SNRs(1 +
√
β)2 + 1−
√
SNRs(1−
√
β)2 + 1
)2
, (5.9)
is determined by maximizing β under the constraint that
Copt = βRc (5.10)
[140]. The SNR is normalized to get Eb/N0 as
Eb
N0
=
SNRsβ
2Copt
. (5.11)
To obtain the capacity curves for the receiver in Fig. 4.2, we utilize EXIT chart analysis
to determine the maximum load (β = K/N) the system will support for a given SNR.
The method is described in Algorithm 6. Step 3 is only valid for the unequal power case
and should be skipped for the equal power system. Note that these curves are highly
dependent upon the EXIT characteristics of the code and the IC. The EXIT curve of the
turbo code in the equal power case is not well-matched to the IC curve, hence the system
operates several decibels from capacity. The shape of the curves create the convergence
threshold, discussed in Chapter 4, which appears in Fig. 5.4 as the left-most point of the
equal power curve. In the unequal power case the EXIT characteristics can be closely
matched which means the capacity is less dependent upon the EXIT characteristics of the
single 3GPP turbo code. Note that the convergence threshold is lowered slightly by using
an unequal power distribution, however the benefits of unequal power are more significant
for higher system loadings (K > N).
As previously discussed, the power profile optimization algorithm minimizes the area
between the EXIT curves, which corresponds to a maximization of the capacity. This is
well illustrated in Fig. 5.4 where the curve for the unequal power case is much closer to
the theoretical CDMA channel capacity than that of the equal power profile. Fig. 5.4
can also be used to visualize the power optimization algorithms. For a given load β and
rate (Rc = 13) and a random starting point, the optimization adjusts the power profile
to minimize the SNR while ensuring convergence. Using (5.10) the algorithm can be
visualized as moving along a horizontal line equal to Copt, starting at some point to the
right of the capacity curve and moving left, i.e. reducing the SNR (and adjusting the power
distribution), until the system fails to converge. If the EXIT functions can be perfectly
matched, the area between them is equal to zero, then the optimization algorithm will be
able to reduce the SNR all the way to the capacity curve. This is of course a theoretical
result only. When the EXIT functions are not perfectly matched, system convergence fails
at a much higher SNR, as shown by the equal power system (crosses) in Fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Capacity of AWGN channel normalized with respect to bandwidth.
Algorithm 6 Rate Constrained Capacity
1: for γ¯b = −2 to 10 do
2: Set KT = 1,K = 1, N = 30,P = 1
3: Optimize power profile to obtain P∗∞ under constraint that
1
KT
∑KT
k=1 10 log10
P ∗k
N0
=
γ¯b
4: Derive fmud(z) and f∗−1dec (z) for K, N and P
∗∞
5: if fmud(z)− f∗−1dec (z) > 0, ∀z then
6: R = RcKT /N
7: KT = KT + 1, K = [K, 1]
8: end if
9: end for
5.3 Complexity Constrained Power Optimization
It is evident up to this point that the EXIT function of the decoder is determined only
by P and K, while that of the IC is a function of P, K and SNR. The effect this has
on power optimization is quite substantial, as there is no guarantee that two EXIT func-
tions optimized to match at one particular SNR will exhibit a good match at any other
SNR. We define complexity as the total number of receiver or decoder (as specified) iter-
ations. Constraining the receiver complexity, that is limiting the total number of decoder
and/or receiver iterations, requires a higher SNR for convergence. Complexity constrained
optimization will achieve faster convergence with a compromise in performance.
The power optimization approach aims to minimize a constrained nonlinear multivari-
able function, where the function is total transmit power and the constraint is that the
system must converge. That is, the goal of the optimization is to find the power allocation
which minimizes total transmit power, given that a tunnel must be open in the EXIT
chart such that iterative decoding can proceed until all MAI is removed.
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Define the cost function as
F (P) =
L∑
k
KkPk (5.12)
and use an optimization algorithm based on the interior-reflective Newton method [137,
138] to minimize F (P). That is
min
P
F (P) subject to

ir ≤ irmax
bl < Pk < bu, ∀k
c(P) ≤ 0
where irmax is the maximum number of receiver iterations, bl and bu are the lower and
upper bounds (respectively) imposed on the optimization variable P by the receiver and
c(P) is the nonlinear constraint function
c(P) = Pb,k − Ptarget k ∈ {0, NK}, (5.13)
where the BER for each group Pb,k is determined using Algorithm 4. The above optimiza-
tion aims to minimise the total power, with upper and lower limits on power levels, under
the constraint that the BER must be below some target. Note that there is no constraint
on an open tunnel in the EXIT chart.
The optimized power levels for NK = 3 equally sized groups with a constraint that
convergence must be achieved in 4 receiver iterations is P∗4 = [1.7025, 3.5816, 6.9457] at
γb = 0dB, where 4 receiver iterations was considered to be realistic for a 3GPP receiver.
The average SNR is γ¯b = 5.43dB, which corresponds to 0.51dB gain compared to the
(unconstrained) capacity optimized power levels (P∗∞, where the 4-iteration threshold
occurs at γ¯b = 5.94dB) and an 11.57dB gain over the equal power system. The EXIT chart
for the complexity constrained (4 receiver iterations) power optimized system with three
equally sized power level groups is shown in Fig. 5.5. Several snapshot trajectories obtained
from simulations are presented which exhibit a good match with the predicted decoding
trajectory. Also shown is the EXIT chart for the unconstrained capacity optimized system
from Section 5.2.2, i.e. P∗∞ = [1, 1.5381, 2.3917], with the SNR adjusted such that the
average SNR is equal for both systems at γ¯b = 3.54. It is interesting to note the difference
in the EXIT charts, while P∗∞ exhibits a good match with the IC EXIT function at the
convergence threshold, P∗4 exhibits a better match at the 4-iteration threshold as expected.
The received power distributions obtained using the optimization algorithm for KT =
60 users with no groups are shown in Fig. 5.6. The histogram of the unconstrained solution
P∗∞ is shown in Fig. 5.6(a). Note that the algorithm does not specify in which way these
power levels should be allocated among the users in the cell. This is a non-trivial extension
which has been left for future work. In consideration of this problem, however, it should
be noted that allocating the low power levels to the users on the edge of the cell will
reduce inter-cell interference. Due to the near-far effect, these users would otherwise be
transmitting at high power and drowning the signals of users in smaller neighboring cells.
The complexity constrained power optimization solution P∗4 is shown in Fig. 5.6(b). This
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Figure 5.5: EXIT charts for the unconstrained(P∗∞) and 4-iteration (P∗4) power optimized
IMUD receiver for K = [20, 20, 20], N = 30 at γ¯b = 3.54dB.
distribution is obviously very different to the unconstrained case and the higher power
required to achieve faster convergence is clearly evident.
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Figure 5.6: Optimized power profile distributions with KT = 60 users.
The power optimized EXIT chart for KT = 60 users (K = [1, 1, ..., 1]) and SF N = 30,
where each user is individually optimized, is shown as the upper pair of curves in Fig. 5.7.
The dotted and dashed lines show the TD and IC EXIT functions, respectively, for the
optimized power levels P∗∞ at γb = 0dB. The close match of the EXIT curves clearly
illustrates the benefits of the unequal power system over the equal power case, where
the shape of the TD EXIT curve is fixed. The convergence threshold for this system is at
γ¯b = 2.46dB, which is a further 0.48dB gain over the three-group system. Further breaking
down user power groups therefore brings a small improvement. The lower pair of curves in
Fig. 5.7 shows the complexity constrained optimized system at γb = 0dB. It is interesting
to note that the shape of the TD EXIT function obtained at the 4-iteration threshold
does not closely match the IC curve as in the unconstrained complexity case. Instead, the
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curve matches the step-like nature of the snapshot trajectory, as expected. That is, the
curves are optimized for the points at which the decoding trajectory is expected to make
contact.
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Figure 5.7: EXIT chart for the unconstrained (P∗∞) and 4-iteration (P∗4) power optimized
IMUD receivers, with snapshot trajectories in the complexity constrained system, for
KT = 60 users (N = 30) and no power groups at γb = 0dB.
5.4 Simulation Results
Since the EXIT functions described in Section 4.8 assume a large-scale system (K,N →∞)
such that that PDF of MAI is approximately Gaussian, and the block length is finite, we
expect some performance differences between this system and the asymptotic performance
predicted. However, we have observed a good match when the number of users K > 20.
In Fig. 5.8, a snapshot trajectory for a system with K = [20, 10, 5] users and SF of N = 20
at γb = 2dB (γ¯b = 2.85dB) is shown. The snapshot closely matches the EXIT chart,
demonstrating that KT = 35 users is sufficiently large for the MAI to have a Gaussian
distribution.
Two systems with KT = 60 users and spreading factor N = 30 were simulated, first
with equal power (i.e. un-optimized) then with the optimized power levels for NK =
3 power groups from Section 5.2.2. Note that the power optimization algorithm and
thresholds are defined such that all user groups achieve the target BER. Recall that unless
otherwise specified, Pref = P1 and the average SNR γ¯b is calculated using (4.19), which is
used to compare systems with different power profiles P. Unless specified otherwise, all
BER values are the system average, calculated as in (4.35).
5.4.1 Equal Power System
Consider a heavily loaded (K = [60],P = [1], N = 30) equal power system. EXIT chart
analysis in Fig. 5.9 shows the convergence threshold (dashed line) occurs at an SNR of
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Figure 5.8: EXIT Chart for power optimized unequal power IMUD receiver with snapshot
trajectory, K = [20, 10, 5], N = 20,P∗∞ = [1, 1.465, 1.795] at γb = 2dB (γ¯b = 2.845dB).
γb = γ¯b = 9.15dB and the 4-iteration threshold (dot-dashed line) at 17dB. We observe that
the EXIT characteristics of the TD cause the bottleneck in this equal power system. The
receiver should exhibit a sharp drop in BER over iterations once decoding has progressed
through the narrow tunnel. However, in this case the receiver fails to converge, as shown
by the solid line in Fig. 5.10 which presents the BER performance of the equal power
system with id = 6 and ir = 4. Also shown in Fig. 5.10 is the BER performance predicted
through EXIT chart analysis (dashed line). Clearly EXIT analysis has overestimated the
performance of the equal power system, which is interference limited. Referring to (4.10),
we note that for high system load (K/N) the interference term is dominant and increasing
the SNR has a decreasing effect on the system performance, as is evident from Fig. 5.10.
This is the reason for the absence of a waterfall region, where a small increase in SNR
causes a sharp drop in BER. Furthermore, the tunnel between the EXIT functions in
Fig. 5.9 is narrow and the analysis is therefore very sensitive. A small overestimation of
the TD performance on the first iteration will be amplified at later iterations and cause a
relatively large error.
5.4.2 Unequal Power Optimized System
A turbo coded unequal power CDMA system was simulated with K = [20, 20, 20] users,
SF N = 30 and optimized power profile P∗∞ = [1, 1.5381, 2.3917]. Note that the KT = 60
users are arbitrarily divided into NK = 3 groups. The performance gains are potentially
greater when NK = 60, i.e. the power of every user is individually optimized. However, for
simplicity and in order to maintain the complexity of the scheduling algorithm presented
in Chapter 6 to reasonable level for simulations we restrict NK to three.
According to EXIT chart analysis in Fig. 5.2 the convergence threshold of this system is
at γb = 1.06dB (average SNR γ¯b = 2.95dB) and the 4-iteration threshold is at γb = 4.05dB.
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Figure 5.9: EXIT chart for equal power IMUD receiver with K = 60, N = 30 system at
γb = 9.15 and 17dB.
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Figure 5.10: BER vs SNR for equal power system with K = 60, N = 30 system.
We simulated the system over a range of SNR in the region of the 4-iteration threshold.
Using (4.19), the average SNR at the 4-iteration threshold is γ¯b = 5.93dB, while the equal
power system (with an identical load) failed to converge in 4 receiver iterations. The full
decoding schedule was arbitrarily set as all groups running 6 TD iterations (id = 6) and
4 receiver iterations (ir = 4). The corresponding EXIT chart snapshot trajectories are
shown in Fig. 5.2 at γb = 4.05dB. The snapshot trajectories closely match the EXIT chart
analysis.
BER performance is plotted versus SNR in Fig. 5.11, for EXIT chart analysis (dashed
line) and simulation (solid line). Observe that the simulation results quite closely match
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EXIT chart analysis. Importantly, the convergence threshold is accurately predicted by
EXIT chart analysis.
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Figure 5.11: BER performance of unequal power CDMA system K = [20, 20, 20], P∗∞ =
[1, 1.5381, 2.3917] and N = 30 for IMUD receiver following the dynamic, static and full
decoding schedules.
5.4.3 4-Iteration Power Optimized System
Fig. 5.12 compares the BER performance from EXIT chart analysis with simulation of
the 4-iteration optimized system, with 3 equal sized power groups (K = [20, 20, 20], N =
30). We observe that the EXIT chart analysis slightly overestimates the BER, however
importantly the convergence threshold is within a decibel of the prediction.
Several snapshot trajectories are presented in Fig. 5.7 for the complexity constrained
power optimized system. The trajectories exhibit a good match with the EXIT functions
and all users achieve the target BER within 4 receiver iterations as expected.
5.5 Power vs Complexity
From EXIT chart analysis it is evident that for successful decoding, a trade-off between
power and complexity (number of TD and receiver iterations) is required. For example, in
Fig. 5.2 at the convergence threshold of γb = 1.06dB, a large number of receiver iterations
(ir ≈ 115) are required, but if the SNR is increased to 4.05dB convergence can be achieved
in ir = 4 receiver iterations. Fig. 5.13 shows the complexity required to achieve a target
BER Ptarget of 10−4 in an CDMA system with KT = 60 users and processing gain N = 30.
The number of TD iterations id was fixed at 6 and the three curves in Fig. 5.13 were
derived by increasing ir until the target BER was achieved. This graph allows the user
to select a complexity (iterations required to achieve the target BER) vs power trade-off.
As the average SNR is decreased, more iterations are required to achieve convergence and
vice versa. The step-like shape of the curves in Fig. 5.13 can be explained by considering
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Figure 5.12: BER vs SNR for complexity constrained (irmax = 4) power optimized system
for K = [20, 20, 20], N = 30 and P∗4 = [1, 2.1037, 4.0797].
the SNR γ′b at which Ptarget is achieved in i
′ iterations. The SNR must be increased to
γ′b + δ to achieve convergence in i
′ − 1 iterations, so i′ iterations are required to achieve
Ptarget for γ′b ≤ γb ≤ γ′b+ δ and hence the decreasing step function. Three cases are shown
in Fig. 5.13,
• No Optimization: NK = 1 (equal power), id = 6 and iterate receiver until no further
decrease in BER
• Power Optimized: NK = 3, id = 6 and iterate receiver until no further decrease in
BER
• Power Optimized: NK = 60, id = 6 and iterate receiver until no further decrease in
BER
Total complexity is shown on the y-axis where total complexity is calculated as
Ctotal =
NK∑
k=1
Kk· id· ir. (5.14)
The convergence threshold of each power profile is the vertical asymptote to the left of
each curve, where complexity grows towards infinity. The average SNR of each asymptote
in Fig. 5.13 corresponds to the SNR at which the two component EXIT functions intersect
in the EXIT charts.
In the no optimization case (K = [60], P = [1]), shown by the dot-dashed line, we
see the convergence threshold occurs at an average SNR of γ¯b = 9.15dB. If the users are
split into 3 equal size groups and the power levels are optimized as above, K = [20, 20, 20]
and P∗∞ = [1, 1.5381, 2.3917], we obtain the dashed line in Fig. 5.13. The convergence
threshold is reduced such that Ptarget is achieved at an average SNR of γ¯b = 2.94dB.
The solid line shows the complexity required to achieve the target BER for KT = 60,
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K = [1, 1, ..., 1] where each user is individually optimized. The convergence threshold is
reduced further such that the target BER is achieved at an average SNR of γ¯b = 2.76dB.
An interesting observation from Fig. 5.13 is that the individually optimized power
profile lowers the convergence threshold in comparison to the 3-group optimized profile,
however for 4 < γ¯b < 10 the individually optimized system has a higher or equal Ctotal.
This property is due to the distribution of the Pk, shown in Fig. 5.6(a), where there is
a concentration of low power users, so increasing the SNR has a smaller effect on the
EXIT characteristics than in the 3-group case, where the low, medium and high power
user groups are equal in size. Note that optimizing the power levels to maximize capacity
gives no guarantee of low decoding complexity. In fact the result is the opposite, so the
complexity seen in Fig. 5.3 is expected, as two well-matched EXIT functions will require
a large number of iterations to “step through” the narrow tunnel between them.
The upper left end of the no optimization curve (dot-dashed) in Fig. 5.13 corresponds to
the lower TD EXIT function in Fig. 5.9. While successful decoding is possible, the tunnel
is narrow and a large number of iterations are required to achieve convergence. Similarly,
in the power optimized system (dashed), the upper left end of the curve corresponds to
the lower TD EXIT function in Fig. 5.2.
The horizontal line in Fig. 5.13 corresponds to the 4-iteration threshold where the
normalized complexity is equal to Ctotal = 1440 TD iterations, where id = 6 and ir = 4,
which are assumed to be reasonable values in consideration of a practical system. Ac-
cording to the upper TD EXIT function in Fig. 5.9, the 4-iteration threshold occurs at
17dB in the equal power system. This corresponds to the point where the no optimization
curve intersects with the 4-iteration threshold at γ¯b = 17dB. The NK = 3 group power
optimized system achieves the target BER Ptarget in 4 receiver iterations at an average
SNR of γ¯b = 5.93dB, which is seen in Fig. 5.13 where the power optimized curve crosses
the horizontal 4-iteration threshold line. This point is represented by the upper TD EXIT
function in Fig. 5.2.
5.6 Summary
We utilized two approaches to optimize the power allocation in a multi-user turbo-coded
CDMA system. The two methods used a nonlinear constrained optimization to minimize
either the total power or area between the EXIT curves of the TD and IC. We showed
through capacity calculations that these two approaches achieve identical results. We
verified through simulation that the performance predicted by the optimization algorithm
is achievable.
The power minimization algorithm aims to minimize the total power while ensuring
the EXIT functions do not intersect, while the capacity maximization algorithm matches
the EXIT curves as closely as possible to minimize the area between them. The opti-
mizations proposed are general in solving various optimization problems, for example rate
optimization, where the optimization function, F , is a function of the code rate.
While the methods described in this chapter optimize the power profile, the decoding
complexity has not been considered. That is, the BER performance presented in the
simulations could potentially be achieved using a less complex receiver (less decoder and/or
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Figure 5.13: Average SNR vs Total Complexity for power optimized system compared to
conventional system.
receiver iterations). The next step in the optimization of the IMUD receiver is to derive the
optimal decoding schedule, such that the decoding complexity and delay can be minimized
without compromising the BER performance.

Chapter 6
Scheduling
6.1 Introduction
Power consumption and processing delay are important practical considerations for the
design of an IMUD receiver. Therefore, the optimal receiver decoding strategy, which
minimizes power and delay, is of interest. With two components, decoding in an iterative
receiver proceeds by alternately activating each component. When the number of compo-
nents is > 2 the activation schedule is less obvious and for a large number of components
derivation of the optimal activation schedule using Monte Carlo or brute-force methods
is prohibitively complex. Note that in this chapter, the term power refers to the power
consumption in the receiver, in contrast to Chapter 5 in which the received power was
optimized.
The authors in [35] describe a technique for deriving the optimal schedule for decoding
of an arbitrary number of concatenated codes. The scheduling algorithm uses a trellis-
based search to find the most efficient (least number of iterations) path to the convergence
point. This was extended to the unequal power CDMA receiver in [115] where the optimal
schedule was derived for a given system load with a target BER being the goal of the
optimization. The schedule was derived off-line (static) at the convergence threshold and
used for all SNR values as suggested in [35].
Decoding in an IMUD receiver proceeds according to a schedule of activations of the
component decoders and IC. Conventional IMUD receivers follow a fixed (static) decoding
schedule, which can be inefficient since it potentially adds more complexity and delay to
the iterative decoding process than necessary. We remark that efficiency can be interpreted
in a number of ways. We consider the receiver power to be fixed, so by minimizing the
computing power required by each user, we maximize the number of users the receiver
can support. Note also that the processing delay is not substantial. However, in voice
calls, minimal delay is necessary and saving decoder or receiver iterations could be vital
in maintaining the QoS. An IMUD receiver can therefore more efficiently use the physical
resources if schedule optimization is used, that is, less TD iterations means detection can
be carried out by re-allocation of the physical resources to other users as they become
available.
EXIT chart analysis based on an infinite block length results in a mismatch from tra-
jectories simulated over a finite block length. This was observed in [26] where trajectory
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match was found to deteriorate over iterations. In [58], Li et al show an EXIT chart
with confidence intervals and similarly, in [41] the authors propose a convergence analysis
tool using a transfer characteristic band instead of a single transfer curve. The scheduling
algorithm works most effectively when the actual decoding trajectory matches the EXIT
chart predictions. If the simulated trajectory is worse (lower MI) than expected, the BER
performance will not meet the target requirement. If the simulated trajectory is better
than expected then the target BER will be met but using more iterations than neces-
sary. EXIT chart analysis of a multi-user CDMA system assumes an infinite interleaver
between the code and the CDMA channel and a large system, K,N → ∞, such that the
MAI is Gaussian distributed. While EXIT chart analysis is quite accurate in general,
simulated trajectories do not always match exactly (see [82]) due to the limited interleaver
(information block) length and system size (number of users). Furthermore, in a random
AWGN channel, the noise variance varies from block to block and bursty errors occur such
that the limited interleaver and the FEC code are not able to stop the error propagation.
As a result, in some blocks, simulated trajectories deviate from the EXIT curves, which
represents the statistical average of the information exchange property.
In this chapter we propose dynamic decoding schedule optimization to fix the problem,
that is, on each iteration of the receiver derive the optimal schedule to achieve a target bit
error rate using a minimum number of TD iterations. By doing so, it is able to compensate
for decoding trajectory mismatch. The effective EXIT charts for an IMUD receiver derived
in Chapter 5 will be used in an unequal power system and the work in [115] will be
extended through adding several features to the Viterbi search algorithm to enable dynamic
derivation of the schedule. We compare the complexity of the scheduling algorithm with
that of the MAP decoder used in the 3GPP TD. Furthermore, we investigate methods to
reduce the complexity of the proposed algorithm.
It will be shown that the proposed scheduling algorithm achieves a small BER perfor-
mance gain over static scheduling. Using static scheduling, it is possible that burst errors
will occur and some blocks will have high BER. That is, not all blocks will achieve the
target BER. Using dynamic scheduling, BER performance is improved for those blocks
which fail using the static schedule.
The optimal scheduling algorithm suffers from the potential to have prohibitively high
complexity, so for completeness we also propose a suboptimal method based on the stop-
ping criteria of Section 4.12, which predicts when the conditions of the stopping criterion
will be met. Due to the predictive rather than retroactive nature of this approach we
name it pre stopping. The performance of the pre stopping algorithm will also be shown
through simulations and compared to the optimal and conventional schedules.
6.2 Optimal Scheduling
The activation order, or scheduling, of receiver components is essential in the design of
an iterative receiver with multiple concatenated components. We adapt a trellis-based
Viterbi search optimization algorithm for unequal power CDMA to optimize the decoding
schedule such that the decoding complexity (total number of TD iterations) and delay are
minimized while BER performance is maintained. Note that complexity could also include
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receiver iterations. However, since the complexity of a linear IC is low in comparison
to a TD activation, it is ignored. If, for example, a MMSE detector was utilized, the
complexity of MUD activations would need to be considered. The number of receiver
iterations is, however, included in the scheduling algorithm for the case where the number
of receiver iterations is to be constrained. The search algorithm is generalized for use in
all concatenated receivers as it is able to account for an arbitrary starting point (IICA,eff 6=
0) and the cost function is two-dimensional. A graphical representation of the IC and
decoding steps in the receiver is shown as a trellis in Fig. 6.1 for a CDMA system with two
groups where each group can run either 1 or 6 iterations of the TD. The subscripts in TDk,i
denote power-level group (k) and number of turbo decoding iterations (i). Each state in
the trellis corresponds to activating the component represented by that state. Decoding
always begins in state 1, corresponding to activating the IC. Decoding then proceeds to
any state connected to state 1. If for example state 4 is chosen the TD for group 2 is
activated for 1 TD iteration, and so on.
TD2,6
IC
TD1,1
TD1,6
TD2,1
Figure 6.1: Decoding trellis for two groups, where each state corresponds to activating
a receiver component (IC or TDk,i where k is power-level group and i is the number of
iterations). Redundant edges are shown by dashed lines.
Note that the trellis can be fully connected, however the trellis in Fig. 6.1 can be
trimmed by removing the dashed lines to reduce the complexity of the scheduling algo-
rithm. The dashed lines represent the redundant edges which can be manually removed.
The redundant edges, such as from state 1 to state 1 (IC - IC), achieve no gain in MI
and would be removed by the search algorithm itself. Removing these edges when defin-
ing the trellis reduces the complexity of the algorithm, which will be discussed further in
Section 6.3.
6.2.1 Estimating Mutual Information
The use of scheduling requires knowledge of some, or all (depending on the scheduling
method used) of the following parameters: system load, power profile, SNR and MI. The
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reliability of the estimates therefore influence the performance of the scheduling algorithm.
In all cases it is assumed that the system load (K, N) and power profile (P) are known.
The methods used to estimate SNR and MI in this chapter will now be outlined.
The first parameter that must be estimated is the variance of the soft output of the
IC, σ2k,E = var(e
IC
k ) = σ
2
n + σ
2
MAI, for all users k ∈ [1, NK ] which we get from (2.14). An
interesting point to note is that σ2k,E ≈ σ2j,E for k, j ∈ [1, NK ] and k 6= j, irrespective of
the power profile [140]. That is, the power of the noise plus interference is the same for
all users even in the unequal power case. It is therefore assumed that the variance of the
IC output is equal for all users within a power level group. Note that the LLRs passed to
the TD are generated as
EICk =
2Pk
σˆ2k,E
eICk , (6.1)
so the LLR generation and subsequent SISO decoding is dependent upon reliability of the
estimate σˆ2k,E . There are numerous methods in the literature for estimation of σ
2
k,E , as
discussed in Chapter 3. In this chapter the noise variance will be estimated using the
estimator (3.72) proposed in [141].
In the equal power case, the MI at the output of the IC, IICE , can be estimated using
(4.23). However, when using an unequal power profile when Pk 6= 1, the Gaussian consis-
tent condition does not hold, i.e. σ2E 6= 2µE , and calculating the MI using (3.17) or (4.23)
will be incorrect. The MI IICE,eff is in this case estimated online using σ
2
k,E [45, 20] as
IˆICE,eff = J
(√
4
1
L
∑L
k=1 σ
2
k,E
)
. (6.2)
Under the assumption that the output of a SISO decoder has a Gaussian consistent
distribution, the MI at the output of the decoder is simpler than for the IC. ITDE,k and I
TD
D,k
are estimated online using (4.28), where Λ is E or D. The effective MI of the extrinsic
output of the K TDs is calculated using (4.29).
6.2.2 Static Scheduling
If the optimal schedule is derived off-line over a range of SNR (γb) values, the decoding
schedule can be determined in two ways;
• use the optimal schedule at the convergence threshold for all SNR
• estimate the SNR online and use a look-up table to select the optimal schedule.
The first option assumes only that the system configuration (K, N and P) is known.
The latter has the additional requirement that SNR be estimated. See Table 6.1 for an
example of a schedule look-up table. Noting in (4.21) that the SNR is needed to derive the
IC EXIT chart, we propose a novel method of estimating the SNR in the AWGN CDMA
channel. Firstly, in the more straightforward equal power case, estimate the MI at the
output of the IC IICE,eff, using (4.23), after the first activation of the IC. Note that the first
activation of the IC involves no cancellation and EIC is simply the match-filtered channel
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output. Using (4.21), and since IICA = 0 and Pref = 1, the noise variance can then be
estimated as
Nˆ0 ≈ 2R
 4
J−1
(
IICE,eff
)2 − Keff − 1N
 . (6.3)
The SNR estimate is then obtained as γˆb = 10 log10
(
1/Nˆ0
)
. We have found the mismatch
in trajectories to be negligible following the first activation of the IC, so estimating the
SNR and deriving the IC EXIT function in this method is sufficiently accurate. In the
unequal power profile case, IICE,eff must be estimated using (3.72) and (6.2). An estimate of
the SNR can then be obtained using (6.3) as for the equal power case. The performance
of the proposed SNR estimation method is shown in Fig. 6.2. The solid line shows equal
power (K = 100, N = 100), the dashed line is for the optimized power levels (K =
[33, 33, 33], N = 99,P∗∞ = [1.1, 1.3, 1.6]) and the dot-dashed line is for the complexity
constrained optimized power levels (K = [20, 20, 20], N = 120,P∗4 = [1.2, 1.2, 1.3]). The
accuracy of the estimation method is quite good, especially for the equal power system.
An interesting point to note is that the method is more accurate for low SNR. Since the
maximum error is less than 0.25dB, the estimation method is sufficiently accurate to select
statically derived optimal schedules from a lookup table with a 0.5dB step size.
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Figure 6.2: SNR Estimation performance showing the error (γˆb − γb), with equal power
K = 100, N = 100, P = 1 and unequal power K = [33, 33, 33], N = 99, P = [1.1, 1.3, 1.6]
and K = [20, 20, 20], N = 120, P = [1.2, 1.2, 1.3].
6.2.3 Dynamic Scheduling
Alternatively, the schedule can be derived dynamically to compensate for variations in
the decoding trajectory. Dynamic scheduling involves derivation of the optimal decoding
schedule following every xth IC activation, where x is an integer greater than zero. EXIT
charts assume the interleaver depth is large so when small block lengths are used there
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is a mismatch between the expected and simulated trajectories [26]. The frequency of
schedule refining depends upon the degree of variation in the decoding trajectory. Some
decision criteria can be used to determine whether the mismatch is sufficient to require
refining of the schedule, for example, deviation from the expected ID, where
ID = J
(√
J−1
(
IICE,eff
)2
+ J−1
(
ITDE,eff
)2)
, (6.4)
which is a single metric to represent the position of the decoding trajectory on the EXIT
chart. The advantage of this approach over static scheduling is that the schedule can com-
pensate for variations in the decoding trajectory. It is expected that dynamic scheduling
will not significantly decrease the BER performance in comparison to static scheduling.
When operating above the convergence threshold, dynamic scheduling allows for extra
iterations to be added for worse-than-average packets and fewer iterations for better-than-
average packets. In static scheduling the bad packets fail and the good packets perform
significantly better than required.
6.2.4 Notation
Let m denote trellis transition. Each group is permitted id ∈ {1, 2, ..., idmax} iterations.
Paths entering state n are defined as pr = (p1, p2, ..., pm) where r ∈ [0,∞) is the path
number, pj ∈ {1, 2, ..., idmaxL + 1} for 1 ≤ j ≤ m − 1 and pm = n. The metric for the
corresponding path is represented as v = (v1, v2, ..., v2L+4), which we define as
v = (Pˆb,1, . . . , Pˆb,L, CIC, CTD, IICE,eff, I
TD
E,eff, I
TD
E,1, ..., I
TD
E,L), (6.5)
where Pˆb,L is the estimated BER of group L, complexity CIC is the number of receiver
iterations (IC activations), CTD is the total number of TD iterations, IICE,eff and I
TD
E,eff is
the effective extrinsic MI of the IC and TD respectively, and ITDE,L is the extrinsic MI of
group L. Complexity is updated as
CICm = C
IC
m−1 +
 1 for an IC activation0 otherwise, (6.6)
CTDm = C
TD
m−1 +
 i
d for a TD activation
0 otherwise,
(6.7)
where id is the number of TD iterations. The receiver permits ir ∈ {1, 2, ...irmax} iterations.
Note that the complexity metric is two-dimensional in contrast to one-dimension in
[35]. This is due to the constraint on ir.
Let ID,k denote the MI of the a posteriori output from TD group k. It can be calculated
as
ID,k = J
(√
J−1
(
ITDA(s),k
)2
+ J−1
(
ITDE(s),k
)2)
, (6.8)
where A(s) and E(s) denote the a priori and extrinsic MI of the systematic bits, respec-
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tively. The expression in (6.8) can be used to estimate the BER of group k in (4.34),
which are the L first elements in (6.5). Since σ2D = σ
2
A+ σ
2
E , the point on the EXIT chart
at which a paths trajectory finishes is described by ID, where
ID = J
(√
J−1
(
IICE,eff
)2
+ J−1
(
ITDE,eff
)2)
, (6.9)
which we can use as a single metric to gauge path performance in complexity saving
techniques which are described in Section 6.5. The convergence point I∗D is the point where
the IC and TD EXIT functions intersect and the convergence BER is P ∗ = Q
(
J−1(I∗D) /2
)
.
The sets of surviving paths and metrics are denoted by Pm and Vm respectively; and
Pm,n ⊆ Pm and Vm,n ⊆ Vm are the sets of paths and metrics ending at state n after m
trellis transitions. The current (at transition m) optimal path p∗ has metric v∗. The
number of paths in Pm is denoted by R.
The start point of the algorithm is determined using the metric initialization function
[
IICE,eff, I
TD
E,k, I
TD
D,k
]
= finit(EˆICk , Eˆ
TD
k , Dˆ
TD
k ), (6.10)
where IICE,eff is updated using (4.23) and (6.2), I
TD
E,k and I
TD
D,k using (4.28) and I
TD
E,eff using
(4.29). This is done on-line after activation of the IC using the current EˆICk , Eˆ
TD
k and
DˆTDk . Note that the output of (6.10) are estimates of the point on the EXIT chart from
which the decoding path begins and performance of the algorithm is highly dependent
upon their reliability. If (6.10) overestimates MI the schedule will not allocate sufficient
iterations and vice versa.
The metric update function fn(IICE,eff, I
TD
E,k, i
d), for each state n [35], is used to update
the 2L+ 4 elements in v for all paths entering state n using (4.21), (4.27), (4.29), (4.34)
and (6.7). This function uses look-up tables (of the receiver block EXIT functions) to
estimate the path’s trajectory on the EXIT chart corresponding to the transition through
the trellis.
We define domination as in [35], where metric v dominates v′ if and only if the extrinsic
MI vq are higher than v′q for q = L+3, L+4, . . . , 2L+4, respectively, and the complexities
vq are less than or equal to v′q for q = L + 1, L + 2. We define the target BER Ptarget as
the desired BER of each group of users.
6.2.5 Algorithm
The algorithm is divided into two parts, an off-line initialization and the on-line Viterbi
search. The initialization procedures are defined in Algorithm 7 and the Viterbi search
algorithm is described in Algorithm 8.
Algorithm 7 Initialization
1: Derive the EXIT chart for the load/power/SNR configuration of interest using the
results from Section 4.8 (note that IE = fDec(IA) must be generated using Monte
Carlo simulation)
2: Determine the convergence point I∗D, the intersection of the TD EXIT (for i
d
max iter-
ations) curve with the IC curve
3: Calculate the convergence BER P ∗ = Q(J−1(I∗D) /2)
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Table 6.1: Schedule look-up table for K = [20, 20, 20], N = 30, P∗∞ = [1, 1.5381, 2.3917],
where each schedule represents a path through the trellis of Fig. 6.1.
γb (dB) Schedule (Js)
3.95 IC, TD1,1, TD2,2, TD3,6, IC, TD1,2, TD2,3, TD3,6, IC, TD1,2, TD2,6,
TD3,3, IC, TD1,6, TD2,2
4 IC, TD2,1, TD3,4, IC, TD1,1, TD2,2, TD3,6, IC, TD1,2, TD2,6, TD3,3,
IC, TD1,6, TD2,2
5 IC, TD2,1, TD3,2, IC, TD3,5, IC, TD2,5,IC, TD1,5, TD2,2, TD3,1
6 IC, TD3,2, IC, TD2,1, TD3,5, IC, TD2,5,IC, TD1,3
7 IC, TD3,2, IC, TD2,1, TD3,4, IC, TD1,1, TD2,4,IC, TD1,2
Algorithm 8 Trellis Search
1: Let m = 1. Initialize path set to contain only one path P={(1)} and corresponding
metric set Vm = {finit}. Initialize p∗ = 1 and v∗L+1 = v∗L+2 =∞.
2: m = m + 1, calculate the number of paths R in Pm. For each state n′ extend each
path p′r ending in state n′ along the trellis defined transition n′ → n, producing the
new path pR+1 in Pm,n, update the metric in Vm,n using v = fn(v′) and increment R.
3: Define a set of metrics V∗ for paths that have reached the target BER (vq ≤ Ptarget,
∀ q = 1, 2, . . . , L), the convergence point I∗D or irmax receiver iterations. If there
are multiple paths in V∗ replace the candidate path p∗ with the path of the lowest
complexity vL+2.
4: For each state, eliminate dominated metrics and their corresponding paths. If P ∗ <
Ptarget, eliminate paths in V∗ with any (Pˆb,1, Pˆb,2, ..., Pˆb,L) > Ptarget.
5: If no paths remain in Vm the candidate path p∗ is the optimal path. Otherwise go to
step 2.
6.2.6 Examples
In this section two examples will be presented in order to demonstrate the operation of the
scheduling algorithm. Consider an unequal power system with NK = 2 groups of equal
size and 20 users per group (K = [20, 20]), SF N = 40 and power profile P = [1, 2] at
the convergence threshold γb = 1.12dB. The optimal path through the trellis is shown in
Fig. 6.3 with a target BER of 10−4 and maximum irmax = 4 receiver iterations. This path
results in both groups achieving the target BER, with the minimum possible total number
of TD iterations (19 for group 1 and 9 for group 2). Note that it is not necessary that a
particular group activates their TD on each iteration of the receiver, for example group 2
does not have any TD iterations scheduled on the 3rd or 4th receiver iteration.
A schedule lookup table for a system load K = [20, 20, 20], N = 30,P∗∞ = [1, 1.5381,
2.3917] is presented in Table 6.1. If static scheduling was to be used, the schedule should
be selected from the table using the estimated SNR (γˆb). In the case of an inexact match
of γˆb and the SNR values in Table 6.1, the estimated SNR should be rounded down to the
nearest value in the lookup table.
6.3 Complexity Analysis
One factor to consider is the complexity of the scheduling algorithm itself in comparison to
the complexity savings realized. With a large number of groups NK and a large number
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Figure 6.3: Decoding trellis for two groups, where each state corresponds to activating
a receiver component (IC or TDk,i where k is power-level group and i is the number of
iterations). K = [20, 20], P = [1, 2], N = 40, γb = 1.12dB.
of TD iterations (id) the number of states and surviving paths in the trellis can grow
large. While it is possible that the number of surviving paths in the algorithm grows
exponentially, this has not been observed in practice.
The number of states in the trellis is Ns = νdi NK+1, where ν
d
i is the number of allowed
TD iterations id (e.g. νdi = 6 when id ∈ {1,2,...,5,6}), and the number of trellis transitions
NT is irmax(NK + 1). The complexity of the scheduling algorithm is approximately
O
(
NNTs
)
(6.11)
in the worst-case scenario, which assumes no paths are removed in the domination step
(step 4). With typical parameters irmax = 4, i
d ∈ {1, 2, ..., 6} and NK = 3, the scheduling
algorithm has a complexity in the order of 1020. While the domination step generally
ensures the complexity does not grow exponentially, the complexity of the scheduling
algorithm is an issue, and the following measures can be explored to resolve the problem;
• trimming the trellis (remove redundant edges)
• reducing the number of survivor paths (e.g. keep only paths with ID ≥ x· ImaxD where
x ∈ {0, 1}) as in the T -BCJR algorithm [142]
• limiting the number of survivor paths (e.g. keep only best x paths ranked in order
of ID (6.9)) as in the M -BCJR algorithm [142]
• truncating the number of allowed TD iterations id to some subset of id
• running scheduling algorithm every xth receiver iteration where x > 1.
Preliminary work shows these methods offer potential for good complexity/performance
trade-offs. Reducing the number of survivor paths with x ≈ 0.98 has been found to
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achieve close to optimum performance with significant reduction in complexity. Limit-
ing the number of survivor paths and truncating the number of allowed TD iterations
introduced performance losses. However, the complexity savings gained (in the scheduling
algorithm) through these measures outweighed the added decoding complexity from the
non-optimality of the search algorithm.
For all work in this paper we utilize a trimmed trellis as shown in Fig. 6.1, where
redundant edges have been removed and the system is forced to activate TDs in order
(i.e. group 1,2,...,NK). We use this approach as it has no detrimental effect on the
algorithm as the groups are independent. The other methods described may result in a sub-
optimal schedule being selected. The T -BCJR algorithm is known to give near-optimum
performance but is not guaranteed to reduce worst-case complexity, while the M -BCJR
algorithm reduces worst-case complexity but suffers from performance degradation [143].
Using a trimmed trellis the complexity is approximately
O
(
Ns·βNT−1
)
, (6.12)
where
β =
Ns
mean number of edges per state
. (6.13)
With some careful trimming in the KT system, we can reduce the number of edges from
(KT · νdi )2 = 361 to 39 and reduce the complexity of the scheduling algorithm to the order
of 105. Note that this is still worst-case (no removal of paths through domination) so
in practice the complexity of the scheduling algorithm is lower than this. For a fully
connected trellis (i.e. worst-case) the BCJR algorithm has complexity in the order of
O
(
η2κ
)
, (6.14)
where η is the number of states in the 3GPP CC trellis and κ is the number of trellis
transitions. In our 3GPP compliant system there are two edges per state in the trellis
so the BCJR algorithm has complexity O (2ηκ). Since η = 8 and κ = 3856, the MAP
decoder in the CDMA receiver in Fig. 4.2 therefore has complexity in the order of 104. The
proposed scheduling algorithm has (in the worst case) complexity one order of magnitude
higher than that of one BCJR algorithm activation in the decoder. Remembering that
one TD iteration requires two activations of the BCJR algorithm, in the worst-case the
savings outweigh the cost if the scheduling algorithm can save at least five TD iterations.
6.4 Pre Stopping
A practical issue is choosing the schedule to follow. The optimal schedule was initially
derived for a particular SNR which is hard to estimate. As an alternative to optimal
scheduling, which potentially suffers from high complexity, we propose a suboptimal dy-
namic scheduling algorithm based on the stopping criteria of Chapter 4. The proposed
approach, which we name pre stopping, uses online EXIT analysis to predict when the
stopping criterion of (4.37) would stop further iterations. We remark that stopping crite-
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ria function by evaluating whether some metric, which is evaluated after each iteration,
does not change on subsequent decoder iterations. This is the reason for the name pre
stopping, as EXIT chart analysis is used to predict when the stopping criterion will be
met. Note the difference between stopping, which is where decoding is stopped following
a decoder activation in which the gain in extrinsic MI was less than some threshold, and
pre stopping which is where decoding is stopped when EXIT analysis predicts that the
gain in MI from another decoder iteration will be less than some threshold.
Use (3.72) and (6.2) to estimate the MI ITDA,eff = I
IC
E,eff of the a priori input to the
TD. Then for each user estimate the MI of the TD extrinsic output ITDE,k using (4.27).
The J function can then be used to calculate σA and σE from the a priori input and
extrinsic output respectively. The predicted BER can then be estimated using (4.34). If
the target BER can be achieved then the required number of iterations are allocated and
the decoding stopped.
A potential problem with this approach is overly optimistic BER predictions, which
results in insufficient iterations being allocated or terminating decoding before the target
BER is reached. An investigation of the distribution of the MI of the extrinsic output
samples obtained through Monte Carlo simulation of the TD reveals the source of the
problem. Considering a single user (so the subscript k will be dropped), the standard
deviation σITDE of the extrinsic output LLR samples, as a function of the MI of the a priori
input, is shown in Fig. 6.4. Observe that in the region of a priori input MI of between
0.2 < ITDA < 0.5, the reliability of the TD EXIT chart is low (high standard deviation).
This is the problem encountered in Section 6.2, shown by simulated trajectory mismatch.
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Figure 6.4: Standard deviation of the extrinsic output mutual information samples from
Monte Carlo simulation of the 3GPP turbo decoder.
In order to compensate for the varying reliability of the EXIT function we propose the
use of confidence intervals, such that for a given input ITDA , the estimate of the extrinsic
output MI ITDE is adjusted by taking into account its standard deviation. The average
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standard deviation from Fig. 6.4 is used to obtain the extrinsic MI standard deviation as
a function of the a priori MI,
σITDE
= gsd
(
ITDA
)
, (6.15)
where gsd is obtained using Monte Carlo simulations for the decoder of interest. The
estimate of the extrinsic MI is then adjusted as
ITDE,k = fDec
(
J
(
Pk
Pref
J−1
(
ITDA,eff
)))− Cgsd (ITDA,eff) , (6.16)
where C is an arbitrary constant. Note that C defines the confidence interval in terms
of the number of standard deviations, the optimization of C is left for future work. A
similar approach was independently proposed by Lee and Blahut in [41] for prediction of
the convergence threshold.
The pre stopping algorithm is described in Algorithm 6.4. After each activation of the
IC, Algorithm 6.4 should be run. The pre stopping algorithm can be considered to be a
Algorithm 9 Pre Stopping Algorithm
1: Estimate ITDA,eff using (3.72) and (6.2)
2: Set TerminateFlag to FALSE for all users
3: for User k = 1 to KT do
4: if TerminateFlag for user k is FALSE then
5: Initialize x = 1
6: Estimate TD output ITDE,k for i
d = x iterations using (4.27)
7: Compensate for reliability of EXIT function using (6.16) and scalar C
8: Calculate σA = J−1
(
ITDA,eff
)
and σE = J−1
(
ITDE,k
)
9: Calculate σD =
√
σ2A + σ
2
E and estimate BER using (4.34)
10: if The target BER can be achieved then
11: Set TerminateFlag to TRUE for user k and go to Step 16
12: else if The target BER can not be achieved AND x < idmax then
13: Increment x and return to Step 5
14: else
15: Go to Step 16
16: end if
17: Run x iterations of the TD for user k and pass output to the IC
18: else
19: No decoding necessary for user k
20: end if
21: end for
predictive stopping criterion. The stopping/termination criteria defined in Chapter 4 use
the mean value of the extrinsic LLRs to stop decoding post-iteration. If no gain is made on
iteration x compared to iteration x−1, decoding is stopped. However, decoding could have
been stopped after iteration x−1. The mapping of LLR variance/mean to MI using the J
function means the pre stopping algorithm uses the same metric as the stopping criterion,
if the Gaussian assumption is made on the extrinsic LLRs. It is therefore expected that
pre stopping will save at least 1 TD iteration compared to stopping criteria due to the
predictive rather than retroactive nature of the scheduling algorithm.
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6.5 Simulation Results
Unless specified otherwise, all BER values are the system average, calculated as
Pˆb =
1
KT
L∑
k=1
KkPˆb,k, (6.17)
where Pˆb,k is the estimated BER for group k. We simulated two systems with KT = 60
users and spreading factor N = 30, first with equal power (i.e. un-optimized) then with
the optimized power levels for NK = 3 power groups from Chapter 5. We define the 4-
iteration threshold as the SNR required to allow convergence within 4 receiver iterations.
Note that the optimization algorithms and thresholds are defined such that all user groups
achieve the target BER. The average SNR (4.19) is again used to compare systems with
different power profiles P.
6.5.1 Equal Power System
We consider a heavily loaded (K = [60],P = [1], N = 30) equal power system. EXIT
chart analysis in Fig. 5.9 shows the convergence threshold (dashed line) occurs at an
SNR of γb = 9.15dB and the 4-iteration threshold (dot-dashed line) at 17dB. Recall that
simulations in Section 5.4.1 showed this system does not converge in 4 receiver iterations
as predicted by EXIT chart analysis. We observe that the EXIT characteristics of the TD
cause the bottleneck in this equal power system. Without a restriction on the number of
receiver iterations, the receiver would exhibit a sharp drop in BER over iterations once
decoding has progressed through the narrow tunnel.
6.5.2 Unequal Power Optimized System
A turbo coded unequal power CDMA system was simulated with K = [20, 20, 20] users,
spreading factor N = 30 and optimized power P∗∞ = [1, 1.5381, 2.3917]. According to
EXIT chart analysis in Fig. 6.5, the convergence threshold of this system is at γb =
1.06dB (average SNR γ¯b = 2.95dB) and the 4-iteration threshold (with the unconstrained
complexity power profile P∗∞) is at γb = 3.95dB. We simulated the system over a range of
SNR in the region of the 4-iteration threshold.
As suggested in [35], the optimal schedule at the convergence threshold was chosen for
all γb in the simulation. This schedule will be referred to as the static (optimal) schedule.
We set the full decoding schedule as all groups running 6 TD iterations and 4 receiver
iterations.
The corresponding EXIT chart snapshot trajectories are shown in Fig. 6.5 at γb =
3.95dB. Both snapshot trajectories match quite closely with EXIT chart analysis. Since
the EXIT functions described in Section 4.8 assume a large-scale system (PDF of MAI
is approximately Gaussian), and the block length is finite, we expect some performance
differences between this system and the asymptotic performance predicted.
BER performance is plotted versus SNR in Fig. 6.6, where we see that BER perfor-
mance of the dynamic schedule is very similar to that for the full decoding schedule up to
the convergence threshold. The target BER Ptarget is 10−4 so dynamic scheduling exhibits
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Figure 6.5: EXIT chart for power optimized IMUD receiver K = [20, 20, 20], N = 30
and P∗∞ = [1, 1.5381, 2.3917] at γb = 1.06 and 3.95dB, and snapshot trajectories at γb =
3.95dB.
an error floor below Ptarget for SNR above the convergence threshold. Note that the error
floor is not exactly equal to Ptarget, which is due to the shape of the TD EXIT function.
As seen in Fig. 6.5, the TD EXIT function is almost horizontal at high values of ITDE , so
there is a very sharp drop from high to very low BER.
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Figure 6.6: BER performance of unequal power CDMA system K = [20, 20, 20], P∗∞ =
[1, 1.5381, 2.3917] and N = 30 for IMUD receiver following the dynamic, static and full
decoding schedules, and pre stopping with c = 0 and c = 2.
We observe that static scheduling also achieves very similar BER performance despite
the static schedule being optimized only for the convergence threshold. This can be easily
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understood using the EXIT chart Fig. 6.5 and the EXIT function for the TD at low ITDA .
At low SNR the IC and TD EXIT functions intersect at low ITDA,eff and in this region the
TD EXIT function is very similar for all id. Therefore the system will come close to
the convergence point following almost any schedule. If we consider an EXIT chart BER
contour plot [26], at low values of MI the BER contours are widely spaced, i.e. large gain
in MI achieve only a small improvement in BER, thus very little difference in BER will
be seen between schedules in these cases. For high SNR, the tunnel between the EXIT
functions opens further so decoding following any schedule optimized for low SNR (i.e.
a narrow tunnel) will easily step though the tunnel. This is inefficient, as similar BER
performance can be achieved with less TD/receiver iterations and explains why dynamic
scheduling has reduced complexity at high SNR. This can be seen in Fig. 6.7, where we
show the complexity required to achieve the corresponding BERs from Fig. 6.6. The
static schedule achieves approximately a 45% reduction in complexity for similar BER
performance as the full schedule. Using dynamic scheduling further savings in complexity
are achieved, with savings increasing with SNR up to 64% compared to the full schedule
at 4.2dB. Note that below the convergence threshold, dynamic scheduling uses more TD
iterations than the static schedule. This is only due to the fact that the static schedule
is derived at the convergence threshold. An ARQ scheme could be investigated as a
possible extension of this work, as complexity could be further reduced for packets where
Pb > Ptarget by discarding the packet. Note the presence of an error floor for dynamic
scheduling for γb ≥ 4dB (i.e. above the convergence threshold), which is due to the target
BER defined in the scheduling algorithm. The error floor is approximately equal to Ptarget.
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Figure 6.7: Complexity of unequal power CDMA system K = [20, 20, 20], P∗∞ =
[1, 1.5381, 2.3917] and N = 30 for IMUD receiver following the dynamic, static and full
decoding schedules, and pre stopping with c = 0 and c = 2.
We note in Fig. 6.6 that the BER performance for dynamic and static scheduling is
approximately equal. However, there is a small improvement (reduction) in complexity.
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Since the static schedule was derived at the convergence threshold 3.95dB, it is only fair
to compare the two methods at that point, where dynamic scheduling uses approximately
14% less TD iterations. Similarly, in a system with K = [20, 20, 20] users, SF N = 40,
and 4-iteration optimized power levels P = [1.9553, 2.6721, 3.5735], at γb = 0dB (γ¯b =
4.24dB) the statically derived schedule requires 29 TD iterations. In simulations using
an information block length of 1296 bits the BER for all groups was less than 10−8 for
both static and dynamic schedules. However, using dynamic scheduling the number of
TD iterations required was only 13, a saving of over 55%. In this case, the shorter block
length meant that decoding trajectories suffered more deviation from the expected (mean)
trajectory predicted by EXIT charts, hence the significant improvement afforded by the
use of dynamic scheduling.
6.5.3 Pre Stopping
The system simulated using the dynamic optimal schedule in Section 6.5.2 was simulated
using the pre stopping MI-based scheduling algorithm derived in Section 6.4. The results
are presented in Fig. 6.6 for different values of c from (6.15). The asterisks and trian-
gles show the performance using c = 0 and c = 2 respectively. There is no significant
differences in performance with respect to dynamic scheduling. However, Fig. 6.7 shows
the complexity of the receiver using the pre stopping algorithm. Here we observe the pre
stopping algorithm suffers some performance loss compared to both static and dynamic
scheduling. At the convergence threshold pre stopping allocates around 8% more TD
iterations, while at γb = 4.2dB this increases to close to 60%. This is expected, as the
pre stopping is not optimal and considers only the next TD activation, while static and
dynamic scheduling consider the entire decoding process.
6.5.4 Power vs Complexity
In Fig. 6.8 we show the complexity required to achieve a target BER Ptarget of 10−4 in
a CDMA system with KT = 60 users and processing gain N = 30. This graph allows
the user to select a complexity vs power trade-off. As average SNR is decreased, more
iterations are required to achieve convergence and vice versa. We show four cases in
Fig. 6.8;
• No Optimization: equal power and no scheduling; id = 6 and iterate receiver until
no further decrease in BER
• Power Optimized: P = P∗∞ and no scheduling; id = 6 and iterate receiver until no
further decrease in BER
• Schedule Optimized: equal power and dynamic scheduling
• Power + Schedule Optimized: P = P∗∞ and dynamic scheduling.
Total complexity is shown on the y-axis where total complexity is calculated as
Ctotal =
{ ∑NK
k=1Kk· id· ir without scheduling∑NK
k=1Kk· id· ir + φ with scheduling,
(6.18)
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where φ = 5 is obtained using the results in Section 6.3. In the no optimization case
(K = [60], P = [1]), shown by the dot-dashed line, we see the convergence threshold occurs
at an average SNR of γ¯b = 9.15dB and the complexity Ctotal is high. If the users are split
into 3 equal size groups and the power levels are optimized as above, K = [20, 20, 20] and
P∗∞ = [1, 1.5381, 2.3917], we obtain the dotted line in Fig. 6.8. The convergence threshold
is reduced such that Ptarget is achieved at an average SNR of γ¯b = 2.95dB, however, the
complexity remains high.
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Figure 6.8: Average SNR vs Total Complexity for power, schedule (and combined
power/schedule) optimization, using a target BER of 10−4.
If alternatively the schedule is optimized, the complexity can be reduced by more than
50% as shown by the dashed line. As each user has equal power, the convergence threshold
remains unchanged from the no optimization case.
The solid line shows the performance of the power and schedule optimized receiver,
which we see has significant complexity and power gains over the conventional receiver.
Note there is no trade-off made between complexity and power. The receiver is able to
operate more efficiently in the lower left region of Fig. 6.8.
The convergence threshold is the vertical asymptote to the left of each curve, where
complexity grows towards infinity. The average SNR of each asymptote in Fig. 6.8 cor-
responds to the SNR at which the two component EXIT functions intersect in the EXIT
charts.The upper left end of the no optimization curve (dot-dash) in Fig. 6.8 corresponds
to the TD and lower IC EXIT functions in Fig. 5.9. While successful decoding is possible,
the tunnel is narrow and a large number of iterations are required to achieve convergence.
Similarly, in the power optimized system (dots), the upper left end of the curve corresponds
to the TD and lower IC EXIT functions in Fig. 6.5.
The horizontal line in Fig. 6.8 corresponds to the 4-iteration threshold where the nor-
malized complexity is equal to Ctotal = 1440 TD iterations, where id = 6 and ir = 4, which
are assumed to be reasonable values in consideration of a practical system. According to
the TD and upper IC EXIT functions in Fig. 5.9, the 4-iteration threshold occurs at 17dB
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in the equal power system. This corresponds to the point the no optimization curve inter-
sects with the 4-iteration threshold at γ¯b = 17dB. The power optimized system achieves the
target BER Ptarget in 4 receiver iterations at an average SNR of γ¯b = 5.84dB, which is seen
in Fig. 6.8 where the power optimized curve crosses the horizontal 4-iteration threshold
line. This point is represented by the TD and upper IC EXIT functions in Fig. 6.5.
Note that for the schedule optimized curves it is not possible to infer the number
of receiver iterations from the total complexity, since the number of TD iterations per
receiver iteration is not fixed. The 4-iteration threshold line therefore has no meaning.
However, the 4-iteration threshold remains the same as for the power-only optimized
system. Schedule optimization reduces the complexity, not the SNR, required to achieve
the target BER.
Using the simulated results and EXIT chart analysis we can determine that some
combination of static and dynamic scheduling appears to offer the best savings/cost per-
formance. For example, in a system with optimized power levels;
1. Activate IC
2. Estimate SNR using (6.3)
3. Lookup optimal schedule
4. After each IC activation estimate ID using (4.23), (6.2), (4.28), (4.29) and (6.9), if
ID is more than ±x% from the expected value then re-derive the optimal schedule
using the algorithm in Section 6.2
where the trellis used in the scheduling algorithm has been trimmed as described in Sec-
tion 6.3.
6.6 Summary
We have optimized a turbo MUD receiver for unequal power turbo-coded DS-CDMA
through EXIT chart analysis. This chapter introduced a trellis-based Viterbi search al-
gorithm for derivation of the optimal decoding schedule for a multi-user receiver. We
modified the algorithm proposed in [35] and [115] to dynamically derive the optimal de-
coding schedule for the IMUD receiver. The improved decoding schedules were used to
complement the optimized power profiles obtained in Chapter 5.
The complexity of the algorithm was discussed and shown to be reducible to the order
of the BCJR algorithm using the proposed reduction techniques. The result achieved was
the savings realized in the decoding schedule outweigh the cost of running the optimization.
A suboptimal scheduling algorithm which predictively uses a stopping criterion, known as
pre stopping, was also proposed.
A multi-user DS-CDMA system was simulated under several load and power profiles
and the results were presented for the optimal (static and dynamic) schedule, suboptimal
schedule and the conventional receiver. The simulations showed that dynamic scheduling
achieves similar BER performance as a conventional receiver with significant complexity
savings. Furthermore it outperforms the statically derived optimal schedule through re-
ducing the variance of the per packet BER. The suboptimal scheduling was also shown
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to achieve large savings in complexity compared to the conventional receiver, and a small
saving with respect to the receiver using stopping/termination criteria. We also proposed
a method for estimating the SNR in an AWGN CDMA channel and showed that power
and schedule may be optimized without any trade-off. Finally, we determined that a
combination of static and dynamic scheduling offers the best benefit for the cost.
Up to this point in the thesis, EXIT chart analysis has focussed on the AWGN channel.
In a mobile cellular system, a more realistic channel model is the multipath fading channel.
EXIT chart analysis of receiver components in these channels is non-trivial. The following
chapter will introduce EXIT charts with non-Gaussian input distributions to enable more
accurate convergence analysis of the receiver in realistic mobile cellular systems.

Chapter 7
EXIT Chart Analysis in Fading
Channels
7.1 Introduction
EXIT chart analysis was used in Chapters 5 and 6 to model the receiver and gain in-
sight into the iterative process and convergence behavior of the turbo system. The EXIT
properties of the receiver were used to optimize the system in an AWGN channel. The J
function (3.43) is useful as a lookup table for modeling a priori channels for EXIT function
generation as it describes the relationship between MI and variance, that is I = J(σ) and
σ = J−1(I).
In this chapter, a J function for the flat-fading Rayleigh channel will be derived, which
will enable accurate modeling of the a priori input LLRs for the IC, CE and FEC decoder
in a mobile channel. The proposed J function proves very useful in the generation of EXIT
charts. Using a similar approach we also derive a J function for channel estimation which
is modelled as in (3.70). This function will be shown to be valuable in the derivation of
the EXIT chart for an interference canceller.
Iterative channel estimation can provide a significant performance gain compared to
the case where training sequences and pilot symbols are used in a one-shot approach
to estimate the channel coefficients [107, 110, 111, 61, 114]. Consider coded multi-user
DS-CDMA transmitted over a time-selective, Rayleigh fading channel. The receiver em-
ploys iterative channel estimation, interference cancellation and decoding. In [59, 60, 61],
EXIT charts are used to analyze turbo receivers that utilize iterative channel estimation,
equalization and decoding for linear modulations. In doing this, the CE and equalizer are
considered to be a single SISO and the transfer function is obtained based on the exchange
of soft information with the decoder. This yields limited insight because it doesn’t pro-
vide any information about the individual performance of the estimator or equalizer over
iterations.
We note that EXIT charts have been used to develop efficient scheduling routines
for concatenated codes [88, 35] and MUD [116]. Any scheduling routine based on the
EXIT charts developed in [59, 60, 61] would involve simultaneous activations of the CE
and equalizer, which is not necessarily the most efficient way to run the receiver. While
EXIT charts for soft-input equalizers are well known, to the author’s knowledge, no EXIT
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function yet exists for a stand-alone CE. By separating the IC and CE for the EXIT
analysis we gain a much better understanding of the receiver operation. This approach
gives us the ability to optimize the receiver activation schedule and more effectively use
the physical resources in the receiver. Furthermore, since it can not be assumed that the
EXIT function of the CE is monotonically increasing, this approach could also be used to
improve the performance of the receiver by only performing channel estimation when it
improves the current estimate.
In this chapter, we derive an explicit EXIT function for a channel estimator (CE).
We then show how to combine the EXIT functions of the CE, IC and decoder to create
the EXIT chart. The accuracy of the EXIT chart is confirmed with receiver snapshot
trajectories and through BER performance comparison with simulations.
7.2 System Description
Data bits are encoded (rate 12 CC), interleaved and spread by sk,d =
1√
Nd
[sk,d(1),
sk,d(2), ..., sk,d(Nd)]. The pilot data is spread by sp = 1√
Np
[sp(1), sP (2), ..., sp(nP )] and
the transmit power of the data and power control bits is Ed,k and Ep respectively. The
spread signal for user k at time t is given by (2.9). All users share common pilot data and
in this chapter we consider only equal power transmission. The received signal is given by
(2.5). Note that the work in this chapter could be extended to an unequal power system
in a multipath fading channel, however this extension is non-trivial and is left for future
work. We also note that the single-path channel is essentially a worst-case instance of the
multipath channel and therefore the analysis in this chapter should be considered as such.
The receiver is shown in Fig. 3.1. We present the receiver consisting of EXIT function
blocks in Fig. 7.1. The EXIT functions represented are
IICE = fIC
(
Eb/N0, I
IC
A,CE, I
IC
A,Dec
)
(7.1)
ICEE = fCE
(
ICEA,IC, I
CE
A,Dec
)
(7.2)
IDecE = fDec
(
IDecA,IC
)
, (7.3)
for the IC , CE and FEC decoder respectively. The notation IXΛ,Y is used as follows;
X denotes the receiver component, IΛ is a priori or extrinsic MI where Λ = A or E
respectively and Y is the source of the a priori information. The extrinsic output of the
IC, IICE , becomes the a priori input of the CE ( I
CE
A,IC) and FEC Decoder (I
Dec
A,IC). The
extrinsic output of the decoder, IDecE , becomes the a priori input of the IC (I
IC
A,Dec) and
CE (ICEA,Dec). The extrinsic output of the CE, I
CE
E becomes the a priori input of the IC
(IICA,CE). Note that there is no interleaver in Fig. 7.1 as the EXIT function blocks pass
only a single parameter (MI).
Algorithm 10 shows how to use the system of Fig. 7.1 for convergence analysis and
predicting BER performance. The MI of the extrinsic output of each component can be
plotted on a three-dimensional EXIT chart after the activation of each component in order
to obtain a snapshot decoding trajectory. The a posteriori output of the decoder, given
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Figure 7.1: Receiver EXIT function block diagram, showing the interference canceller
(IC), channel estimator (CE) and FEC decoder (Dec)
by
ID = J
(√
J−1
(
IDecA,IC
)2
+ J−1
(
IDecE
)2)
, (7.4)
can be used to estimate the BER with (4.34). The MI (reliability) of the channel estimate
has no direct effect on the BER as hard decisions are made on the FEC decoder output.
Step 6 in Algorithm 10 may be skipped on any iteration where the channel estimate will
not be updated.
Algorithm 10 EXIT Chart Analysis with Channel Estimation
1: Initialize all IXΛ,Y = 0
2: Set SNR Eb/N0 and number of receiver iterations ir
3: for i = 1 to ir do
4: Lookup IC output IICE = fIC
(
Eb/N0, I
IC
A,Dec, I
IC
A,CE
)
5: ICEA,IC = I
IC
E , I
CE
A,Dec = I
Dec
E
6: Lookup CE output ICEE = fCE
(
ICEA,IC, I
CE
A,Dec
)
7: IDecA,IC = I
IC
E
8: Lookup decoder output IDecE = fDec
(
IDecA,IC
)
9: end for
10: IDecE and I
Dec
A,IC represent the information decoding has gained on the data
11: IICE , I
CE
E and I
Dec
E represent the final position on the EXIT chart
We remark that in [26], a Rayleigh fading channel is considered, however the a priori
input was modelled as an independent Gaussian RV as in (2.18) and the channel as
zc = hc· d+ nc, (7.5)
where d ∈ {±1} are the transmitted coded binary symbols, hc are the complex channel
fading coefficients and nc is complex additive noise (nc = nr + jni). The nr and ni are
independent Gaussian RVs with variance σ2n = N0/2. The channel fading coefficients, hr
and hi, are Gaussian RVs with variance σ2h =
1
2 such that the magnitude of h =
√
h2r + h2i
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is Rayleigh distributed with E{h} = 1. The LLR values (assuming hc is known at the
receiver) are calculated as
Y =
2
σ2n
Re {h∗cz} =
2
σ2n
(
h2x+ hn
)
, (7.6)
where n is Gaussian with variance σ2n and mean zero. From (7.6) the channel coefficient
LLRs Y are not Gaussian.
7.3 J Functions for the Fading Channel
The J function [26] was introduced in Section 3.6.1, and describes MI as a function of
variance. A model of the input is required in order to derive the EXIT characteristics of
each SISO receiver block. In [26] the decoder input is modelled as Gaussian consistent
and the author describes the J function, which is used to select the appropriate value of
the mean and variance of the a priori input. For a given MI, the inverse J function can
be used to determine the variance (and mean) of the Gaussian RV (2.18). Modelling of a
priori inputs with Gaussian distributions in fading channels has been used successfully (in
[26] for example). In this section we will derive J functions specifically for the Rayleigh
channel and the channel estimate.
7.3.1 The Jr Function
To improve the a priori channel model where the data are distributed as Rayleigh plus
Gaussian noise we define the Jr function, IA = Jr(σA), which we will use to model the
input to the IC, CE and FEC Decoder. This function is derived below.
Considering only the data channel for a single user, on the bit-level (i.e. after despread-
ing) we receive y = hx+ n where y is the channel output, h is the fading coefficient, x is
the transmitted data and n represents AWGN noise (variance N0/2). Note that we now
drop the subscript c representing complex numbers. Assuming the channel is perfectly
known at the receiver, the channel coefficient LLRs are
Y =
|y + h|2
N0
− |y − h|
2
N0
, (7.7)
and using y = hx+ n we get
Y =
4|h|2
N0
x+
Re {4h∗n}
N0
. (7.8)
We see that Y has a mean of µY = 4|h|2/N0 and a variance of σ2Y = 8|h2|/N0. We note
that µY = σ2Y /2. Defining A as the a priori input and its variance as σ
2
A = 8/N0 in order
to keep with the convention from [26], we model the a priori LLRs using (7.8) as
A =
σ2A
2
(|h|2x+Re {4h∗n}) , (7.9)
where n ∼ (0, 4/σ2A).
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The MI between the transmitted data sequence x and the received data y is
I(x;Y ) =
∫ ∞
0
I(x;Y |h)f(h)dh, (7.10)
since Y is dependent upon the channel coefficient h. From (7.8) we see that I(x;Y |h) can
be determined using the J function scaled by |h|2. Therefore
Jr(σY ) = I(x;Y ) (7.11)
=
∫ ∞
0
J
(|h|2σY ) f(|h|2)d|h|2 (7.12)
=
∫ ∞
0
J
(|h|2σY ) |h|2
σ2h
exp−|h|
4/(2σ2h) d|h|2. (7.13)
Since the fading is power-normalized, that is E[|h|2] = 1, the parameter σ2h is equal to 12 .
Note that the lower limit of the integral in (7.12) and (7.13) is zero since |h| ≥ 0.
In keeping with the convention from [26] we denote a priori and extrinsic LLRs using
capital letters A and E, and their variances as σ2A and σ
2
E respectively. As for the J
function there is no closed-form solution to the Jr function so we approximate it as
IA = Jr(σA) ≈ 1−
(
H1σ
H2
A + 1
)H3
(7.14)
σA = J−1r (IA) ≈
(
1
H1
(
(1− IA)1/H3 − 1
))1/H2
, (7.15)
where IA = I(x;A) and H1 = 0.1659, H2 = 1.9231 and H3 = −1.043 were obtained
using a Nelder-Mead simplex optimization [127]. The Jr function (dashed line) is shown
along with the J function in Fig. 7.2. We can easily see what is essentially a performance
degradation due to the fading channel. For convenience, we use the approximation over
the use of the numerical integral in (7.13).
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Figure 7.2: The J functions, showing mutual information as a function of variance.
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7.3.2 The Jh Function
In order to model the channel estimate as an a priori input to the IC, we require a function
to describe the relationship between MI and the noise variance of the channel estimate.
Define the Jh function, IA = Jh(σA), which we derive below as in Section 7.3.1.
The Rayleigh fading channel can be modelled as h = a+ jb where a and b are inde-
pendent zero-mean Gaussian distributed RVs with variance σ2h =
1
2 . Our channel estimate
hˆ is the channel with noise, hˆ = h+ σ2, which we also model as Gaussian (which we have
observed to be the case in simulations),
hˆ = (a+ nh,r) + j(b+ nh,i), (7.16)
where nh,r and nh,i are Gaussian processes with mean zero and variance σ2hˆ. Since a and
b are i.i.d., we can determine the MI between the channel estimate hˆ and the channel
h, I(h; hˆ), by concatenating the real and imaginary parts of each and calculating the MI
between the two new vectors. This is a similar approach to e.g. QPSK modulation in an
AWGN channel.
Let H = [Re {h} , Im {h}] and Hˆ =
[
Re
{
hˆ
}
, Im
{
hˆ
}]
where [q, r] denotes concatena-
tion of the vectors q and r. Note that H is a zero mean Gaussian R.V of variance σ2h and
Hˆ = H + nHˆ where nHˆ is a zero-mean Gaussian R.V with variance σ
2
hˆ
. We begin with
the MI between H and Hˆ,
I(H; Hˆ) =
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ +∞
−∞
f(H, Hˆ) log
f(H, Hˆ)
f(H)f(Hˆ)
dHdHˆ
=
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ +∞
−∞
f(H)f(Hˆ|H) log f(Hˆ|H)
f(Hˆ)
dHdHˆ, (7.17)
where
f(H) =
1√
2piσ2h
exp−H
2/2σ2h , (7.18)
f(Hˆ|H) = 1√
2piσ2
hˆ
exp−|Hˆ−H|
2/2σ2
hˆ , (7.19)
and
f(Hˆ) =
∫ +∞
−∞
f(Hˆ|H)f(H)dH. (7.20)
We then have an expression for the MI between the channel H and its estimate Hˆ as a
function of σ2h and σ
2
hˆ
. The channel coefficient estimate to channel coefficient SNR is σ2h/σ
2
hˆ
and if we consider the capacity of an AWGN channel with a Gaussian input distribution
I(snr) = 12 log2(1+snr) [1] we can derive a closed-form solution to (7.17). Since σ
2
h is fixed
at 12 , snr = 1/2σ
2
hˆ
and I(σ2
hˆ
) = 12 log2(1 + 1/2σ
2
hˆ
). We define the Jh function as
IA = Jh(σA) =
1
2
log2(1 +
σ2A
8
). (7.21)
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where σA = 2/σhˆ (to maintain consistency with the form of the J function) and IA =
I(h; hˆ). Since this function is monotonically increasing it is also invertible so (importantly
for the purposes of generating EXIT charts) we have the inverse function
σA = J−1h (IA) = 2
√
22IA+1 − 2. (7.22)
We then use this function IA = Jh(σA) to derive the EXIT chart for the IC by adding
noise of variance σ2
hˆ
= 4/σ2A to the real and imaginary components of the channel coef-
ficients h for the desired channel coefficient estimate MI. The Jh Function is shown in
Fig. 7.2 (dotted line, right axes) up to σA = 20. Note that unlike the J and Jr functions,
which are for binary signals, the MI is not bounded by 0 and 1.
7.4 EXIT Charts in the Fading Channel
We construct an EXIT chart by first deriving the EXIT functions of each of the receiver
blocks through Monte Carlo simulation. For the IC and the FEC decoder we generate a
priori inputs using the Jr and Jh functions. The MI of the extrinsic output is calculated
using (3.17). The proposed Jr and Jh functions allow the a priori input to be modelled
directly for a given value of MI and channel realization. The a priori input is modelled
using the following generalized procedure,
1. Determine the variance σ2A for the desired value of the a priori MI IA using the
inverse Jr function σA = J−1r (IA) or Jh function σA = J
−1
h (IA),
2. Generate the a priori input using σA.
We now outline the specific algorithms for deriving the EXIT characteristics of each block.
7.4.1 IC EXIT Function
Consider the generic EXIT function block of Fig. 4.1, the IC has inputs Eb/N0, IICA,Dec
and IICA,CE corresponding to a, b and c. Similarly, the IC output I
IC
E is represented by d in
Fig. 4.1. The EXIT function for the IC of Fig. 7.1 should be derived using Algorithm 11.
Note that δfec and δh are chosen to be small enough such that the EXIT chart has the
desired resolution.
The a priori input to the IC contains data from the control channel. Since no FEC
decoding is performed on the control channel bits, the reliability of the estimates (the a
priori input) is a function of the previous activation of the IC. The IC output is therefore
a function of 4 input variables and as such the EXIT chart is hard to visualize. In order
to simplify the EXIT charts we assume the control data channel input is known.
We show the IC EXIT characteristics in Fig. 7.3. While the EXIT function is 3-
dimensional we have shown several cross-sections, that is IICE =
fIC
(
Eb/N0, I
IC
A,CE, I
IC
A,Dec
)
for a number of fixed values of IICA,CE. Note that the EXIT
function is not monotonically increasing for all values of IICA,CE. With no channel estimate
the MI of the extrinsic output is better than for bad channel estimates. Similarly, when
the channel estimate is poor, with no a priori information on the coded bits, the MI of
the IC extrinsic output is better than when the coded bits are known.
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Algorithm 11 IC EXIT Function in a Rayleigh Channel
1: Set IICA,CE = 0
2: Set IICA,Dec = 0
3: Generate channel coefficients h = a+jb (where a and b are random Gaussian sequences
with variance σ2h =
1
2) and data sequence x ∈ {−1, 1}
4: Model the a priori input to the IC as
hˆ = (a+ nh,r) + j(b+ nh,i)
AICDec =
σ2A,Dec
2
x+ nfec,
where nh,r and nh,i are zero-mean Gaussian R.V.s with variance 4/J−1h (I
IC
A,CE)
2,
σA,Dec = J−1
(
IICA,Dec
)
and nfec is a zero mean Gaussian R.V. of variance σ2A,Dec
5: Activate the IC
6: Calculate LLRs EIC from IC output using (7.7)
7: Generate a histogram of EIC and calculate the MI I(x;EIC) using (3.17)
8: Increment FEC input IICA,Dec = I
IC
A,Dec + δDec, if I
IC
A,Dec < 1 go to step 3
9: Increment channel coefficient estimate MI IICA,CE = I
IC
A,CE + δh, if I
IC
A,CE < 4.5 go to
step 2
10: Output EXIT function IICE = fIC
(
σn, I
IC
A,CE, I
IC
A,Dec
)
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Figure 7.3: IC EXIT Characteristics IICE = fIC
(
Eb/N0, I
IC
A,CE, I
IC
A,Dec
)
at γb = 20dB
7.4.2 CE EXIT Function
Again considering the generic EXIT function block of Fig. 4.1, the CE has inputs ICEA,IC
and ICEA,Dec corresponding to a and b and output I
CE
E corresponding to d. Note that input
c is not used. In order to derive the EXIT function of the CE, the a priori inputs from
the IC (ACEIC ) and FEC decoder (A
CE
Dec) must be modelled using the Jr and J functions
respectively. Assume the noise in the control channel is equal to the noise on the data
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channel, that is the output of the IC for the data and control channel is given by
dˆ =
(√
Edd
)
h+ nd (7.23)
cˆ =
(
j
√
Epc
)
h+ nc, (7.24)
where nd and nc are complex Gaussian RVs with zero mean and equal variance. Note
that this is generally not the case as the data and control channels have different SFs and
transmit power. The ratio nd/nc tends to decrease as decoding proceeds and the data
estimates improve. The power in the data channel is set to unity, so
√
Ed = 1. The EXIT
chart should be derived using Algorithm 12, where again δfec and δIC are chosen to suit
the desired resolution. Note that the channel is estimated in step 5 but the algorithm
does not specify how this estimate is obtained. Different channel estimation methods
will produce different EXIT functions. Deriving a CE EXIT function using Algorithm 12
enables semi-analytical comparison of different estimation techniques, which is analogous
to EXIT functions for FEC codes. We use the channel estimation technique in [124], where
coarse estimates of the CSI are obtained as
hˆk,d(m) = yk,d(mT )
dˆk,m√
Ed,k
(7.25)
hˆk,c(m) = yk,c(mT )
cm√
Ec
, (7.26)
using the data and pilot symbols respectively. The estimates are combined using the AA,
where hˆ = 0.5(hˆk,d+ hˆk,c), chosen for simplicity as the estimation method is not the focus
of this work. Furthermore, improved methods of estimate combining, such as maximal
ratio combining, are not considered. These are left for future work and an EXIT function
matching approach similar to that used in Chapter 5 could be applied.
Since channel estimation is done using both pilot and data bits the EXIT function
for the CE is shown for the three estimation configurations: using pilot bits only (7.26)
in Fig. 7.4; data bits only (7.25) in Fig. 7.5; and the AA in Fig. 7.6. Again, since
fCE () is 3-dimensional (with the exception of pilot only estimation), we show the EXIT
characteristics in 2-dimensions using cross-sections, in this case for fixed values of ICEA,IC. An
interesting observation is the large trough in the EXIT function using combined data/pilot
estimation exhibited at high values of ICEA,IC. In these cases the signal-to-interference-plus-
noise ratio (SINR) in the IC output is high so channel estimates from the pilot bits are
reliable. With zero a priori information from the FEC decoder the estimate is only
based on pilot bits. The reliability of the soft estimates from the decoder is (initially)
low as we increase ICEA,Dec, which degrades the channel estimate. As the reliability of the
information from the decoder improves the MI of the channel estimate eventually climbs
above that obtained using only the pilot bits. This is an important point to note as it
highlights the advantage of using EXIT charts for scheduling. An algorithm as in [116]
will determine whether the channel estimate should be obtained from the pilot bits, data
bits or a combination of both.
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Algorithm 12 CE EXIT Function in a Rayleigh Channel
1: Set ICEA,IC = 0
2: Set ICEA,Dec = 0
3: Generate channel coefficients h = a+jb where a and b are random Gaussian sequences
with variance σ2h =
1
2 and data sequence x ∈ {−1, 1}
4: Model the a priori input to the CE as
ACEIC,d = hx+ nIC
ACEDec =
σ2A,Dec
2
x+ nfec
ACEIC,c =
(
j
√
Epc
)
h+ nIC,
where nIC is a zero-mean complex Gaussian RV with variance 4/J−1r (ICEA,IC)
2,
σA,Dec = J−1
(
ICEA,Dec
)
and nfec is a zero mean Gaussian R.V. of variance σ2A,Dec
5: Estimate the channel coefficients hˆ
6: Generate histograms to estimate the PDF’s of h (p(h)) and hˆ (p(hˆ)), and the condi-
tional PDF p(hˆ|h) to estimate the MI using (7.17)
7: Increment FEC output ICEA,Dec = I
CE
A,Dec + δfec, if I
CE
A,Dec < 1 go to step 3
8: Increment IC output ICEA,IC = I
CE
A,IC + δIC, if I
CE
A,IC < 1 go to step 2
9: Output EXIT function IhE = fCE
(
ICEA,IC, I
CE
A,Dec
)
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Figure 7.4: CE EXIT characteristics ICEE = fCE
(
ICEA,IC
)
for pilot bits only
7.4.3 FEC Decoder EXIT Function
EXIT functions for FEC codes in AWGN channels are well known and have been explored
in detail in the literature. In [26], the Rayleigh fading channel was considered for a parallel
concatenated system, as in Section 4.4.1, where it was assumed that the a priori input
was Gaussian distributed and the channel input was Rayleigh plus Gaussian noise. Since
the decoder in the system of Fig. 3.1 is in a serial concatenation with the IC, the FEC
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Figure 7.5: CE EXIT characteristics ICEE = fCE
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for data bits only (for
selected 0 ≤ IICA ≤ 1).
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Figure 7.6: CE EXIT characteristics ICEE = fCE
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combined from data and
pilot bits (for selected 0 ≤ IICA ≤ 1).
EXIT function has a single input. Furthermore, since the a priori input to the decoder
is the extrinsic output of the IC, the input distribution is Rayleigh plus Gaussian. We
therefore use the Jr function to more accurately model the decoder a priori input. The
EXIT function for the FEC decoder can be obtained using Algorithm 13, where again δfec
and δIC are chosen to suit the desired resolution. We derive the EXIT function for both
the systematic and coded bits and use the extrinsic MI of the systematic bits to estimate
the BER as in [115].
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Algorithm 13 FEC Decoder EXIT Function in a Rayleigh Channel
1: Set IDecA,IC = 0
2: Generate channel coefficients h = a+jb where a and b are random Gaussian sequences
with variance σ2h =
1
2 and data sequence x ∈ {−1, 1}
3: Model the a priori input to the decoder as
ADecIC =
σ2A,IC
2
(|h|2x+Re {h∗nIC}) ,
where σA,IC = J−1r (IDecA,IC) and nIC is a zero-mean complex Gaussian R.V. with variance
4/σ2A,IC
4: Activate the decoder
5: Generate histograms to estimate the conditional PDF of Efec, p(Efec|x = ±1) and use
(3.17) to calculate the MI
6: Increment IC output IDecA,IC = I
Dec
A,IC + δIC, if I
Dec
A,IC < 1 go to step 2
7: Output EXIT function IDecE = ffec
(
IDecA,IC
)
The EXIT functions for two rate 12 CCs are shown in Fig. 7.7. The EXIT functions
for a (5, 7) code are shown for the Rayleigh (squares) and the Gaussian (x’s) a priori
models. Similarly, the (561, 753) 3GPP CC EXIT functions are shown for the Rayleigh (t’s)
and Gaussian (circles) a priori models. Observe that the EXIT functions are weakened
using the Rayleigh a priori model in comparison to the Gaussian channel model. This
corresponds to the performance loss in a fading channel with respect to the AWGN channel.
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Figure 7.7: FEC decoder EXIT chart with Gaussian and Rayleigh a priori input distri-
butions.
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7.5 Simulation Results
We simulated a system with 16 users and a data bit rate of 60kbps (per user), data
spreading factor 32, pilot spreading factor 256, carrier frequency 2GHz, chip rate 3.84MHz
and a vehicle speed of 100km/h (Doppler frequency approx. 185Hz). The control (pilot)
channel power is -6dB at the chip level (6dB below data). The FEC code is a rate 12
CC with generator polynomials (5,7) and we use BPSK modulation for pilot and data
channels. We show in Fig. 7.8 a number of simulated decoding trajectories which we see
closely match the EXIT chart.
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Figure 7.8: EXIT chart and simulated trajectory of the IMUD receiver with AA channel
estimation and the (5,7) CC at γb = 10dB.
The BER performance of the receiver is shown in Fig. 7.9, where the solid line (crosses)
was obtained through simulation and the dashed line (crosses) using EXIT chart analysis.
The EXIT chart analysis is accurate to 1-2dB but at our target BER of 10−3 it is within
0.5dB. This is reasonably accurate considering the small interleaver size and the assump-
tion that the reliability of the a priori information in the pilot and data channels is equal.
We also simulated a 3GPP compliant WCDMA system under the same conditions with
the FEC code as the 3GPP memory 8, rate 12 CC with generator polynomials (561,753).
The three-dimensional EXIT chart is shown in Fig. 7.10 with a number of snapshot trajec-
tories, which we observe exhibit a close match. The BER performance is plotted against
SNR in Fig. 7.9 from simulations (circles, solid line) and EXIT chart analysis (circles,
dashed line). The predicted and actual BER match reasonably well, although EXIT chart
analysis slightly underestimates the BER. The convergence threshold is, however, accu-
rately predicted. EXIT chart analysis is not exact and has been observed to be slightly
optimistic with respect to simulated performance. For a powerful channel code, such as
the (561,753) code which have steep EXIT functions (in the waterfall region, in this case
0.35 ≤ IDecA ≤ 0.7) as shown in Fig. 7.7, a small variation in a priori MI will cause a
large variation in extrinsic MI. That is, the EXIT function is more sensitive to changes in
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Figure 7.9: BER performance as a function of SNR for simulation and EXIT chart analysis,
for the (5,7) and (561,753) codes using AA channel estimation.
input MI in the waterfall region. We suggest this explains the greater discrepancy between
predicted and simulated performance for the more powerful code in Fig. 7.9.
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Figure 7.10: EXIT chart and simulated trajectory of the IMUD receiver with AA channel
estimation and the rate 12 3GPP CC at γb = 20dB.
Due to the good match between simulations and EXIT chart analysis we can there-
fore conclude that the EXIT chart and the Jr and Jh functions used to derive the EXIT
functions are valid tools for predicting the convergence behavior of the iterative receiver.
We have not investigated the improvements possible through scheduling, nor have we
attempted to optimize the channel estimation method or estimate combining technique.
These are left for future work.
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7.6 Summary
We derived J functions I = J(σ) for Rayleigh fading and channel estimate
a priori channels to enable a convenient means of translating between MI and variance.
These functions were used to derive EXIT functions for a parallel IC, CE and FEC de-
coder blocks used in an IMUD for a CDMA system in a correlated Rayleigh fading channel.
Previous work has only considered the CE and IC as a single SISO block. We verified
through simulation that the decoding trajectory closely matches the 3-dimensional EXIT
chart and the BER predictions made using EXIT chart analysis are accurate. The dis-
crepancies are due to the small interleaver size and the assumption that the pilot data is
known at the receiver. The techniques developed in this chapter provide insight into the
iterative receiver, specifically the behavior of the iterative process between the CE and
IC, which is useful for optimization of the channel estimation method, estimate combining
and receiver scheduling.

Chapter 8
Summary and Conclusions
The discovery of turbo codes and the consequent understanding of iterative techniques
has lead to the development of powerful iterative receivers. Extrinsic information trans-
fer analysis of iterative decoders and receivers has been shown to accurately predict the
convergence behavior without the need for costly computer simulations. Extrinsic infor-
mation transfer charts, which track the mutual information at the input and output of
each receiver component, accurately provide insight into the convergence properties and
decoding trajectory of an iterative receiver.
Until now, there has been a lack of attention on extrinsic information transfer analysis
within an iterative multi-user receiver using interference cancellation for coded direct-
sequence code-division multiple access, especially in the unequal power case. Similarly,
for transfer chart analysis the channel estimator has always been considered to be a part
of the interference canceller or equalizer. Extrinsic information transfer functions for
stand-alone channel estimators have not been published in the literature. The majority of
the research in direct-sequence code-division multiple access receivers has utilized variance
transfer analysis, while for forward error correction decoders the focus has been on extrinsic
information transfer techniques. However, information on the relationship between the
two approaches is scarce and no function existed for translating between the two metrics.
The function we have derived enables the most appropriate metric to be selected for each
component. We also derived the extrinsic information transfer functions of the interference
canceller and decoders for unequal power code-division multiple access.
For the case where there are more than two receiver components in a multi-user sce-
nario, the design options are numerous. Specifically, the transmit/receive power levels
of each user and the activation schedule of the receiver components can be adjusted.
The underlying principle is a curve matching approach, the extrinsic information transfer
functions of the receiver components are adjusted such that the decoding trajectory can
proceed as efficiently as possible.
The intent of the work in this thesis was to develop the tools for the analysis and
optimization of a multi-user iterative receiver. The motivation was to enable the design
of a cellular multi-user system able to operate at a higher efficiency than a conventional
receiver, where efficiency can be regarded as either power use (e.g. battery consumption)
or the number of users supported in a cell. We have optimized a turbo multiuser detector
receiver for unequal power turbo-coded code-division multiple access system through ex-
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trinsic information transfer chart analysis. The tools developed for this optimization are
general and can be applied to many modulation, multi-access and coding schemes.
The system benefits of the techniques proposed in this thesis are an increase in coverage
or throughput achieved through a reduction in transmit power. The principle is that for
given total transmit power (limited by terminals) the number of users (or throughput)
that can be supported is maximized. Similarly, the intra-cell interference is minimized
which allows the cellular frequency reuse distance to be reduced. Both of these benefits
present system operators with the opportunity for reduced costs through the design of a
more efficient cellular layout. Specifically, less base stations are required and the frequency
reuse scheme is less constrained by intracellular interference.
8.1 Key Contributions
The key contributions of the work in this thesis are the comparison of the convergence
analysis techniques and the development of the tools for the optimization of an iterative
receiver. The convergence properties of iterative receivers can be predicted using extrinsic
information, fidelity and variance transfer charts. The design and optimization of an
iterative receiver therefore requires the following tools:
• J functions and interrelationships (extrinsic information ⇔ fidelity ⇔ variance)
• Effective extrinsic information transfer charts for unequal power systems
• Power optimization using extrinsic information transfer charts
• Schedule optimization using extrinsic information transfer charts
• Extrinsic information transfer function for channel estimation.
8.1.1 J Functions and Interrelationships
The J function describes mutual information as a function of the conditional variance of
a vector of log-likelihood ratios with a Gaussian consistent distribution. The J function is
useful in extrinsic information transfer chart derivation and bit-error-rate estimation. We
introduced the Js Function which gives a close approximation of the relationship between
fidelity and variance. We then proposed the transfer (T ) function which gives a close
approximation of the relationship between mutual information and fidelity. Furthermore,
we derived a series of interrelationships which enable extrinsic information transfer, fidelity
transfer and variance transfer functions to be interchanged. These functions give some
insight into the relationship between the different approaches to convergence analysis of
iterative receivers. We showed through simulation that transfer chart analysis using these
functions accurately predicts the convergence properties of iterative systems.
We derived J functions for Rayleigh fading and channel estimate a priori channels.
These functions were shown to be useful for derivation of extrinsic information transfer
functions for a parallel interference canceller, channel estimator and forward error correc-
tion decoder blocks used in an iterative multiuser detector for a code-division multiple
access system in a correlated Rayleigh fading channel. Previous work has only considered
the channel estimator and interference canceller as a single soft-in/soft-out block.
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8.1.2 Effective Extrinsic Information Transfer Charts
Transfer chart analysis of unequal power systems has been restricted in the literature
to variance transfer due to the linear relationship between power and variance. Extrin-
sic information transfer chart analysis of forward error correction code decoders is well
understood and generally accepted to be superior to other approaches. The extrinsic in-
formation transfer characteristics of the receiver components in the unequal power case
are desirable for efficient receiver design. The results in [20] were used to derive effective
extrinsic information transfer functions for forward error correction decoders and an in-
terference canceller which enabled analysis of the system as in the equal power case. We
showed that the effective extrinsic information transfer chart analysis accurately predicts
the convergence behavior of the system.
8.1.3 Unequal Power Code-Division Multiple Access Power Optimiza-
tion
The convergence behavior of an iterative receiver is strongly influenced by the power profile
of the users in the system. The optimal power profile can be obtained in an extrinsic
information transfer curve matching approach. The power level of each user, or group of
users, is adjusted such that the extrinsic information transfer function of the interference
canceller best matches that of the forward error correction decoders to enable the decoding
trajectory to proceed through the tunnel between the curves. We provided the framework
and base functions for the optimization and used a brute-force search to demonstrate
the approach. We defined the optimal power profile as either that which achieves the
lowest convergence threshold or smallest distance from capacity. We showed that these
two definitions achieve the same result and in fact are equivalent. We suggested the use
of a constrained non-linear optimization to obtain the optimal power profile with less
computational requirements than the brute-force search. We verified through simulation
that the performance predicted by the optimization algorithm is achievable.
8.1.4 Scheduling
We utilized extrinsic information transfer chart analysis of unequal power turbo-coded
code-division multiple access to dynamically derive the optimal decoding schedule. We
modified the algorithm in [115] to enable an arbitrary start point in the trellis search with
constraints on receiver complexity to facilitate dynamic scheduling. We showed through
simulation that dynamic scheduling has a small performance gain over static scheduling,
with similar decoding complexity, and achieves bit-error-rate performance close to that
of a conventional receiver. Furthermore, we showed our proposed dynamic scheduling
algorithm produces more consistent bit-error-rate performance with significant complexity
savings over the conventional receiver. We investigated the complexity of the scheduling
algorithm and proposed methods to reduce the complexity to be similar to the Bahl,
Cocke, Jelinek and Raviv algorithm.
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8.1.5 Channel Estimator Extrinsic Information Transfer Function
Extrinsic information transfer charts have been used to analyze turbo receivers with itera-
tive channel estimation, equalization/interference cancellation and decoding. The channel
estimator and equalizer or interference canceller are considered to be a single soft-in/soft-
out block and the transfer function is obtained based on the exchange of soft information
with the decoder. This approach does not provide any information about the individual
performance of the estimator over iterations. We used the J functions for the Rayleigh
fading channel and channel estimate to derive the extrinsic information transfer functions
for a parallel interference canceller, channel estimator and forward error correction de-
coder blocks used in an iterative multiuser detector for a code-division multiple access
system in a correlated Rayleigh fading channel. Previous analytical work only considered
the channel estimator and interference canceller as a single soft-in/soft-out block. We ver-
ified through simulation that the decoding trajectory closely matches the 3-dimensional
extrinsic information transfer chart and the bit-error-rate predictions made using extrinsic
information transfer chart analysis are reasonably close. The discrepancy is probably due
to the small interleaver size and the assumption that the reliability of the pilot data is
equal to that of the coded data.
8.2 Conclusions and Extensions
This thesis has developed the tools for the analysis and optimization of iterative receivers,
with a focus on coded multi-user direct-sequence code-division multiple access for illustra-
tion. Simulations were used to demonstrate the accuracy of the tools. We demonstrated
that the convergence threshold can be significantly reduced through power profile opti-
mization and determined that a combination of static and dynamic scheduling offers the
best benefit for the cost for detection. We showed that the optimized system achieves
similar bit-error-rate performance to the conventional receiver with significant complexity
savings at a lower convergence threshold. The optimized system can also be considered to
support more users than the conventional system, an angle which is likely to be attractive
to service providers. The major contributions of the work contained in this thesis are to
convergence analysis and the development or extension of optimization tools. There exists
potential for extensions and we provide the following suggestions for future work:
• Search algorithm for power level optimization
• Allocation of the optimized power levels to terminals
• Extrinsic information transfer charts for the multipath fading channel
• Dynamic scheduling with channel estimation
• Application to orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing and orthogonal frequency-
division multiple access.
Appendix A
Bounds on the B function
In this appendix we will derive upper and lower bounds for the B function, which was
defined in Section 3.7. Consider MI from (3.41), which can be written as
IΛ = 1−
∫ +∞
−∞
p(λ|x = +1)q(λ)dλ, (A.1)
= 1− g(σλ), (A.2)
where q(λ) = log2(1 + e−λ) and g(σλ) =
∫ +∞
−∞ p(λ|x = +1)q(λ)dλ, and fidelity, which we
write as
MΛ = 1−
∫ +∞
−∞
p(λ|x = +1)r(λ)dλ (A.3)
= 1− f(σλ), (A.4)
where r(λ) = 2/(1 + eλ) and f(σλ) =
∫ +∞
−∞ p(λ|x = +1)r(λ)dλ. Under the Gaussian
assumption the a priori input A and extrinsic output E are i.i.d. so the subscript Λ will
be dropped. Letting
φ(σ) ,M − I (A.5)
=
∫ +∞
−∞
[q(λ)− r(λ)] p(λ|x = +1)dλ, (A.6)
we define the offset function ϕ(λ) , q(λ) − r(λ). We use linear approximations of ϕ(λ)
as upper and lower bounds and use the complimentary error function to evaluate (A.6) to
get the bounds
φlb(σλ) < φ(σλ) < φub(σλ). (A.7)
(A.5) then becomes
M − I = 0±∆, (A.8)
where ∆ is some error. The upper and lower bounds are essentially bounds on this error.
Since the integral in (A.6) is over λ from −∞ to ∞, we divided this interval into a
number of subintervals, defined as Li to Ui where Li is the lower and Ui the upper limit of
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subinterval i. For each subinterval we derived upper and lower bounds to ϕ(λ), shown in
Fig. A.1. We used the derivative and double derivative of ϕ(λ) to determine the gradient
and concavity of the function over several intervals of λ. Since
ϕ(λ) = log2
(
1 + e−λ
)
− 2
1 + eλ
,
then
ϕ′(λ) =
eλ (2 ln 2− 1)− 1
(1 + eλ)2 · ln 2
and
ϕ′′(λ) =
eλ
[
(2 ln 2 + 1)− eλ (2 ln 2− 1)]
(1 + eλ)3 · ln 2 .
We define
λmin = − ln(2 ln 2− 1),
such that ϕ′(λmin) = 0, and
λturn = ln
2 ln 2 + 1
2 ln 2− 1 ,
such that ϕ′′(λturn) = 0. We calculate a number of approximations to the function ϕ(λ)
over a number of subsections of λ. These subsections are characterized by the values of
ϕ(λ), ϕ′(λ) and ϕ′′(λ), and are not distinct (there is some overlap). Thus we define the
bounding function as the concatenation of the uppermost (Lower Bound) or lowest (Upper
Bound) approximation for each value of λ.
A.1 Lower Bound
For the lower bound we use five subsections of λ,
∀λ ∈ (−∞, 0],
ϕ(λ) > log2(e
−λ)− 2
1 + e−∞
= − λ
ln 2
− 2 = L1(λ).
∀λ ∈ (−∞, λturn), ϕ′′(λ) > 0
ϕ(λ) > ϕ(0) + ϕ′(0)· (λ− 0) = ln 2− 1
2 ln 2
λ = L2(λ).
∀λ ∈ (−∞,+∞),
ϕ(λ) > ϕ(λmin) =
1− ln 2 + ln ln 2
ln 2
= L3(λ).
∀λ ∈ (λturn, λl), ϕ′′(λ) < 0
ϕ(λ) > ϕ(λturn) + (λ− λturn)ϕ(λl)− ϕ(λturn)
λl − λturn = L4(λ),
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where λl is any real number satisfying λl > λturn. ∀λ ∈ (0,+∞),
ϕ(λ) > log2(1 + 0)−
2
0 + eλ
= −2e−λ = L5(λ).
Thus, the lower bound can be written as
L(λ) = max {Lk(λ)}5k=1 . (A.9)
A.2 Upper Bound
For the upper bound we divide the domain λ into six subsections,
∀λ ∈ (−∞, λ0),
ϕ(λ) < − 1
ln 2
(λ− λ0) + ϕ(λ0) = U1(λ),
where λ0 is an arbitrary real number satisfying λ0 < 0, see Proof (1). The tightness of
the upper bound may be adjusted through selection of λ0, the bound shown in Fig. A.1
is for λ0 = −3.
∀λ ∈ (λ0, 0), ϕ′′(λ) > 0,
ϕ(λ) < ϕ(0) + (λ− 0)ϕ(λ0)− ϕ(0)
λ0 − 0 =
ϕ(λ0)
λ0
λ = U2(λ).
∀λ ∈ (0, λmin), ϕ′′(λ) > 0,
ϕ(λ) < ϕ(0) + (λ− 0)ϕ(λmin − ϕ(0)
λmin − 0 =
ϕ(λmin)
λmin
λ = U3(λ).
∀λ ∈ (λmin, λturn), ϕ′′(λ) > 0,
ϕ(λ) < ϕ(λmin) + (λ− λmin)ϕ(λturn)− ϕ(λmin)
λturn − λmin = U4(λ).
∀λ ∈ (λturn,+∞), ϕ′′(λ) < 0,
ϕ(λ) < ϕ(λturn) + ϕ′(λturn)(λ− λturn) = U5(λ).
∀λ ∈ (λturn,+∞),
ϕ(λ) < 0 = U6(λ),
see Proof (2). Thus, the upper bound can be written as
U(λ) = min {Uk(λ)}6k=1 . (A.10)
Note that tighter bounds can easily be constructed by using a larger number of subsections
of λ.
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Proof (1)
Define f(λ) = ϕ(λ)− U1(λ).
When −∞ < λ < λ0, we have
f(λ0) = 0
f ′(λ) = ϕ′(λ) +
1
ln 2
lim
λ→−∞
f ′(λ) = 0
f ′′(λ) = ϕ′′(λ) > 0.
When λ > −∞,
f ′(λ) > f ′(−∞) = 0⇒ f(λ) < f(λ0) = 0⇒ ϕ(λ) < U1(λ).
Proof (2)
ϕ(λturn < 0, lim
λ→+∞
ϕ(λ) = 0, lim
λ→+∞
ϕ′(λ) = 0,
When λturn < λ < +∞, we have
ϕ′′(λ) < 0⇒ ϕ′(λ) > ϕ′(+∞) = 0⇒ ϕ(λ) < ϕ(+∞) = 0.
A.3 Bounds
The bounding functions are therefore L and U , which are linear approximations of the
error function ϕ(λ). By imposing these bounds on ϕ we in turn bound φ, since φ is a
function of ϕ.
Using (A.6) and (A.9) we write the lower bound as
φlb(σλ) =
∫ +∞
−∞
L(λ)p(λ|x = +1)dλ, (A.11)
and from (A.6) and (A.10) the upper bound is
φub(σλ) =
∫ +∞
−∞
U(λ)p(λ|x = +1)dλ. (A.12)
Fig. A.2 graphically presents f , g, φ and the lower (φlb) and upper (φub) bounds derived,
which are shown to be quite tight across a range of σ. The function φ(σλ) represents the
difference between the EXIT and VT functions, there is no closed-form solution for this
function.
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